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Abstract

As police forces are information intensive organisations, the use of advanced Information Systems in policing has led to the transformation of the social and the organisational life in forces. Nevertheless, the results of a pilot study conducted after four years of the roll out of mobile Kelvin devices in a medium-sized Constabulary in the UK have revealed officers’ resistance to using the full range of functionalities offered by these devices. The Kelvin devices’ initial training did not accommodate for differences in officers’ IT skills, experiences, roles, work contexts and police culture (ensuring the existence of a good-fit between all these factors). Hence, officers were unable to efficiently appropriate the Kelvin devices’ functionalities in different contexts and to various tasks.

Therefore, guided by the data collected from the pilot study, a Fit and Appropriation Model for training (FAMT) is posited. FAMT aims to rectify the causes of officers’ resistance by not only creating a learning environment that bridges the gap in technical knowledge and skills but also enables learners to use their work experiences to link technology features to various tasks and contexts. The impact of using FAMT on the learning process sheds light on the key determinants of delivering effective technology training in organisations. The findings of the study delineate fundamental super-user’ characteristics and police culture aspects that can influence the learning process during training.

Furthermore, the study highlights the significant role of providing IT support during technology training. This role should not be underestimated by mangers as it impacts profoundly on the effectiveness of female learners’ technology sense-making. Besides, incorporating collaborative training methods into FAMT have enhanced learners’ ability to extend the use of features to different contexts. Therefore, using FAMT has been perceived by officers as an
effective training method that facilitates a personalised technology training and extends their knowledge about useful features in their Kelvin devices.
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Chapter One - Scope of Research

1.1 Introduction

The UK government investment in the Mobile Information Programme in 2008 aimed to achieve better efficiency and effectiveness in police forces (House of Commons Report, 2008). Some of the benefits of using this advanced technology have been realised. Nonetheless post-adoption resistance to using the full range of functionalities have been reported in a pilot study conducted in a medium-sized police force. A thoroughgoing review of the benefits of using mobile technology in policing is presented in this chapter along with previous research undertaken to explore how mobile devices are used in this context. Besides, research gaps are highlighted, and a comprehensive discussion of the aim and purpose of this research study is conducted.

1.2 Overview

As much of the police work consists of producing reports and updating records (which is viewed by officers as a time-consuming task that distracts them from doing their ‘real police’ work), advanced electronic recording and retrieval systems facilitate reducing the level of paperwork and make records easier to update and access (Ackroyd et al., 1992). Police officers constantly compete against time and in most instances, must respond to crime-investigation challenges in a timely manner. For this reason, efficiency gain is an important determinant of the technology usage. Efficiency gain denotes the degree to which an officer perceives that their task performance efficiency would be improved using technology (Lin, 2004).
The increased application of advanced technology in the police has been characterized as an entrepreneurial revolution where police are continuously scrutinized (Ackroyd, 1992). In general, policing is less advanced than the private sector in terms of adopting digital technology and working practices. Digital work in policing is too often about exciting technology projects, rather than identifying the best technology to support a fundamental and coherent plan to transform services (HMIC PEEL Report, 2016). This in turn, perhaps explain the existence of many Information Systems in police forces that do not integrate well together (Allen et al., 2014). The focus should be on transforming organisational structures, norms/values and work processes to facilitate technology advances (Allen et al., 2014). The impact of technology on policing is dependent on how technology interacts with existing cultural values, management styles, work practices and technical capabilities (Chan et al., 2001). All these aspects should be incorporated into organisations’ development strategies, reflected clearly in technology training programmes and repeated on a regular basis to accommodate for changes in work context and officers’ IT skills. In the next section, a comprehensive review of the key studies undertaken to explore the benefits and drawbacks of using mobile Information technology in UK police are presented.

1.3 A Review of Research Studies Undertaken to Investigate the Utilisation of Mobile Information Technology in UK Police Forces

1.3.1 Introduction

Undoubtedly, using mobile information technology in police forces has positively impacted on the decision-making process and the sharing of information leading to a better-informed officer (Allen and Shoard, 2005; Norman and Allen, 2005; Lindsay et al., 2009). It has also reduced
the radio traffic-load significantly (Agarwal et al., 2003; Norman and Allen, 2005; Sørensen and Pica, 2005; Allen et al., 2008; Karanasios and Allen, 2014).

In the next section, the key studies undertaken to examine how mobile Information Systems like smart phones and specialised laptops are utilised in UK police forces and their benefits are presented. These studies are divided into two core areas. The first aims to understand the relationship between mobility, mobile devices and police activities. They used the ‘third generation’ Theory of Action (Engeström, 1999, 2001) and the Technology Acceptance Model (Davies, 1989). The second group of studies focus on studying the impact of virtuality and the work context among different police roles.

1.3.2 The Utilisation of Specialised Laptops (Mobile Data Terminals) in Policing

In 2009, an evaluation study was conducted by Lindsay et al. in Leicestershire Constabulary to investigate the impact of the use of mobile technology on the Force and on knowledge sharing processes. An empirical, ethnographic approach to the study was adopted. The findings of this study suggest that mobile technology has a positive impact on both policing and knowledge sharing. The mobile technology used by Leicestershire Constabulary was the Mobile Data Terminal (MDT) solution which is a Panasonic Toughbook that has a reliable wireless connection and can be removed from its in-vehicle docking station and used out of the vehicle as a portable device (Lindsay et al., 2009). These devices improved the availability of information for decision-making, helped speed up business processes, improved the timeliness and accuracy of data held and reduced significantly the use of radio. The authors reported that the ability to access photographic identification reduced the potential for false arrests and
increased the accuracy of stop checks. Hence, the use of the mobile technology led to an increase in the number of arrests as officers had faster access to information and real-time access to intelligence. The enhancement in the quality of decisions made chime with the experience of mobile technology users reported in West Yorkshire Police by Allen and Shoard (2005) and by Norman and Allen (2005).

Another study was undertaken by Lindsay et al. (2011) in which a new modified model (M-TAM) was developed based on the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), TAM2 and TAM3 for the adoption of MDTs in police forces. The original Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) was developed by Davis (1989) and intended to discover why users of a certain technology accept or reject that technology. TAM suggests that two attributes are used to measure the factors that influence the acceptance process; the Perceived Usefulness (PU) and the Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU). Davis (1989) states that PU is whether the technology will enhance user’s job performance and the PEOU relates to whether using the system will be free from effort.

This model has been extended to TAM2 by Venkatesh and Davis (2000) to include additional key determinants of TAM’s PU constructs, incorporating social influences and cognitive factors. In 2008, Venkatesh and Bala developed TAM3 which combines TAM2 and the model of the determinants of perceived ease of use (MDPEOU) (Venkatesh, 2000) to explain PEOU in addition to the PU determinants, as per the TAM2.

The M-TAM developed by Lindsay et al. (2011) identified four categories that explain technology adoption in a police force; performance, security and reliability, management style and cognitive acceptance. In the technological context, performance factors included officer efficiency, data quality, inputting, accessing and sharing information and functionality of MDTs. Factors related to the security and reliability category were battery life, network
coverage, connectivity and level of privacy from rear-seat passengers in the police vehicle. The latter two (management style and cognitive acceptance) extended Davis’s (1989) original theoretical Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). The management style included the level of training, officer involvement and information for mobile data terminals (MDTs). Officer and public perception of MDTs, peer influence and organisational culture influenced the level of cognitive acceptance. The organisational culture was an important factor in the M-TAM due to the short timescale for officers to adjust to staying out the station and working more self-sufficiently. Lindsay et al. (2014) aimed to validate the mobile Technology Acceptance Model (M-TAM) and show that it was transferrable to other UK police forces. The model (M-TAM) was evaluated using a professional review method. The most appropriate experts in this research were project managers overseeing the implementation of mobile technology in other UK police forces. New factors emerged to the original M-TAM: local leadership and supervision; senior managers buy-in to encourage usage of the devices (these were incorporated into the existing management style factors) and tailoring the software functionality and training to each policing role (these were added to a new category ‘local context’). The authors claimed that the new M-TAM was a high-level model that could be applied to any UK police force.

Moreover, Allen et al. (2008) used the Activity Theory to understand the activities performed by police officers during the Stop and Search of suspect persons and vehicles, traffic operations and community or neighbourhood policing. In the three case studies, the authors reported that the use of technology reduced the use of voice communication over the radio, officers were able to access the force’s intelligence databases allowing them to become better informed about the jobs they were attending and also reduced the number of persons required to visit a police station to collect documents. The study also reported on the negative impact of introducing new
technology in Forces without considering the different motives, expectations of outcomes and change in work habits that affect officers using them.

Norman and Allen (2005) investigated the impact of the implementation of laptops (MICT) with mobile Global System on two police roles; Criminal Investigation Department officers (CID) and Scene of Crime Officers (SCO). CID officers’ work is usually office based and SCOs’ work is heavily based outside of the office. The results of the analysis of the implementation of the new technology were categorized into five main themes; changes to work procedures, new capabilities because of the adoption of the new technology, relationships, equipment and infrastructure. Equipment and infrastructure were considered ‘hygiene factors’ in that “a failure to ensure that they support effective use will reduce the level of use to a point where it is not useful to observe changes in the other three categories” (Norman and Allen, 2005:210). The first category (changes to work procedures) was divided into two sub-themes; changes to officers’ own ways of working and changes to boundaries and controls on working. For instance, the use of the devices allowed officers to have more control over their time and easier access to information. The second category (changes in capability) was concerned with the speed, thoroughness and accuracy of work done by officers. The MICT devices enabled officers to check a larger number of car registrations very late at night without the need to use their radio devices. The quality of information retrieved was perceived as being likely to improve because of police officers inputting the data themselves on the MICTs, thus, eliminating errors resulting from poor sound quality (over the radio) and mis-spellings. Lindsay et al. (2010) reported on several unconsidered data quality dimensions (such as accuracy, timeliness, relevance, understandability and consistency) because of using mobile technology in recording information in police databases.
The third theme (relationships), in Norman and Allen’s (2005) study, was sub-divided into relationships with colleagues, relationships with supervisors and relationships with others. The authors reported that the use of the MICTs did not impact negatively on the relationships of officers with their colleagues. Supervisors used the technology to communicate with officers and there was no fear of losing control over their teams. Besides, the authors argued that the public had a positive perception of the new technology used by police officers.

The equipment category in this study included connectivity, ease of use functionality and any concerns about the devices. The infrastructure was basically any support the officers need (e.g. training, IT support, ways of working, future potential). This study supported the idea that the introduction of MICT into the police force produced benefits to the officers, the force and the communities involved. Nonetheless, without planning, organisational adjustment and training, these results might not be achieved (Norman and Allen, 2005).

Hampton and Langham (2005) investigated the everyday use of Mobile Data Terminals (MDTs) in Sussex Police Force within vehicles. Three studies were conducted to evaluate the impact of the devices on officers, work efficiency and usability of the devices. The MDTs provided in-vehicle access to the Sussex Police Information System, through which the crew could be managed, receiving instructions from the Force Command and Control Centre and through which they could receive information on incidents in progress. Access was also provided to the Police National Computer, through which the details of suspect individuals and vehicles could be retrieved. The MDTs were found to have resulted in a reduction of the volume of radio traffic, productivity had risen and officers, particularly when double-crewed, were performing their jobs more effectively.
1.3.3 Mobility and Context of Work

Pica et al. (2004), Pica and Sørensen (2004) and Pica (2006) examined the relationship between the context of work activities and mobile information usage among two roles within a UK police force; the Scene of Crime Officers (SCO) and Community Security Officers (CSO). They explained how mobile devices created a virtual environment for interaction which diverted the attention from the physical one. The authors argued that the real environment has the potential to increase or limit officers’ interaction with the virtual. They also noted that the flexibility of the technology depends upon its ability to cross contexts. There were two defining aspects of mobile device interaction in context reported by the authors: active versus passive environments and structured versus unstructured work that can impact on the use of technology in the workplace. An active relation requires constant attention to the physical space of interaction, e.g. CSOs patrol local communities by foot or on bicycle to have continuous involvement with the community. The authors argued that the success of mobile devices in active work environments is limited to voice-supported services. On the other hand, passive relations use both data and voice services on the mobile devices extensively. Structured work task is one that has a repetitive defined way of accessing information, e.g. SCOs gathering information from victims’ houses and transcribing their notes into the systems. Hence, the study proposed a matrix that presented the relation between workers who use mobile devices and the environments they work in (active or passive) and work tasks nature (structured or unstructured). The interaction between the virtuality created using mobile devices, the work activities and the context was used to study the roles of the Scene of Crime Officers and Community Security Officers. Technology, in this study, was not viewed as a self-contained entity but a tool that was both affected by and affects the social settings in which it is used.
Furthermore, the use of mobile technologies for the support of another two roles in operational policing; Response Vehicles (RV) and Traffic officers was investigated using the concepts of mobility and virtuality in work contexts discussed above (Sørensen and Pica, 2005; Pica, 2006). Operational policing is the core of policing and is highly geographically distributed (Manning, 2003). Sørensen and Pica (2005) and Pica (2006) argued that efficient and effective operational policing work was dependent on the context in which these devices were used in and the type of activity performed by the officers. Five primary activity types of operational policing were specified in this study: waiting in the car before incident, driving to an incident, acting at the incident, driving from the incident and waiting in the car after the incident. Operational policing work iterates between ‘coupling’ and ‘decoupling’ with the technology according to the situation. For instance, RV officers tended to use the technology to collect information prior to engaging in an incident but as soon as they reached the incident, they decoupled from using their devices (except from using the radio device) and engaged in the incident. This coupling and decoupling with mobile technologies form a ‘rhythm of interaction’ that characterizes the use of technology in operational policing roles (Sørensen and Pica, 2005; Pica, 2006).

1.3.4 The Utilisation of Smart Phones in Policing

A study conducted by Allen and Shoard (2005) evaluated the use of wireless mobile devices (BlackBerry handhelds) by senior officers and their secretaries in West Yorkshire Police. The BlackBerry devices included a diary, organizer applications and the facility of sending and receiving emails in addition to acting as a telephone with voice-mail facility. Allen and Shoard (2005) reported that the use of the e-mail facility changed the nature of communications; officers were able to send and receive messages anywhere and anytime. The volume of the messages did not change but the ability to deal with them was spread evenly throughout the day rather than in the office only (Allen and Shoard, 2005). The nature of the communication was
found to have changed as a result of using the mobile devices in exchanging emails. Given the smaller keyboard and the use of the devices anywhere, users tended to send messages which were shorter and more precise but less formal and less complex than when using a standard PC (Allen and Shoard, 2005). Using the devices helped managers maintain better control over their workload, ease the pressure of work and to respond more promptly to incoming e-mails (resulting in less queuing of messages). Managers also reported that they regularly received irrelevant information to their roles as a result of officers wanting to cover their own backs or attempting to impress their supervisors regardless of the content of the message (Allen and Shoard, 2005). However, officers believed that the mobile devices helped them speed up decision making and collaboration with colleagues as they were able to give immediate responses to requests for information and authorisation. This was believed to have enhanced the quality of the decisions made (Allen and Shoard, 2005). The use of the devices also resulted in a reduction in paper-based communication but the level of face-to-face interaction with other officers was not changed.

Furthermore, as there was political pressure on the police to spend more time ‘on the beat’ and to increase police visibility to the public (House of Commons Report, 2008), the need to employ mobile technology in policing emerged to the extent that it was felt necessary to further explore this issue by undertaking a feasibility study. Karanasios and Allen (2014) conducted a qualitative study in 2008 that used the ‘third generation’ Activity Theory to understand the mediating role of smart phones rolled out to frontline officers on changing work processes. The study was undertaken in one of the earliest and most advanced police forces in using mobile technology in the UK (Karanasios and Allen, 2014).
In this study, the mobile devices adopted had the capability to perform person and vehicle checks, record crime reports, view data on a crime or incident anywhere, send/receive emails, access intelligence and issue tickets. They also had a built-in camera, but the captured images were not used as evidence in court. The authors reported that the new technology improved data entry efficiency, communications (less use of radio traffic-load between the control room and the officers), policing efficiency (officers were able to perform up to 10 times more person checks increasing the chance of arrests and spending more time on the beat) and officer safety (although it was argued by some officers that the use of the mobile devices can put them in danger as they concentrate more on the device rather than monitor the surrounding environment). The issue of officers’ safety while using mobile technology was highlighted in several studies (Hampton and Langham, 2005; Norman and Allen, 2005; Lindsay et al., 2009). Therefore, Karanasios and Allen’s (2014) study highlighted the main congruencies and contradictions between mobile technology and mobile working, and the relationship between the two. In the next section, the Mobile Information Programme which was funded by the Home Office in 2008 and its impact on officers’ effectiveness and efficiency is further explored. Moreover, key gaps in previous research studies are highlighted.

1.4 The Mobile Information Programme and Key Research Gaps

1.4.1 Introduction

As a means of enhancing the effectiveness and efficiency in the police service, the use of Information Technology (IT) in police forces is highly encouraged by the UK government (House of Commons Report, 2008). The UK police rests, amongst others, on the principle of accountable officers (Mawby and Wright, 2005; Sørensen and Pica, 2005) which has become
equivalent to ‘cost effective’ policing (Tilley and Laycock, 2014; Cockcroft, 2015). Technology has been and is still used as a mechanism of accountability (Sørensen and Pica, 2005). The idea of ‘Cost effective policing’ and the efficient use of police resources started in the early 1970s (Southgate, 1985), yet as Cockcroft and Beattie (2009) claim, the Home Office Circular 114 in 1983 is of significance as it introduced the “New Public Management” (NPM) to police forces. Financially, this suggested that increases in the police forces’ budgets will be granted only to forces that are able to allocate their resources in accordance to their priorities and targets (Home Office, 1983). Hood (1991) profiled the NPM’s seven principles that focused upon the enhancement of the effectiveness of the public sector organisations. The implementation of the NPM’s principles in policing has led to the adoption of some managerialist approaches that attempted to redefine the police role in narrower forms from the traditional visions of policing and they were however resisted by officers and by the Police Federation (Reiner, 1998). Ackroyd et al. (1992) called it the ‘entrepreneurial revolution’ in policing.

Similar resistance has been manifested against efforts to transform the police service to adopt Evidence-Based Policing (EBP) strategies which aim to base police actions on scientific evidence about ‘what works’ (Willis, 2013; Willis and Mastrofski, 2017), hence, enhancing officers’ accountability and professionalism. This resistance stems from one of the ‘core characteristics’ of police culture (Reiner, 2000) that views policing as a ‘craft’ (Wilson, 1968; Sherman, 1998, 2015; Lum, 2009), that is, hands-on experience not scientific knowledge is the foundation of effective policing. Therefore, police occupational culture will continue to resist any reform efforts as long as the core police culture aspects are not taken into consideration (Loftus, 2010; Willis and Mastrofski, 2018) and social transformation is not achieved (Loftus, 2010).
Nevertheless, the UK government’s efforts to boost police officers’ productivity and efficiency continued and is clearly manifested in its investment in the Mobile Information Programme.

1.4.2 The Mobile Information Programme Objectives and Funding

As police forces are information intensive organisations (Nunn, 2001), the use of information technology in policing has led to the transformation of the social and the organisational life in forces (Ackroyd et al, 1992). For instance, the use of the Police National Computer (PNC) in traffic policing has significantly reduced officers’ time spent on checking data such as ownership, road tax and suspicious vehicles leading to enhancing the visibility and “the discretion and autonomy of the ‘on ground’ officers” (Ackroyd et al, 1992:120).

Furthermore, the presence or visibility of uniformed police officers on the street has a direct impact on the public’s perception of reassurance (Povey, 2001; HMICFRS report, 2018). The number of officers on the street is partly a function of the number of officers available to deploy. The use of mobile technology in police forces is expected to increase officer time available for front-line patrol and other operational duties; e-policing is a term used to describe this programme of work (Povey, 2001). There is evidence that high visibility of patrol officers reduces disorder in hot-spot areas such as outside licensed premises at closing time (Povey, 2001). In addition, Balkin and Holden (1983) have already argued that the presence of uniformed public-sector workers who are working in communities in which they have a vested interest, significantly reduce fear and boost feelings of safety. As far back as 2006 the Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO report, 2006) highlighted the positive impact of visible policing on enhancing a community confidence and public’s perceptions of security.
Therefore, between 2008 and 2010, the Home Office distributed £71 million to police forces to fund the Mobile Information Programme and a further £9 million to the NPIA (National Policing Improving Agency) to deliver the management of the programme (House of Commons Report, 2012). This programme has enabled the roll-out of 41,000 mobile devices, called ‘Kelvin devices’ to police officers, allowing them to spend a greater percentage of their working time out of police stations. The main objectives of this programme are to increase visibility of police officers, boost efficiency and effectiveness of the police service and to reduce bureaucracy (House of Commons Report, 2012). Using these mobile devices as shown in figure 1.1 below, officers can perform policing tasks, such as issuing traffic tickets, complete Stop and Search forms, conduct PNC security checks on people and vehicles, write witness statements, record entries in the pocket Notebook application, view/update incident logs, take photographs, use Google Maps application, use the E-signature feature, write/receive E-mails and contact victims via texting or calling. It is worth noting that more than one third of police forces in the UK are using the Kelvin devices.¹

However, during Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Constabulary (HMIC) police inspection for efficiency in 2015, it was reported that police forces' change programmes are focused largely on cost savings, rather than wider benefits for the public and the organization (HMIC PEEL Report, 2016). Hence, the need to understand the causes that prevent many police forces from realising the anticipated benefits of the mobile devices.

1.4.3 Key Research Gaps Identified in the Mobile IS Studies Conducted in UK Police Forces

The research studies presented in sections 1.3.2, 1.3.3 and 1.3.4 have provided valuable insights by facilitating the understanding of the different aspects that influence the use of mobile Information Systems in police forces among various police roles and in different work contexts. These studies adopted a qualitative methodology approach as it best fits the in-depth exploration goals of these studies. However, it is beyond their exposition to provide insights on the extent or magnitude of officers’ adoption and utilisation of the mobile devices’ various functionalities in their policing daily tasks. This is particularly significant as the NPIA's (House of Commons Report, 2012) evaluation of the increase in police officers’ visibility, as a result of investing in the Mobile Information Programme presented in section 1.4.2, showed that on average officers
spent around 18 minutes extra per shift outside a police station (as a result of using the mobile devices in performing policing tasks). Only one in five forces has used the technology effectively to improve their operational processes (House of Commons Report, 2012), therefore, the longer-term realisation benefits of the Mobile Information Programme have not been achieved.

Furthermore, in 2016, it was estimated that the total annual spending on police ICT was £1.5 billion per year (National Audit Office, 2016). In 2018/2019, an increase in police force budgets of up to £270 million was spent on police technology and special grants forces (Home Office, 2017). In addition to that, an extra £130 million will be provided to fund national programmes especially police technology to improve the productivity and make significant gains by enabling officers to spend extra time on the frontline (Home Office, 2017). The Home Office report (2017) claims that if all forces improved mobile working to the same degree as the outstanding forces, this could potentially free up the equivalent of 11,000 extra officers nationally. In addition, the HMICFRS (2018) report findings indicate that officers’ visibility remains a key concern to the public. Consequently, the need to understand the reasons behind the diminished improvement in officers’ visibility in police forces is paramount.

Wang et al. (2008) and Fadel (2012) argue that understanding the salient factors that characterise the depth or the extent of use rather than frequency of use of different technology features in the post-adoptive stage is under investigated despite being essential in promoting positive attitudes towards technology in organisations. Post-adoptive behaviour is defined as “the extent to which users are making use of features in their IT systems, as well as the extent to which they are gaining understanding of both the software and work processes through training and experiential intervention” (Clark et al., 2009:3).
Therefore, using not only qualitative but also quantitative data collection methods can “provide a richer, contextual basis for interpreting and validating results” (Kaplan and Duchon, 1988:575). Qualitative data can help explore the key reasons contributing to officers’ resistance preventing them from using the full range of functionalities offered by their mobile Kelvin devices while quantitative data can use the main themes identified in the collected data to paint a clearer picture about the magnitude of this resistance and/or adoption among different roles and ranks in police forces. Furthermore, online surveys could be used to collect information from a larger sample of police officers about the main applications that they frequently use, useful applications that should be added to their mobile devices (Kelvin devices), general attitudes towards the mobile technology in police forces, the quality of the technology training provided, the adequacy of the training to officers’ IT skills and the magnitude of technical support available for officers after the roll out of the Kelvin devices. In addition, online surveys can facilitate collecting valuable information about the significance of the role played by management and supervisors in promoting the use of the Kelvin devices among their teams. “Using quantitative data methods does not imply the acceptance of a positivist, objectivist epistemology. Rather, such data can (and should) be interpreted in the light of relevant social meanings, and their production as a social construction” (Mingers, 2001:247).

Therefore, adopting research methodologies that integrate quantitative and qualitative data collection methods will provide insightful guidance information about different effective methods of achieving a better fit between the mobile devices’ features, officers’ knowledge and technical skills, the task and the work context. These methods can help mitigate officers’ resistance to using the full range of functionalities offered by the Kelvin devices and can promote efficient utilisation of the devices’ features. Only then, the rectification is deemed congruent as the corrective responses are in congruence with the cause of resistance (Rivard
This study’s objectives aim to increase the visibility of police officers through enhancing the efficiency and effectiveness of the police service as outlined in the House of Commons Report (2012). In the next section, the key objectives of this dissertation are presented in detail.

1.5 Research Study Objectives

The objectives of this study are threefold; first, to identify the key reasons for officers’ resistance to using the full range of functionalities offered by their Kelvin devices in performing daily tasks. Second, to design technology training sessions that mitigate officers’ resistance and promote efficient usage of the Kelvin devices’ features. Third, to highlight the salient factors that impact the learning process during technology training sessions and can influence officers’ attitudes in the post-adoption stage of the utilisation of the Kelvin devices at the Constabulary.

To achieve the first objective, a pilot study is conducted in a medium-sized Constabulary in the UK. The officers at this Constabulary have been using their smart phones since 2014 (pilot study conducted three years after the Kelvin devices roll out at the Constabulary). The pilot study consists of an initial focus groups phase followed by an online survey. The findings of the focus groups sessions are analysed and grouped into main themes. The online survey used these themes to collect more in-depth and accurate data about the benefits, general attitudes and barriers to using the smart phones. Negative attitudes towards the mobile Kelvin devices dominated the results of the pilot study. Officers reported some functionality limitations such as not having the intelligence application integrated to the Kelvin devices (which were promised by top management before the roll out of the Kelvin devices), as a consequence they reported to be obliged to visit the stations frequently to update the systems’ databases. Many training-
related problems were highlighted in the sessions. For instance, the initial Kelvin devices’ training was a one-day training that covered the main functionalities of the devices as well as how to keep them secure in a lecture-based style with no hands-on practice. Officers had no data input method other than the Kelvin devices’ small keyboard to perform all the policing tasks. There was a myriad of problems reported by officers because of the inability to appropriate the Kelvin devices’ functionalities in different contexts and to various tasks. The Kelvin devices’ initial training did not accommodate for differences in officers’ IT skills, experiences, tasks, work contexts and police culture (ensuring the existence of a good-fit between all these factors). The context in which mobile Information Systems are used in is a substantial difference between mobile and stationary technology (Sawyer et al., 2003; Turel, 2006; Gebauer et al, 2010). Training should not just address technical use of equipment but should also cover changes in new communication and work protocols, and relevant health and safety practices (Lindsay et al., 2009).

Because of the restricted mobile technology training, many officers were unable to realise any efficiency gains out of using the devices and reverted to using pen/paper again. This adversely affected the quality of the information recorded using the devices and ultimately, the perceived usefulness aspects of the devices were questioned. The pilot study structure and findings will be presented in detail in chapter four. Similar training related problems were reported by Lindsay et al. (2009) in Leicestershire Constabulary. Lindsay et al. (2014) argued that the small amount of training and lack of real-life scenarios provided during the implementation process had a negative impact on the perceived usefulness of the mobile devices at Leicestershire Constabulary. Police technology training programmes should be designed to extend officers’ skills beyond the basic use of the devices (Ioimo and Aronson, 2004). Venkatesh et al. (2002) and Bhattacherjee and Premkumar (2004) highly recommend organisations to invest in
technology training programmes to create a positive user experience as it directly impacts on the technology’s perceived usefulness (the most crucial belief driving IT usage) and attitudes of employees.

To achieve the second objective of this study; design technology training sessions that mitigate officers’ resistance to efficient utilisation of the Kelvin devices’ features, a conceptual model for technology training (Fit Appropriation Model for Training (FAMT)) is posited and validated. Face-to-face or classroom training style deemed more appropriate than the e-learning style frequently used by the Constabulary to accomplish the technology training goals identified in the pilot study. Three training sessions are conducted at the Constabulary where officers are trained on using new Kelvin devices features to enhance their perceptions of the usefulness of the devices, bridge officers’ technical skills gaps, link the features to work contexts and promote satisfaction of the features among participating officers.

The third objective is achieved by analysing the observations collected during the three training sessions to identify the salient factors that impact the learning process during technology training influencing officers’ attitudes and post-adoption utilisation of the Kelvin devices. Thus, extending our knowledge about the under researched area of identifying key factors that impact the learning process during technology training in mandatory settings like police forces.

**1.6 Theoretical Approach and Methodology**

The pilot study is theoretically based on Beaudry and Pinsonneault’s (2005) Coping Model of User Adaptations (CMUA). Drawing on the Coping Theory (Lazarus and Folkman, 1984), Beaudry and Pinsonneault (2005) proposed CMUA to extend the knowledge about the mediating role of user adaptations or appropriations in the process of technology acceptance
and/or resistance. CMUA facilitates understanding the cognitive and behavioural process that takes place when a new technology is introduced in an organisation, after implementing the new system and the post-adoption adaptations or appropriations on both the individual and the organisation levels. Therefore, using the CMUA to understand the key factors that influenced the acceptance and/or resistance of the utilisation of the Kelvin devices at the Constabulary can extend our understanding of appropriate management interventions that are in congruence with mitigating the ‘resistance to change’ in mandatory setting.

Furthermore, the design of the Fit Appropriation Model for Training incorporated officers’ needs identified in the pilot study and methods of extending the use of the Kelvin devices’ features to various work contexts. This entailed choosing new Kelvin devices features that best fit the daily tasks accomplished by front-line police officers and presenting them using behavioural modelling training techniques. The learning process was consolidated at the end of the training by using problem-based learning and scenario-based learning methods.

The appropriation training sessions are theoretically based on:

- The Fit Appropriation Model (Dennis et al, 2001) which incorporates the Task Technology Fit Theory (Goodhue, 1995; Goodhue and Thompson, 1995; Zigurs et al., 1999) and the appropriation concepts based on the Adaptive Structuration Theory (DeSanctis and Poole, 1994; Wheeler and Valacich, 1996) to enhance the utilization of newly adopted IT systems in organizations and boost users’ performance.

- Behavior Modelling Training (BMT) techniques (Bandura, 1977a; Yi and Davis, 2001). These techniques (based on Bandura’s (1977a) Social Learning Theory) are among the most effective training methods (Taylor et al., 2005) as they have been widely applied in the development of customer service skills, supervisory communications skills,
cross-cultural skills and computer skills training programmes (Gist et al., 1988; 1989; Compeau and Higgins, 1995a; Simon et al., 1996; Simon and Werner, 1996; Yi and Davis, 2001).

- Collaborative learning techniques based on the Adult Learning Theory of Andragogy principles (Knowles, 1980) to improve officers’ self-directed learning skills, long-term memory, problem-solving skills and the learning process in general (Boud and Felletti, 1997; Banta et al., 2001; Dochy et al., 2003; Docherty et al., 2005; Koh et al., 2008; Werth, 2011).

The study was conducted during the period 2016-2018 using a pragmatic multi-method Action research methodology approach. Data collection was carried out via focus groups sessions, unstructured interviews, online surveys, text messages (SMS), Q-cards ranking and observations.

1.7 Research Overview and Structure

This dissertation chapters’ structures are organised as follows:

Chapter two presents the different aspects associated with the appropriation or adaptation process in the event of introduction of a disruptive IT in an organisation. This is followed by an illustration of the IT models that used the Task Technology Fit Theory along with the appropriation concepts to enhance users’ performance in the IS domain. The significance of using collaborative learning methods that are based on the principles of Adult Learning Theory of Andragogy methods in technology training are discussed in addition to the main aspects of end-users’ training techniques. The chapter concludes by the key determinants of post-adoption
utilisation of technology in organisations and the role of management support and police culture on the adoption of technology.

Chapter three discusses Pragmatism as the underpinning philosophical paradigm adopted in this research study. Action research is adopted to study the causes for officers’ resistance to using the full range of functionalities offered by the Kelvin devices and in delineating the key factors that impact the learning process during technology training. Action research is used to validate FAMT’s effectiveness in boosting learners’ perceptions of the features’ usefulness and satisfaction in the post-adoption stage. This is followed by presenting the research design and its various aspects. The chapter concludes by highlighting the multi-method approach for data collection and data analysis.

Chapter four presents the pilot study methodology, data and analysis. A detailed literature review is conducted to demonstrate the various causes of resistance to change identified in previous research studies followed by the different methods adopted by users to adapt to the introduction of disruptive IT events in organisations. This is followed by presenting the methodology and data collection methods used in the pilot study. Three data collection methods were adopted; focus groups sessions, Q-Cards methodology and online survey. The data collected is analysed using Beaudry and Pinsonneault’s (2005) Coping Model of User Adaptations and a comprehensive discussion of the key reasons for officers’ resistance to change is presented.

Chapter five focuses on the role of top management in supporting the acceptance/resistance of the Kelvin devices at the Constabulary. The barriers to adoption of the mobile devices that were resolved as a result of reporting the pilot study’s key findings to senior management are presented along with the unresolved causes for officers’ resistance. The new features chosen
to be presented in the technology training sessions and the reasons behind the choice of these features are highlighted. The design of the training sessions and the observations collected are demonstrated.

*Chapter six* discusses the findings and results of the study, linking them to the theories highlighted in chapter two. Hence, the research study findings are discussed in the context of extant literature to evaluate the key contributions made. The chapter concludes by an assessment of the technology training outcomes and impact on the learning process.

*Chapter seven* presents the contributions of the research study to both theory and practice. Finally, the limitations of the research and suggestions for future research to advance our knowledge in the field of technology training are highlighted.

### 1.8 Conclusion

In this chapter, key research gaps in previous research studies conducted to understand the usage of mobile Information Technology in policing are presented. There is a profound need to extend the explorative qualitative studies to multi-method approaches that adopt quantitative and qualitative data collection methods. Thus, furthering our knowledge about the key barriers to using the full range of the Kelvin devices’ functionalities efficiently in police forces.

Therefore, the aim of this research study is to enhance the technology learning process through using the Fit Appropriation model for training (FAMT) that incorporates principles of the Task Technology Fit Theory, the concepts of appropriation in addition to collaborative learning methods (that are based on the Adult theory of andragogy principles) and behaviour modelling for training methods. Furthermore, examining officers’ post-adoptive behaviours and coping
mechanisms can facilitate enhancing technology training sessions’ design to boost officers’ use of the Kelvin devices’ features.
Chapter Two - Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

In chapter one, key research gaps in previous studies have highlighted the necessity to vary data collection methods. Thus, integrating both quantitative and qualitative methods not only can facilitate the collection of rich data about actual causes of officers’ resistance but can also inform research about the magnitude of this resistance and officers’ adaptations to the Kelvin devices’ use in various contexts and roles. Moreover, this study’s research objectives provide a roadmap outlining the methods adopted to achieve these objectives.

In this chapter, a comprehensive literature review of the different aspects and dimensions of the technology appropriation process are discussed. The technology models that incorporated the appropriation concepts to promote users’ performance and satisfaction in organisations in the post-adoptive stage of technology use are presented. Furthermore, a review of the key learning techniques like the Theory of Assimilation, enhancing learners’ mental models through using exploratory methods, behavioural modelling techniques and collaborative training methods are illustrated. In addition, key determinants of post-adoption technology utilisation are highlighted. The impact of gender differences on the learning process and the role of police culture and top management support in promoting technology acceptance/ resistance are presented.

2.2 Aspects of the Fit and Appropriation Process of Technology
2.2.1 Overview

One of the most prevalent theories in Information Systems (IS) research that aims to explain the interaction process that takes place between users and the technology in organisations is the Adaptive Structuration Theory posited by Giddens (1984). According to the Adaptive Structuration Theory, when a new technology is first introduced into a group, an appropriation process takes place by which members of the group examine the structures of the technology (i.e., its spirit\(^2\) and structural features\(^3\)) and reach a common consensus on how to use them (DeSanctis and Poole, 1994). This process affects and is affected by the social structures and the norms of the group and/or organisation (DeSanctis and Poole, 1994). Similarly, a system is appropriable if the users can easily find ways of learning the system’s functionalities to use it in different contexts (Saariluoma and Isomäki, 2009). Wirth et al. (2008) argue that there are other metaphors that have been used to describe the process of appropriation like ‘domestication’ (Silverstone and Haddon, 1996; Berker et al., 2005) and ‘social shaping of technology’ (Lievrouw and Livingstone, 2002).

Haddon (2006) defines domestication as the process whereby people encounter the technologies and deal with them, either rejecting the technologies or fitting them into their everyday routines. Social Shaping of Technology is an aspect of the Domestication Theory (Williams and Edge, 1996). The Social Shaping of Technology theory aims “to grasp the complexity of socio-economic, cultural and political processes involved in technological innovation and use, and to move beyond narrow technical considerations” (Hynes and Richardson, 2009:484). Within the

\(^2\) Spirit is the “general intent about values and goals underlying a given set of structural features... The spirit is the “official line” which the technology presents to people regarding how to act when using the system, how to interpret its features, and how to fill in gaps in procedure which are not explicitly specified” (DeSanctis and Poole, 1994:126).

\(^3\) Structures are resources, rules and capabilities embedded in a context (DeSanctis and Poole, 1994).
Social Shaping of Technology approach, the Social Construction of Technology Theory (SCOT) is of interest as it addresses the relationship between technology and society. This theory focuses on a very significant point namely ‘interpretive flexibility’. This denotes “the way in which different groups of people involved with a technology can have very different understandings of the technology, including different understanding of its technical characteristics” (Hynes and Richardson, 2009:484). However, interpretive flexibility does not continue forever “closure and stabilization occur, such that some technologies appear to have fewer problems becoming embedded in society” (Hynes and Richardson, 2009: 485). In this study, the term ‘appropriation’ will be used.

2.2.2 The Appropriation Process’s Social Moves and Dimensions

During the introduction of a new IT system in an organisation, any ambiguity about the value and the purpose of the new system or the sense-making process will create appropriation moves where group members try to interpret a technology’s value and methods of use (DeSanctis and Poole, 1994). Three modalities of social appropriation moves are identified by Jasperson et al. (1999): conformance, imitation and mutual discovery. “Conformance appropriation moves describe voluntary decisions and actions by individuals to observe the IT use norms of their social circles” (Jasperson et al., 1999:114). Imitation appropriation moves refer to “voluntary decisions made by individuals to learn from the actions of their social peers” (Jasperson et al., 1999:115). Mutual discovery appropriation moves describe the collaboration of members of a group with their peers in “joint sense-making and technology exploration” (Jasperson et al., 1999:115). The social influence created by the appropriation moves could impact on the use behaviours of the group (Jasperson et al., 1999).
Furthermore, Poole and DeSanctis (1990) outline three fundamental dimensions that influence the process of appropriation: faithfulness / unfaithfulness, attitude of the users towards the new technology (negative attitudes could affect the adoption and the appropriation process) and level of consensus (if members of an organisation agree over how structures of technology are used). Faithfulness of the appropriation process leads users to use the system in the same way as the designers’ initial defined processes or “unfaithful” otherwise (Wheeler and Valacich, 1996). Faithful appropriations are consistent with the spirit and structural feature design of the technology used (DeSanctis and Poole, 1994). Unfaithful appropriation is not bad use of the system but rather the use that deviates from the spirit and the main purpose of introducing the technology. An example of unfaithful appropriation of technology is evident in Wiredu’s (2007) findings. The author conducted a study in which he acted as a professional facilitator in a work-integrated learning (WIL) project in the National Health Service (NHS) to help twelve health professionals in using and appropriating the newly introduced PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants). The facilitation process helped health professionals adopt the devices in the context of personal use only (they used the PDA’s calendar application, alarm, etc.) which called for the abandonment of the devices as they were not serving the initial purpose of using them (Wiredu, 2007).

Another major factor that can influence the appropriation process is users’ attitude towards the technology. The extent to which users perceive the value and usefulness of the technology and their willingness to work hard and excel at using the IS can determine the success of the appropriation process (DeSanctis and Poole, 1994). Whilst the appropriation process may not be deliberate, members of an organisation make active choices in how technology is used within their groups. Greater agreement on the appropriation of the work processes and technology can lead to an enhanced consistency in the group’s utilisation patterns (DeSanctis and Poole, 1994).
2.2.3 The Technology Appropriation Process

For the technology to have significant impact on user performance, both IT-user fit, and the IT-task fit must be realised (Beaudry and Pinsonneault, 1998). The concept of appropriation (DeSanctis and Poole, 1994; Giddens, 1984; Orlikowski, 1992, 2000; Tyre and Orlikowski, 1994, 1996) is central to achieving both fits as technology appropriation involves users’ adjustments to the technology and to their skills, work processes and habits (Beaudry and Pinsonneault, 1998). Accordingly, Beaudry and Pinsonneault (1998:710) propose two dimensions of appropriation: adaptation and adjustment as shown in figure 2.1. “Adaptation is the process of assuring a fit between the technology and the user.” “Adjustment, on the other hand, is the process of facilitating the fit between IT and the task it supports by modifying the technology, the work process, or both” (Beaudry and Pinsonneault, 1998:711). These two dimensions of appropriation form the 2 x 2 framework resulting in four quadrants; Appropriation (IT-user and IT-task fit), Non-Appropriation (IT-user and IT-task mis-fits), Non-Adaptation (IT-user mis-fit and IT-task fit) and Non-Adjustment (IT-user fit and IT-task mis-fit) (Beaudry and Pinsonneault, 1998).

In the case of ‘Appropriation’, a double fit is present and ultimately, positive impacts of technology on users’ performance are expected. ‘Non-Appropriation’ represents a situation where the IT does not fit with either the task and the user. In this situation, the use of technology will have adverse effects on performance. In the ‘Non-Adaptation’ quadrant, there is a fit between the technology and the task but a mis-fit between the technology and the user. Hence, the effects of the fit and mis-fit are likely to cancel each other, and technology usage is expected to have no significant influence on performance. In the fourth quadrant; ‘Non-Adjustment’,
there is a mis-fit between the technology and the task and a fit between the technology and the user. In this situation, the impact of technology usage on performance is negligible, as in the Non-Adaptation quadrant (Beaudry and Pinsonneault, 1998). The authors claim that these two processes (adaptation and adjustment), when applied recursively (through using the IT system), both IT-task and IT-user fits can be achieved.

**Figure 2.1 Appropriation of IT and Performance (Beaudry and Pinsonneault, 1998:711)**

Beaudry and Pinsonneault’s (1998) argue against the Task-Technology Fit (TTF) Theory’s (Goodhue and Thompson, 1995) claim that the two fits should precede the use of the system rather than that the two fits are achieved through the utilization of the system (Beaudry and
Pinsonneault, 1998; Todd and Benbasat, 1999; Gebauer et al., 2010). Similarly, Barki et al. (2007) argue that the user-technology-task interactions and adaptations continue to shape IS use after the initial fit claimed by the TTF Theory.

Furthermore, two fundamental factors can influence the appropriation process: individual differences or aptitudes and appropriation support or scaffolding (Gupta and Bostrom, 2009; Gupta et al., 2010). Ackerman et al. (1999) defined aptitudes as the initial abilities of persons that influence behaviour in specific conditions. Appropriation support or scaffolding are means of enforcing the faithfulness of the appropriation process (Gupta and Bostrom, 2009; Gupta et al., 2010). Dennis et al. (2001:185) argue that appropriation support has a direct impact on users’ satisfaction as it can eliminate the frustration developed when trying to apply an ‘unfamiliar technology process’. It could be in the form of process guidance (facilitators and/or appropriation training) and/or process restrictiveness (limiting the user choices to a subset of all possible processes) to eliminate the uncertainty about the IT system (Wheeler and Valacich, 1996; Gupta and Bostrom, 2009).

Process guidance through training provides only an awareness of the ‘heuristics’ (structures which describe a specific activity) to the users of the technology but it does not ensure that these heuristics will be used or followed; hence it is a passive appropriation mediator (Wheeler and Valacich, 1996). Training only provides a common knowledge to all users on how to apply the heuristics (Wheeler and Valacich, 1996). Appropriation training extends the technical training (how to use IT) into when to use it to achieve tasks efficiently and effectively (Dennis et al., 2001; Fuller and Dennis, 2009). Wheeler and Valacich (1996) claim that active facilitation is the most efficient method in achieving faithful appropriation and improving group processes. This is because it provides both guidance and restrictiveness as the facilitator monitors and
provides direct intervention to encourage faithful appropriation (Dennis et al., 2001). This facilitation-like expertise could be achieved through using a third-party facilitator and/or system announcement (Wheeler and Valacich, 1996). Multiple appropriation mediators can be used concurrently to increase the faithful use of the technology (Wheeler and Valacich, 1996). In addition, good guidance that incorporates personalised training/facilitation could enhance individuals’ aptitudes (Gupta and Bostrom, 2009).

By using the theoretical frame of patterns approach (especially among virtual teams who communicate using the mobile technology), virtual teams could achieve a better fit specific to the context as argued by Zigurs and Khazanchi (2008). The authors posit that a pattern consists of three parts: a problem, a specific context and a solution. The problem is “a set of forces that occur repeatedly in that context. The solution is a certain ‘spatial configuration’ that allows the set of forces to resolve themselves” (Zigurs and Khazanchi, 2008:3). This approach can be used as a form of process guidance during the appropriation process.

2.2.4 Fit and Appropriation Model (FAM)

Among the diverse set of theories employed in the IS domain to understand the antecedents of technology acceptance in organisations is the Task-Technology Fit theory (TTF). It proposes that a good fit between the technology, the task, and the team/user can lead to better performance (Goodhue, 1995; Zigurs et al., 1999; Dennis et al., 2001). As the TTF theory is not based on attitude/behaviour models (like the Technology Acceptance Model (Davies, 1989)), it can be used to study technology utilisation in both voluntary and mandatory settings. The TTF theory has been successfully adopted in several mobile Information Systems’ studies to examine IS use and performance (Gebauer et al., 2006; Gebauer and Tang, 2008; Gebauer
and Ginsburg, 2009). Different aspects of TTF have been confirmed relevant for Information Systems technology in job performance (Goodhue and Thompson, 1995; Belanger et al., 2001; Norzaidi et al., 2009), as well as for specific technologies (Dishaw and Strong, 1998, 1999; Goodhue et al., 2000), and for a variety of tasks (Staples and Seddon, 2004; Majchrzak et al., 2005).

Another alternative perspective (based on the Adaptive Structuration Theory (Giddens, 1984) as mentioned in section 2.2.1) argues that performance depends on how teams appropriate technology’s’ features and the social structures that affect the use of technology as mentioned above (DeSanctis and Poole, 1994; Wheeler and Valacich, 1996; Majchrzak et al., 2000); resulting in the same IT being used in multiple ways in an organisation (Robey, 1995). The Fit-Appropriation Model integrates these two perspectives and has been used to assess its benefits within groups/teams newly introduced to Group Support Systems (GSS) (Dennis et al., 2001). GSS are software packages that facilitate the exchange of information and decision processes during group discussions.

The findings of Dennis et al.’s (2001) study reveal that a good fit without the needed appropriation support is less likely to improve performance. Similarly, appropriation is affected by the fit itself as a good fit is more likely to promote faithful appropriations that occur when group members’ use of the technology matches/fits with the way the designer intended the IT to be used (Dennis et al., 2001). In other words, the use of the technology matches its’ spirit. The organisations’ norms and the appropriation mediators (like the group, task and the way in which the technology is used) can affect the appropriation process (Dennis et al., 2001). Appropriation support can contribute to users’ satisfaction as it eliminates frustration because of the struggle to integrate the technology into their work processes (Dennis et al., 2001).
FAM has been extended by Fuller and Dennis (2009) to incorporate the ‘time’ in the model. Thus, “initially, TTF influences appropriation and that over time, appropriation influences TTF” (Fuller and Dennis, 2009:3). These findings are consistent with Beaudry and Pinsonneault’s (1998) research findings. Fuller and Dennis (2009) argue that teams with poor-fit between tasks and technology, over time, appropriate their use of technology in different ways to improve their performance. Hence, appropriation plays a strong role in predicting performance than fit (Fuller and Dennis, 2009). Prior knowledge and experiences of team members can constrain the appropriation process as individuals attempt to appropriate “structures that are salient to them based on their level of knowledge and familiarity with the structures from prior use” (Fuller and Dennis, 2009:5). The process of appropriating structures will take place if team members believe that the gradual gain in performance is worth the cost of modifying their behaviours (Connolly and Thorn, 1987). The appropriation process performed repeatedly, over time, will develop new routine patterns and habits that can improve effectiveness and efficiency (Gersick and Hackman, 1990; McGarth, 1991).
Furthermore, Fuller and Dennis (2009) argue that much of the training provided to employees is ‘fit’ training where individuals are taught the features of the technology and how to use them to perform certain tasks. Therefore, Fuller and Dennis (2009) and Dennis et al. (2001) propose that organisations should include ‘appropriation training’ that enables individuals to recognise the need for change and methods of achieving it. Appropriation training is particularly important in mandatory settings (where the use of the technology is compulsory) as it engenders positive attitude towards the technology and its use as argued by Brown et al. (2002). Appropriation end-user training will be discussed in section 2.3 below.

2.2.5 The Impact of Work Context and the Use of TTF Theory in Understanding Mobile Information Systems’ Utilisation

Two studies undertaken by Ioimo and Aronson (2003, 2004) have used the Task Technology Fit Theory (TTF) in the policing mobile technology domain. The authors have aimed to measure the impact of the use of mobile technology on patrol officers, detectives, administrators and records personnel in a medium-sized police force in America. They have reported a variation in productivity improvements among different police roles because of using the technology in different contexts. These results are in congruence with the findings of Sørensen and Pica (2005) as they reflect the importance of appropriating the technology functionalities to the work context. Gebauer and Tang (2008) differentiate between functional and non-functional requirements when using the task-technology fit in studying mobile Information Systems. Non-functional features could be related to the operation of the devices such as processor speed, size of keyboard or screen or to the “availability of the technology in various use situations” (Gebauer and Tang, 2008:5). Non-functional requirements and the use context
could impose constrains on the use of mobile technology as a result of reduced level of fit between the technology and the user (Gebauer and Tang, 2008).

Furthermore, Gebauer et al. (2006) and Gebauer et al. (2010) have developed a TTF profile for mobile Information Systems to support managerial tasks comprising of three fits. As mobile use context is a substantial characteristic of mobile Information Systems (Siau et al., 2001; Pica et al., 2004; Pica and Sørensen, 2004), it is included in the TTF profile. Gebauer et al. (2006) and Gebauer and Ginsburg (2009) have reported that in order to successfully apply TTF in a mobile environment, the fit between the use context and the technology must be considered in addition to the fit between the technology and the task.

As shown in figure 2.3, the first fit is between managerial tasks and the Information System. This fit is the construct most similar to the concepts of TTF. In the second fit, the focus is on the features of the mobile Information System to suit a mobile use context. In the third fit, fit 1 and fit 2 are joined to achieve the task-technology fit for mobile Information Systems in support of managerial tasks. Gebauer et al. (2006) emphasize an additional factor that impacts on the success of mobile Information Systems which was included in a previous study (Gebauer and Shaw, 2004); user IT experience. Gebauer et al. (2006) claim that users’ IT experience usually increases over time as they become familiar with the mobile Information System and applications used.
2.3 End-User Training Methods

2.3.1 Introduction

End-user technology training has been widely identified as an instrumental factor that ensures the successful adoption/utilisation of Information Systems in organisations (Nelson and Cheney, 1987; Davis and Bostrom, 1993; Compeau et al., 1995; Venkatesh et al., 2002). Training can influence Information Systems’ adoption through its effect on users’ perception of usefulness and ease of use (Agarwal and Prasad, 1999). A study conducted by Amoako-Gyampah and Salam (2004) to investigate the benefits of using effective training as a useful management intervention tool to boost utilisation of Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems in organisations shed the light on the positive impact of training in the formation of positive beliefs/attitudes about the benefits of using IS, and ultimately on shared beliefs which influence both the perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness. ERP systems encompass an integrated suite of software tools and a central database used to manage multiple business
operations in an organisation (Scott and Kaindl, 2000). The authors argue that through training, users gain hands-on experience of the system which allows them to explore both the technical and the functional perspectives of the technology (Amoako-Gyampah and Salam, 2004).

Within this context, Davis and Bostrom (1993) proceed to delineate two general classes of training features; process features and structural features. Process features like learners’ reasoning process (induction versus deduction), level of programming (exploration learning, by its nature, implies trial and error while instruction-based learning with its programmed format minimises the occurrence of trials and reduces the number of errors) and control of learning (the learner has more control of the learning process in the case of exploration learning while in the instruction-based learning, the learner has no option but to follow the instruction) (Davis and Bostrom, 1993). Structural features include level of completeness (the amount of task-relevant information provided to the learner (Carroll et al., 1985)) and learning orientation (exploration learning focuses on broad outcomes or tasks compared to instruction-based learning that tends to focus on specific features).

### 2.3.2 Integrating the TTF Theory and Appropriation Concepts in End-user Training

The outcome of a comprehensive review of end-user training literature that has been conducted by Gupta and Bostrom (2009) and Gupta et al. (2010), have identified two philosophical schools in this discipline: the structuralist (also referred to as the deterministic, variance or contingency approach) and the voluntarist (or the process approach). The structuralist approach assumes that factors not controlled by the learner like the training method and individual differences can affect the outcomes from an Information System and impact on the development of the learners’ mental models (Piaget, 1970). On the other hand, the voluntarist approach assumes that the
learner makes real choices and can influence the learning outcomes (Giddens, 1984). This approach ignores the role played by external influences on achieving the learning goals or outcomes (Hansman, 2001). Gupta et al. (2010) argue that the two approaches not only lack theoretically grounded frameworks stemming from them but also fail to address contemporary training methods such as technology-mediated training methods (e-learning) and collaboration training methods.

Therefore, Gupta et al. (2010) have used the Adaptive Structuration Theory (AST) (DeSanctis and Poole, 1994) as a meta-theoretical framework that combines both approaches into one comprehensive framework. In AST, the task and the technology are inputs to the training process, facilitating the investigation of the interactions between different training methods using the Task Technology Fit theories (DeSanctis and Poole, 1994). AST adopts a socio-technical perspective (Bostrom and Heinen, 1977), hence, it encompasses the learners, their interactions, the technology they use and the task they perform (Gupta et al., 2010). Moreover, it describes learning in terms of appropriation (different learners and training methods used in a given context and time can influence patterns of behaviour) (DeSanctis and Poole, 1994). The spirit of the training is derived from the training goals and epistemological perspective taken by the designer or the trainer as shown in figure 2.4 (Gupta et al., 2010).

During the training and the learning process (the second part) as shown in figure 2.4, participants learn and appropriate the training methods based on their interpretation of the spirit (Fulk, 1993; Poole and DeSanctis, 2004). The training methods’ design affect learners’ use and learners’ use also affects the training method’s design (Orlikowski, 1992); a reciprocal causation between learners and training methods (Brown et al., 2004). Hence, AST can be used to examine not only traditional training methods but also the contemporary ones (Gupta et al.,
In addition, AST focuses on measuring the training impact and the knowledge gained by learners (in the post-training stage) in light of the training goals identified in the pre-training stage (Gupta et al., 2010). Therefore, Gupta et al.’s (2010) framework will be adopted in this study.

As shown in figure 2.4, the development of a technology training programme involves three phases: pre-training stage, formal training (includes the learning process) and post training.

2.3.2.1 The Pre-training Stage

The pre-training stage or initiation phase deals with the epistemological perspectives of the training programme and identifying the training needs or goals (Compeau et al., 1995). Epistemological perspectives focus on the different knowledge states and learning outcomes.
Four main classifications of epistemological perspectives in the field of IS and education literature are commonly adopted: behaviourism, cognitivism, constructivism and collaboration (Leidner and Jarvenpaa, 1995; Mowrer and Klein, 2001). The behaviourist view assumes that human behaviour is predictable, and that learning occurs as a result of an individual’s response to a stimulus in the form of a new behaviour or a change in behaviours (Peel, 2005). Direct instruction in the form of lectures is the most popular form of learning method based on this perspective. The cognitivist perspective assumes that the learning process is based on the cognitive structures and causes modifications in the learners’ knowledge mental representations. Thus, tasks have a predefined goal and the learner is supplied with information necessary to reach the goal but the process of cognition of the information is dependent on the learner (Shuell, 1986). Behaviour modelling is an example of a learning method based on cognitive perspectives. Constructivism assumes that individuals construct new ideas based on prior experiences and knowledge (Yarusso, 1992). Thus, each reality is different as it is based on the learners’ experiences and biases (Yarusso, 1992). Unguided case studies are an example of this learning method. Constructivism learning is assumed to occur on the individual level, however, collaboration learning occurs as a result of interactions of individuals with other individuals through discussion and information sharing (Slavin, 1995).

On the other hand, training goals are the desired outcomes of the training programme. Training goals can be classified as skill-based goals, cognitive goals, affective goals and meta-cognitive goals (Gupta et al., 2010). The authors state that skill-based goals focus on the learner’s ability to use the system while cognitive goals focus on learner’s mental awareness and efficient judgement facilitating their ability to transfer the learning to new situations. Affective goals deal with the emotional aspects of learner’s behaviour like the usefulness of the software, reducing their perceived anxiety and promoting learner’s satisfaction with the training process.
Meta-cognitive goals refer to learner’s perception regarding their own learning like self-efficacy.

2.3.2.2 Learning Techniques or Training Methods

The training methods or techniques encompass a set of materials and activities designed to deliver specific knowledge to end-users based on users’ needs and training goals (Compeau et al., 1995). The authors argue that the effectiveness of the training depends on the training methods and the learning process (the second phase). Different learning techniques are presented in the next sections.

2.3.2.2.1 The Impact of Theory of Assimilation on the Learning Process

Early research on training methods have studied the use of different conceptual models in end-user training. Most of these conceptual models are based on the Theory of Assimilation or Subsumption Theory (Ausubel, 1968). The Assimilation Theory defines two types of learning: meaningful learning and memorization (rote learning). Meaningful learning occurs when an individual connects new information with knowledge that already exists in memory. This type of learning facilitates understanding the concepts of newly acquired knowledge and an ability to apply those concepts to new situations (Ausubel, 1968). On the other hand, rote learning relates new knowledge to existing knowledge in an arbitrary way. In this situation, rote learners simply memorize information with little regard for its meaningful connection to their prior knowledge (Ausubel, 1968). Rote learning is measured by the ability of the learner to recall information presented during the training (usually without understanding the underlying concepts) while meaningful learning is measured by the ability of the learner to apply knowledge to new situations using problem-solving skills (Davis and Bostrom, 1993).
Mayer’s (1981) illustration further describes the meaningful learning process as shown in figure 2.5 below:

1. **Reception** (1): This occurs when the learner is presented with new information and transfers it to short-term memory.

2. **Availability** (2): Consequently, the learner searches long-term memory for appropriate relevant ideas or concepts.

3. **Assimilation** (3): Then, this prerequisite knowledge is transferred to short-term memory where it is used to connect it to the new information.

Therefore, the Assimilation Theory suggests that meaningful learning can occur **only** if all three (reception, availability, and assimilation) of these conditions are met (Davis and Bostrom, 1993). Davis and Bostrom’s (1993) study supports the proposition of the Assimilation Theory; that to achieve meaningful learning, the learner must integrate new knowledge with knowledge that already exists in long-term memory.

Figure 2.5. Mayer’s (1981) Process of Meaningful Learning (Davis and Bostrom, 1993:64)
2.3.2.2 Enhancing Learners’ Mental Models Using Exploration Training Methods

The effects of using exploration (also called self-paced) and instruction-based training methods on learning computer systems have been evaluated by Carroll et al. (1985, 1987), Raban (1988) and Simon and Werner (1996). The authors of these studies argue that exploration training is more effective than instruction-based learning in the context of training users on how to use word processor systems and data processing systems. Gallivan et al.’s (2005) research outcomes endorse the significance of using technology exploration training methods in organisations and emphasise the importance of the role of co-workers in enhancing the individual’s IT usage.

An empirical study has been conducted by Lim et al. (1997) to compare two types of exploratory computer learning methods: self-exploration versus co-exploration (involves two users working together to learn a system) have concluded that co-exploration learning enhances learners’ mental models facilitating the inference potential of the learners. Wilson and Rutherford (1989:619) offer a definition of mental models based on their integration of the different definitions discussed in the literature:

“A mental model is a representation formed by a user of a system and/or task, based on previous experience as well as current observation, which provides most (if not all) of their subsequent system understanding and consequently dictates the level of task performance.”

Co-exploration is beneficial as it forces learners to interact with their peers and reconcile their differences in opinions until they reach a unified approach to the problem they are solving (Lim et al., 1997). These interactions help learners engage in cognitive restructuring (Bearison, 1982). This includes enhancing their current cognitive structures, correcting any
misunderstandings and filling in knowledge gaps which leads to improvement in the learners’ mental models (Lim et al., 1997). Co-exploration learning environments promote a deeper-level of thinking among learners which facilitate the generation of better inferences and predictions (Lim et al., 1997).

2.3.2.2 Social Cognitive Theory Based Training Techniques

The most widespread theory used to understand the learning process in IS research is the Social Cognitive Theory that has been posited by Bandura (1977a) (Gupta et al., 2010). Behavioural modelling training (BMT) techniques (based on Bandura’s (1977a) Social Learning Theory) are among the most effective training methods (Taylor et al., 2005; Gupta et al., 2010). They have been widely applied in the development of customer service skills, supervisory communications skills, cross-cultural skills and computer skills training programmes (Gist et al., 1988, 1989; Compeau and Higgins, 1995a; Simon et al., 1996; Simon and Werner, 1996; Yi and Davis, 2001). Gist et al. (1988, 1989) consistently have reported higher learners’ performance in the BMT condition over those with the computer-aided instruction. Compeau and Higgins (1995a) have compared the traditional lecture-based techniques with BMT in spreadsheet training and they have confirmed the effectiveness of using behaviour modelling over the lecture-based methods. Simon et al. (1996) and Simon and Werner (1996) have compared BMT with both a self-study program (using a manual) and a lecture-based program and have reported the positive impact of BMT on the learning process over the other two methods.

BMT encompasses the four component processes identified by the Social Learning Theory (Bandura, 1977a): attentional, retentional, reproduction and motivational processes (Taylor et
Attentional processes relate to learners observe a modelling stimulus such as films of model persons behaving effectively in problem situations or depicting desired behaviours (Taylor et al., 2005). Attentional processes are believed to transfer the observed stimulus to short-term memory while retentional processes are necessary to transfer the learning to long-term memory (Taylor et al., 2005). Retentional processes relate to symbolic coding that is “transforming key elements of modelled activities into a pattern of verbal symbols and mentally practicing the modelled activities (cognitive rehearsal)” (Yi and Davis, 2001:523). Symbolic coding is best achieved through providing a list of learning points such as rules to be followed (Taylor et al., 2005). Symbolic coding in Yi and Davis’s (2001) study has been used to help users remember different formulas and sequence of steps to perform tasks when using Microsoft Excel packages.

Reproduction and motivational processes occur when learners practice the skills that have been presented to them (behavioural rehearsal) through modelling and then apply the learnt skills in their jobs (Taylor et al., 2005). Trialability of an IT system can reduce risk and uncertainty about the expected consequences of using the technology facilitating a risk-free environment to explore and experiment the different features (Karahanna et al., 1999). The practice of skills can include social reinforcement or feedback from other learners and/or trainer to allow trainees to identify gaps in skills and to develop more accurate mental models through trial and error (Yi and Davis, 2001; Taylor et al., 2005). Training effects on actual changes in job behaviour (during behavioural rehearsal) are significantly greater when learners practice work-related scenarios that they have developed themselves (Taylor et al., 2005). Through practising trainees’ work-related scenarios, greater self-efficacy for training transfer and retention is generated as a result of the social reinforcement trainees receive from their peers and trainer in applying the newly learned skills to work-related scenarios (Taylor et al., 2005).
An example of using BMT in computer training is demonstrated in Gist et al.’s (1989) study. The authors have used BMT by presenting the steps required to complete various computer tasks through a video display which has been paused between steps to enable learners to practice each step. Learners have been given computer feedback on their performance afterwards.

2.3.2.2.3 Collaborative Training Techniques Based on Theory of Andragogy

2.3.2.2.3.1 Introduction

The initial focus of end-user training research has been to study only the impact of individuals’ learning (Gupta et al., 2010). However, recent learning strategies are shifting towards more group or collaborative centred ones especially in the area of adult learning. In the policing discipline, innovative police training programmes that incorporate the adult learning principles of andragogy such as problem-based learning or scenario-based learning help officers develop policing specific skills in addition to problem-solving and critical thinking skills (Bradford and Pynes, 1999; Birzer, 2003; Vander Kooi, 2006; Cleveland and Saville, 2007; Werth, 2011). Indeed, some police forces in the UK have used scenario-based instruction in their communication skills training programmes and have reported massive development in their officers’ communication skills and a positive effect on building strong relationship with local communities (HMICFRS PEEL: Police Legitimacy Report, 2017).

However, the adult learning theory of andragogy principles are not yet adopted in technology training programmes in police forces where training only covers the main functionalities of Information Systems. As has been discussed above, mobile technology training programmes should not only focus on presenting the key functionalities of the mobile devices (fit training), but it also should ensure that learners can use the functionalities in different contexts to perform
various sets of tasks (appropriation training). Therefore, providing appropriation technology training programmes that incorporate the adult learning theory of andragogy can extend officers’ knowledge and skills and enable them to appropriate the technology faithfully to different contexts. Birzer (2003) argues that a mix of both lecture-based approach and a student-directed approach could enhance officers’ learning skills and performance. In the next section, the main principles of the adult learning theory of andragogy will be presented followed by a discussion of problem-based/scenario-based methods.

2.3.2.3.2 The Theory of Andragogy

Until the end of World War I, most of the education in Europe was provided to children only (Knowles, 1984). After that, an increased interest in adult education has taken place but teachers continued to use children teaching methods that they knew best (Knowles, 1984). Knowles (1980) argues that the adult learning process is distinctly different from that of children. He defines his theory of andragogy as “[andragogy] is a theory which is vastly in contrast with the traditional pedagogical model and it advocates both the self-directed learning concept and the teacher as the facilitator of learning” (Knowles, 1990:57).

Furthermore, Knowles (1980) states that andragogy is dependent on four crucial assumptions about the characteristics of adult learners. These assumptions are that, (1) adults are self-directing human beings; (2) their experiences become a key resource for learning; (3) their readiness to learn is more oriented towards the developmental tasks of their social roles; and (4) their time perspective changes to immediacy of application of knowledge rather than a postponed one, and consequently their learning orientation shifts more towards problem-
centeredness. Birzer and Tannehill (2001) define the facilitator role as being crucial to providing a conducive environment to learning.

The principles of self-directed learning and learning that incorporates the student experiences have been widely adopted in adult education (Houle, 1984; Cross, 1981; Cotton, 1995). In the context of police training, Birzer and Tannehill (2001:240) list four main advantages to using the andragogic model in this domain: “(1) it draws on the trainee’s past experiences, (2) it treats trainees as adults, (3) it adapts to diverse needs and expectations of participants, and (4) it develops critical thinking, judgement, and creativity in the learner.” White and Escobar (2008:124) claim that if this approach is adopted in police training academies and programmes, it will bring “realities of police work through critical discussion, role plays, and interaction between officers and instructional staff”.

However, Heslop (2006) argues that there are some limiting factors that undermine the benefits of using andragogic model of adult learning in the trainer training programs in the British police. The British police “is a hierarchical disciplined organisation which has clear organisational rules, goals and constraints. Most trainer police training courses have fairly rigid curricula and clear aims and objectives linked to National Occupational Standards (NOS)” (Heslop, 2006:336). Consequently, the focus of the learning is mainly on the needs of the organisation rather than on the needs of the students. In addition, the current approach to learning focusses on passive memorisation of facts and competence-based assessments which contradict with the main principles of adult learning that promote student-centred and self-directed learning education (Heslop, 2006; Constable and Smith, 2015).
Police training is generally underpinned by the notions of ‘acquisition and transfer’ (Heslop, 2011:327). However, Heslop (2011) argues that officers’ learning is situated culturally and socially; hence, integrating different forms of training such as participatory learning methods to knowledge acquisition methods can be more effective. This is particularly important as policing is viewed as a practical activity or a ‘craft’ (Wilson, 1968; Sherman, 1999, 2015; Lum, 2009) within a situated workplace or a ‘field’ as depicted by Chan (1997, 2001) and Chan et al. (2003). Therefore, adopting ‘acquisition’ and ‘participation’ training approaches can facilitate handling different aspects of learning effectively (Sfard, 1998; Heslop, 2011). This learning does not only change recruits’ habitus (Chan et al., 2003) but more importantly, influence the process of ‘becoming’ police officers (Heslop, 2011). ‘Habitus incorporates both the subjective, personal dispositions and the collective structural pre-dispositions shaped by class, race and gender that are combined in each individual’ (Heslop, 2011:333). In turn, the process of ‘becoming’ police officers also influence their learning (Heslop, 2011).

2.3.2.3 Problem-based Learning/Scenario-based Learning

Collaborative training techniques like problem-based learning or scenario-based learning are student-directed active learning methods that provide both motivation and feedback during the process of learning (Wood, 2004). Barrows (1996), Wood (2004) and Werth (2011) describe how a problem-based learning class might operate. Students should be arranged in a circle of small groups (between 6 and 8 participants) to facilitate a deeper level of understanding of the problem and develop personal skills such as active listening, team collaboration and constructive feedback or criticism (Neufeld and Barrows, 1974). Furthermore, face to face contact between participating students not only facilities verbal communication but also non-verbal communication crucial for the learning process (Wood, 2004). The group is supervised
by a ‘facilitator’ who guides the group and keep them focused on the problem being discussed (Barrows, 1996; Wood, 2004; Werth, 2011). The facilitator ensures that the session’s climate is a friendly one and that no student feels threatened. Moreover, facilitators must be aware of the various ways of which students can behave; fight (showing hostility), flight (withdrawal from active participation) and pairing (where a conversation exists between two students only excluding the rest of the group) (Wood, 2004).

According to the Learning Pyramid which originated from the National Training Laboratories (NTL) for Applied Behavioural Science in the USA, shown in the figure 2.6 below, the least effective method of teaching is the lecture.

![Figure 2.6. The Learning Pyramid](image)

“The learning pyramid originates from the National Training Laboratories (NTL) for Applied Behavioural Science, 300 N. Lee Street, Suite 300, Alexander, VA 22314, USA. The percentages represent the average "retention rate" of information following teaching or activities by the method indicated. In fact, this diagram was originally developed and used by NTL in the early 1960s at NTL’s Bethel, Maine, campus, but the organisation no longer has or can find the original research that supports the numbers given. In 1954, a similar pyramid with slightly different numbers had appeared in a book,

Teaching techniques at the bottom of the pyramid encourage students to be active during the process of learning which in turn promotes deep learning, better information processing and digestion of information (Wood, 2004; Lalley and Miller, 2007). This is consistent with the Cognitive school of learning theories where students are believed to learn more from “experience, by doing, and that the learning that comes from the experience is fitted into the framework of [the students’] existing knowledge” (Wood, 2004:6). This process helps students make-sense of the information they learn (Barrow, 1996; Wood, 2004). An important aspect of problem-based learning is in using feedback during the learning process (Wood, 2004). Feedback from the facilitator or group members reassures students that the learning process is successful.

Whilst some research studies have debated the benefits of problem-based learning over other traditional teaching methods (Colliver, 2000; Norman and Schmidt, 2000), it is now accepted that this method of learning is effective in improving self-directed learning skills, long-term memory, problem-solving skills and the learning process in general (Boud and Felletti, 1997; Banta et al., 2001; Dochy et al., 2003; Docherty et al., 2005; Koh et al., 2008; Werth, 2011). Problem-based learning is successfully used in a few police training studies in the US (Birzer and Tannehill, 2001; Birzer, 2003; Cleveland and Saville, 2007; Werth, 2011).

2.3.2.3 Learning and Interaction Process

The learning process involves a cognition process of interaction among individual aptitude, training methods and scaffolds provided during the training (Gupta et al., 2010). The appropriation process has been discussed in detail in section 2.2.
2.4 The Impact of Gender Differences in Technology Learning

Gender can moderate technology adoption and can shape continued technology utilisation behaviours in workplaces (Venkatesh et al., 2000; Venkatesh and Morris, 2000; Ahuja and Thatcher, 2005). Research has shown that during the introduction of new technology in an organisation, women are more greatly influenced by peers’ opinions more than men (Venkatesh et al., 2000). Attitude (which is determined by perceptions of usefulness (Davis et al., 1989; Mathieson, 1991; Taylor and Todd, 1995; Venkatesh et al., 2003)) towards using a technology is more crucial to men in the workplace which reflects instrumentality to use IT (Venkatesh et al., 2000). On the other hand, women’s use of technology is strongly influenced by subjective norm (peer’s and superior’s influence (Mathieson, 1991; Taylor and Todd, 1995)) and perceived behavioural control (Taylor and Todd, 1995; Venkatesh et al., 2000). Perceptions of behavioural control (PBC) relate to the extent to which individuals believe that they have control over factors that influence their behavioural performance like computer self-efficacy (CSE) and facilitating conditions (i.e. training, IT support) (Ajzen, 1991, 2002; Mathieson, 1991; Taylor and Todd, 1995). PBC not only impact intentions to use IT (Venkatesh, 2000; Ajzen, 2002; Venkatesh et al., 2003; Morris et al., 2005) but also determines actual behaviour (Elie-Dit-Cosaque et al., 2011). IT support has been conceptually and empirically shown to impact users’ PBC (Cragg and King, 1993; Harison et al., 1997).

Furthermore, computer anxiety which is negatively related to IT adoption and utilisation (Durndell and Haag, 2002; Beaudry and Pinsonneault, 2010) has been empirically shown to negatively influence PBC as a result of reducing perceptions of CSE among technology users (Thatcher and Perrewé, 2002; Elie-Dit-Cosaque et al., 2011). Empirical evidence indicates that women have been found to have significantly more computer anxiety and less computer
confidence than men (Durndell and Haag, 2002). Saleem et al.’s study (2011) report that personality traits like neuroticism (emotional instability), extraversion (energetic and self-dramatizing) and agreeableness (tactful and independent) are significantly related to computer self-efficacy for women but not for men. An increase in women’s workload may result in a reduction in trying to innovate and explore technology in the workplace while it positively correlates with trying to explore technology for men (Ahuja and Thatcher, 2005). In the context of a blended learning setting (like using Moodle in universities and schools), perceptions of technology playfulness (also defined as intrinsic motivation (Venkatesh, 2000)) impact female learners’ intentions to using the technology while perceptions of technology usefulness mediate this impact among men (Padilla-Meléndez et al., 2013).

Cognitions of gender roles in society, partly, perceive men as being more task-oriented than women (Lynott and McCandless, 2000). In the context of technology usage, task orientation refers to the completion of organisational tasks that may require technology (Venkatesh and Morris, 2000). However, in the context of technology utilisation, women tend to focus on the methods used to complete tasks, hence, are more process-oriented (Venkatesh and Morris, 2000). Gender shapes the initial decision process that drives technology adoption and influences sustained usage (Venkatesh et al., 2000). These results are aligned with Venkatesh and Morris’s (2000) confirming that perceived usefulness of technology is more salient to men while perceived ease of use (which is closely related to self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977b; Venkatesh and Davis, 1996)) are more important to women both after the initial training and over time. In addition, research has shown an inverse relationship between computer self-efficacy and computer anxiety which can lead to lower ease of use perceptions among women (Venkatesh and Morris, 2000). Similar findings were reported by Ong and Lai (2006) in the context of e-
learning where women are strongly influenced by perceptions of computer self-efficacy and ease of use while men are influenced by perceptions of usefulness of e-learning.

To maximise overall technology adoption and sustained usage in organisations, Venkatesh et al. (2000) and Venkatesh and Morris (2000) recommend designing training programmes tailored to encompass productivity-enhancement factors (like usefulness) which are more important to men (they are more driven by instrumental factors) and a more balanced approach that includes productivity aspects, process issues and co-workers’ testimonials that are more salient to women (as they are more motivated by process (perceived ease of use and social factors)). This is particularly important because the impact of gender differences on the adoption and the continued utilisation of technology is proved to have a lasting effect even when key variables such as income, education and self-efficacy are considered (Venkatesh et al., 2000; Venkatesh and Morris, 2000).

2.5 The Impact of Police Culture on Officers’ Learning

2.5.1 Introduction

Research studies investigating aspects of police culture have sought answers to prominent issues of police behaviour and generated ‘a wealth of knowledge regarding the police, their behaviour and their values’ (Cockcroft, 2013:4). Police culture is commonly defined as “widely shared attitudes, values, and norms that serve to manage strains created by the nature of police work…and the punitive practices of police management and supervision” (Paoline, 2004:207). Schein (2004:17) further clarifies the concept of police culture by defining it as “a pattern of shared basic assumptions that were learned by a group as it solved its problems of external adaptation and internal integration, that has worked well enough to be considered valid and,
therefore, to be taught to new members as the correct way to perceive, think, and feel in relation to those problems.” Many research studies have highlighted certain police cultural manifestations as key characteristics of a universal police culture (Reiner, 2010; Cockcroft, 2013) which have withstood the test of time (Loftus, 2008, 2009, 2010). Police solidarity/social isolation and gender are two key aspects of police culture that can impact the learning process in technology training.

2.5.2 Police Solidarity/Social Isolation and the Co-worker’ Influence on Learning

Police solidarity and social isolation are two interrelated factors that contribute to officers’ working personality and ultimately to police culture (Skolnick, 1994; Cockcroft, 2013). Police officers rely on one another for support, the assumption being that they back up one another (Westley, 1970; Punch, 1983, 2009; Reuss-Ianni, 1983; Brown, 1988; Skolnick 1994; Paoline et al., 2000; Terrill and Mastrofski, 2002; Paoline, 2004; Reiner, 2010; Workman-Stark, 2017). This refers to ‘police solidarity’ or ‘support and backing’ in the line of duty but, more importantly, emotionally and personally (Reuss-Ianni, 1983; Paoline, 2004; Reiner, 2010; Workman-Stark, 2017). Past police cultural analysis research has suggested that officers often socialize only with one another (Westley, 1970; Walsh, 1977; Skolnick, 1994; Reiner, 2010) furthering in-group loyalty and alienation from the broader community. This in turn, solidifies the police culture because officers tend to reinforce one another’s behaviours and impressions of the culture (Westley, 1970). Despite Paoline and Terrill’s (2014) claim that this isolation has reduced, Charman’s (2017:269) study findings emphasis the significance of ‘solidarity’ in police culture and describes it as “an extremely important element of policing organisational cultures…. [yet] this was not solidarity without limits.” Please refer to Cockcroft (2013) for a
detailed discussion of the various reasons that contribute to police solidarity and social isolation, in addition to, its impact on police work and the public.

Therefore, the co-workers’ influence in the police culture plays a major role in understanding officers’ behaviours and attitudes. Fulk (1993) identified two main social influences of work groups on individuals; ‘internalisation’ and ‘compliance’. Internalisation refers to “individual’s private acceptance of group messages and the incorporation of group meanings and attitudes into their own constructions of reality” (Fulk, 1993:924). Compliance refers to “individual’s behaviour that conforms to perceived group pressures” (Fulk, 1993:924). Fulk (1993) argue that the key moderator of internalisation and compliance effects is the individual’s attraction to a group. Hence, high attraction to a group (as in the case of police officers) leads to internalisation which aims to enhance communication and bonding between group members and reduce tensions/pressures.

In case of compliance, individuals in a group do not experience the same need for agreement (Fulk, 1993). They might show behavioural compliance fearing recrimination but not attitudinal compliance or internalisation (Fulk, 1993). Therefore, Fulk (1993) claims that when the individual’s attraction to a group is high, they conform to group norms and attitudes that mirror that particular group. The results of the research conducted by Fulk (1993) show that individuals relied on co-workers for help/support in using technology features that they did not use regularly even though all members of the organisation received the same formal training in using the electronic mail system. Hence, formal or informal peer training should be supported by managers (Fulk, 1993; Lewis et al., 2003; Spitler, 2005).

The presence of co-workers, who are both “knowledgeable and confident IT users”, draws the attention to a key factor that can boost IT utilisation in organisations as argued by Gallivan et
al. (2005:179), Morris and Venkatesh (2000) and Spitler (2005). Information influence occurs when co-workers or peers share their own personal experience and evaluation of the technology or when they observe each other using the technology (Orlikowski et al., 1995; Karahanna et al., 1999; Lucas and Spitler, 1999; Spitler, 2005). Use by peers can be an effective method of technology evaluation (Bandura, 1977b; Burkhardt, 1994). Co-workers influences, and computer self-efficacy have significant indirect impact on behaviour intentions to technology utilisation (Davis et al., 1989; Taylor and Todd, 1995; Kashefi, 2014). The co-workers’ influence is evident in Charman’s (2017) study, in which, she reports on the profound impact of the tutor constable training provided to new recruits during the Initial Police Learning and Development Programme (IPLDP) not only on the effectiveness of the learning process but also on developing new officers’ behaviour. The tutor constable is the second strand of training in the IPLDP which must be completed by new recruits in which they receive on-the-job training with a tutor constable and shift colleagues to which that recruit is assigned. New recruits in Charman’s study (2017:225) viewed this strand of the programme as the most appropriate form of learning because class-room based learning cannot teach ‘the peculiarities of each type of incident that the officer might be exposed to.’ This view stems from perceiving policing as a ‘craft’ (as mentioned in section 2.3.2), that is, hands-on experience is the foundation of effective policing (Wilson, 1968; Sherman, 1998, 2015; Chan et al., 2003; Lum, 2009). In Charman’s study, junior officers reported perceiving both tutor constables and other colleagues as ‘the most influential people’ in the development of their policing skills. These results are consistent with Chan et al.’s (2003) and Heslop’s (2011). Therefore, social interaction, whether formal (i.e. class-based learning) or informal (i.e. learning from colleagues), play a major role in shaping new recruits’ knowledge and skills (Charman, 2017).
Formal and informal socialisation is one of six strategies described by Van Maanen (1978) whereby organisations can adopt to help socialise their new members.

Co-workers’ perceived training quality has a direct impact on the individual’s own beliefs about training quality (Gallivan et al., 2005). General beliefs about computers (whether personal beliefs or peers’ beliefs) are strongly anchored to perceived ease of use of Information Systems even after significant direct hands-on experience with the system as long as system’s features fit with users’ expectations (Venkatesh and Davis, 1996; Venkatesh, 2000). Perceived ease of use had a strong influence on users’ intentions during technology training interventions (Venkatesh et al., 2002). In general, beliefs not only influence individuals’ subsequent behaviours, but they can be shaped by management interventions such as training (Starbuck and Webster, 1991; Olfman and Mandviwalla, 1994; Compeau and Higgins, 1995a; Venkatesh and Davis, 1996; Venkatesh, 1999) to enhance users’ perceived ease of use of IS (Venkatesh et al., 2002).

Therefore, knowing the magnitude of IT use of co-workers in their jobs can help in predicting individuals’ level of IT use (Gallivan et al., 2005). Managers can achieve better IT usage if they can identify super-users (IT confident users who use the technology’s features on regular basis to complete tasks) who hold positive attitudes toward the training they received, to influence other employees’ IT usage (Gallivan et al., 2005; McNish, 2002). Brown et al. (2002), Venkatesh et al. (2003) and Saeed and Abdinnour (2013) have reported similar results about the co-worker’s impact on enhancing technology utilisation in organisations.

2.5.3 Police Culture and Gender

Police forces are male-dominated organisations (Reiner, 1992; Skolnick, 1994) where policewomen have suffered from inequality not only in the roles they undertake but also in
getting accepted by their male colleagues (Brown, 1997), as well as, getting promoted to senior ranks (Rabe-Hemp, 2009). A persisting belief that female officers are incapable of doing police work rests on the concept of ‘hegemonic masculinity’ which is associated with aggression, danger and risk taking (Young 1991; Fielding, 1994; Morash and Haarr, 2012). In interpreting the ‘cult of masculinity’, Rabe-Hemp (2008a,b) argues that its stereotypical value may be read as an almost pure form of ‘hegemonic masculinity’, strongly grounded in heterosexuality where particular notions of masculinity govern. With the perception that police work involves strength, action and danger, the concept of physicality becomes a defining element of the ‘cult of masculinity’ and so the work of policing becomes securely defined as ‘men’s work’. This hegemonic masculinity is maintained through ‘authority, heterosexism, the ability to display force, and the subordination of women’ (Rabe-Hemp, 2009:116).

However, pushing for women’s physical unsuitability as a justification for their continued exclusion becomes less tenable as women move upwards in the police hierarchy, with police leaders being the least likely to be called upon to exhibit physical displays of strength and courage. Consequently, it could be argued that on achieving rank, women will no longer endure discrimination and exclusion as they no longer face the demands of physicality in the same way as their rank-and-file counterparts. As women progress through the ranks, female officers continue to face a gendered environment where masculinity persists. However, this time, they are faced with a different kind of masculinity one where physicality is less obvious, but where traits associated with ‘managerial masculinity’ dominate. Changes brought about as a result of the movement towards greater quality of service has served to create a ‘“smart macho”’ (Silvestri, 2007; 2017) culture of police leadership. Therefore, we have that female officers who engage with developing alternative conceptions of police leadership come to be labelled not as
progressive or innovative, but as weak, passive and unable to withstand the rigours and demands required of policing.

Nevertheless, more policewomen have managed to broaden their opportunities at work and get promoted to higher ranks (Silvestri, 2007; Morash and Haarr, 2012). Adopting ‘transformational’ style of leadership in police forces has been identified as a pivotal factor to achieving more effective organisational and cultural changes (Silvestri, 2007; Cockcroft, 2014). This leadership style is underpinned by the principles of participation and inclusion of employees to create a working environment that encourages open communication and loyalty in organisations (Silvestri, 2007). Senior policewomen interviewed by Silvestri (2007) have revealed their adoption of transformational leadership styles that foster more participatory approaches compared to the transactional leadership approaches adopted by many of their male colleagues. Transactional leadership styles rest on exchanging rewards or punishments based on employees’ performance.

It is also noteworthy that an increasing number of studies are moving beyond the traditional interpretations of the dominance of ‘the cult of masculinity’ in police culture and developing the notion that policing is divided more by rank and role than gender (Waddington, 1999; Dick and Jankowicz, 2001; Cain, 2012; Charman, 2017). Recent research suggests that communication and interpersonal skills are highlighted by officers as the ‘most impressive’ skills for a good police officer not physicality (Chan et al., 2003; Charman, 2017; Willis and Mastrofski, 2017).
2.6 Key Determinants of Post-Adoptive Technology Utilisation

2.6.1 An Overview

Post-adoptive or continuance of Information System (IS) utilisation research is focussed on studying the cognitive behaviours and attitudes of users who choose to continue using an IS after the adoption phase because of a first-hand experience with the system (Bhattacherjee, 2001). The post-adoptive process is largely voluntary even if technology utilisation is made mandatory in an organisation because users can choose to use a sub-set of the functionalities of the IS to meet task requirements rather than explore the full range of the IS features (Hartwick and Barki, 1994; Carlson and Zmud, 1999; Jaspersn et al., 2005; Thatcher et al., 2011). The extent of technology features used to perform work tasks has been described as the ‘extended use’ by Saga and Zmud (1994), ‘deep usage’ by Schwarz (2003) and ‘feature extension’ by Jaspersn et al. (2005).

Few research studies and models have been developed to study the key factors that influence the continuance usage of ISs compared to those constructed to study the adoption and use of newly introduced systems in organisations (Karahanna et al., 1999; Bhattacherjee, 2001; Bhattacherjee and Premkumar, 2004; Jaspersn et al., 2005; Limayem et al., 2007; Clark et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2015). Post-adoptive behaviours can lead to better usage of technology and can also lead to a diminished use where the IT is resisted or used in a limited routinised fashion (Hiltz and Turoff, 1981; Cooper and Zmud, 1990; Hartwick and Barki, 1994; Saga and Zmud, 1994; Kay and Thomas, 1995; Jaspersn et al., 2005). The key factors that influence technology post-adoptive utilisation are discussed in the next sections.
2.6.2 The Role of Satisfaction, Habit and Feature-Centric View on Post-adoption Technology Utilisation

Post-acceptance satisfaction has been highlighted by many studies as a fundamental factor that can determine individuals’ post-adoptive or continuance use of technology in organisations. Bhattacharjee (2001) has used the Expectation-Confirmation Theory (Oliver, 1980) to propose a model of IS continuance use intentions. Bhattacharjee’s (2001) model formulates that satisfaction with IS use is the strongest predictor of individual’s post-adoption utilisation intentions followed by the perceived usefulness of continued IS use intentions. Post-acceptance satisfaction is accurate and robust as it is based on users’ first-hand experience with the IS (Bhattacharjee, 2001; Thong et al., 2006; Bhattacharjee et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2015). Both satisfaction and perceived usefulness are determined by the degree to which users’ expectations of the system are confirmed (Bhattacharjee, 2001; Staples et al., 2002; Bhattacharjee and Premkumar, 2004; Jasperson et al., 2005; Thong et al., 2006; Bhattacharjee et al., 2008; Saeed and Abdinnour, 2013; Wang et al., 2015). This confirmation can lead to an enhanced technology sensemaking (Griffith, 1999; Jasperson et al., 2005), more exploration and usage of various system features (Jasperson et al., 2005; Saeed and Abdinnour, 2013; Wang et al., 2015), and can also lock users into routine usage patterns (Venkatesh et al., 2000; Jasperson et al., 2005; Saeed and Abdinnour, 2013). Bhattacharjee’s (2001) IS Continuance model has been validated by Wang et al.’s (2015) study conducted in a large manufacturing firm in China where the use of an ERP system is mandatory.

In addition, Bhattacharjee (2001) and Thong et al. (2006) validated the IS Continuance model and extended it to include perceived ease of use and perceived enjoyment in the context of mobile internet services in Hong Kong. Thong et al. (2006) and Wang et al. (2015) note the
usefulness of the model for understanding post-adoption usage behaviours. Moreover, Bhattacherjee et al. (2008) have validated the IS continuance model and have added the Perceived Behavioural Control construct (consisting of IT self-efficacy and facilitating factors) to extend the model to include both IT continuance intentions and IT continuance behaviours. IT self-efficacy has a significant impact on IT continuance intentions to use the IS while facilitating factors that influence IT continuance behaviours. Bhattacherjee et al.’s (2008) extended IT continuance model have been empirically tested among administrative and staff personnel using a Document Management System at a City Hall in Ukraine.

Similar to Bhattacherjee’s (2001) findings, Lee et al. (1995) have developed a causal model for Information Systems’ end-user training programmes. The authors have argued that end-user IS acceptance and end-user IS satisfaction are two major direct antecedents of end-user job satisfaction. End-users expectations of the adopted Information Systems (to be easy to use and to boost their performance) must be confirmed for the employees to accept it (Lee et al., 1995). Hence, managers should identify end-users’ specific job performance needs first and then design training programmes that consider those needs (Lee et al., 1995).

Furthermore, Limayem et al. (2007) have added the ‘habit’ construct to Bhattacherjee’s (2001) model as it is proved to suppress or moderate users’ intention to continue using the full range of functionalities offered by an IS. Limayem et al. (2007:705) defines habit in the context of IS usage as “the extent to which people tend to perform behaviours (use IS) automatically because of learning.” The role of habit in predicting future behaviours and intentions have been studied by psychologists and empirical evidence supports the direct impact of past behaviour on future intentions and behaviours (Eagly and Chaiken, 1993; Ouellette and Wood, 1998). Limayem et al. (2007) argue that there are four primary antecedents to habit development:
frequency of repeating a behaviour, extent of satisfaction with the outcome, stable contexts and the comprehensiveness of usage of the various features of the IS. With stable contexts, past behaviour has a greater impact on future behaviour than the effect of intention (Bagozzi and Kimmel, 1995; Norman and Smith, 1995; Ouellette and Wood, 1998). A key criticism to Limayem et al.’s (2007) study is the absence of users’ prior IT use from the model which is empirically shown to be a key antecedent to technology habit formation (Lankton et al., 2010).

Moreover, Jasperson et al. (2005) have proposed that prior use, habit and a feature-centric view of technology are the three main aspects that determine the extent of post-adoptions of Information Systems. Using a feature-centric view to understand technology post-adoptions is valuable because the set of technology features used by users is likely to change over time and it is the specific features in use at any point of time that determine performance (Hiltz and Turoff, 1981; Orlikowski, 1992; DeSanctis and Poole, 1994; Goodhue, 1995; Goodhue and Thompson, 1995; Griffith, 1999; Jasperson et al., 2005). Technology features are the building blocks of the technology (Griffith and Northcraft, 1994; Griffith, 1999). Some of these features are core (if removed or altered, an overall change to the nature of the technology occurs) while others are tangential (optional technology features not the main defining features of the technology) (DeSanctis and Poole, 1994; Griffith, 1999). Few studies have empirically examined technology utilisation at a feature level of analysis (Hiltz and Turoff, 1981; Ginzberg, 1981; Kay and Thomas, 1995; Straub et al., 1995; Bhattacherjee, 1998; Jasperson et al., 2005).

Additionally, Jasperson et al. (2005:535) argue that over time, “post-adoptive behaviour becomes habitualised unless interventions occur to disrupt the formation of deep, non-reflective mental scripts. When individuals attend to these interventions, the interventions produce periods of substantive technology use.” These interventions can help individuals use already-
used features in an innovative way, learn new features or discover new uses of existing features (Jasperson et al., 2005). Jasperson et al. (2005) claim that both management interventions and training are critical in the post-adoption stage as they can facilitate the process of adjusting the use of technology to ongoing changes in the work process.

Therefore, for interventions to influence individuals’ cognitive processing and trigger the sensemaking process, three types of stimuli are suggested by Louis and Sutton (1991). The situation must be unfamiliar or novel, the individual senses a discrepancy between reality and expectation and there is deliberate initiative to induce individuals to regard their behaviour (Louis and Sutton, 1991). The three types of stimuli are functions of the situation and the individual (Louis and Sutton, 1991). Thus, the technology sensemaking of a technology can be influenced by managing both the technology features and the user background (i.e. user experience and training) (Griffith, 1999). Consequently, performance benefits are realised when individuals recognise a fit between the technology features and the task and then, alter their post-adoptive behaviours accordingly by choosing to use these features (Goodhue, 1995; Goodhue and Thompson, 1995; Todd and Benbasat, 2000).

2.6.3 The Role of Technology Trust in Post-adoption Technology Utilisation

Individuals develop a trust relationship with the adopted technology if their expectations and technology reliability are realised (Lippert, 2007). Trust in technology directly influences perceived usefulness (which has the strongest influence on future intention to use as argued by Davis et al. (1989), Taylor and Todd (1995) and Venkatesh et al. (2003). This is because it encourages positive attitudes about use particularly in mandatory settings (Brown et al. (2002)) and promotes both technology utilisation and perceived ease of use (Thatcher et al., 2011;
Lippert, 2007). Lippert (2007) and Mcknight et al. (2011) claim that the role of trust in technology is a key determinant in sustaining post-adoption utilisation in organisations. Technology trust affects the individual’s intention to explore the full range of functionalities of the adopted IS and consequently can limit the post-adoption utilisation preventing organisations from achieving the benefits anticipated from investing in the technology (Jasperson et al., 2005; Lippert, 2007; Mcknight et al., 2011; Thatcher et al., 2011). Technology trust can mitigate feelings of risk and uncertainty associated with innovative and exploratory behaviours (Mcknight et al., 2011; Thatcher et al., 2011; Tams et al., 2018).

In this context, Thatcher et al. (2011) argue that trust in technology has three dimensions: Functionality belief, Helpfulness belief and Predictability belief. The authors define functionality belief as “the belief that the system has the capability, functions, or features to do for one what one needs to be done” (Thatcher et al., 2011:4). The helpfulness belief refers to the ability of the system to provide help and guidance (through helpful tips, a user-friendly interface and/or human assistance). Technology support has been conceptually and empirically shown to influence perceptions of behavioural control (Cragg and King, 1993; Harrison et al., 1997). Perceptions of behavioural control relate to the extent to which individuals believe that they have control over factors that influence their behavioural performance like computer self-efficacy (Ajzen, 1991). The predictability belief refers to the system’s consistency and the ability to forecast system behaviour. Thatcher et al. (2011) emphasise the importance of treating these dimensions as ‘reflective indicators’ where they influence and reinforce each other.

To understand how trust impacts post-adoptive technology utilisation, Tams et al. (2018) have used the Model of Proactive Work Behaviour (MPWB) (Crant, 2000; Frese and Fay, 2001;
Parker et al., 2006) to explain the mediating role of computer self-efficacy on trust. MPWB refers to “the extent to which an individual takes self-initiated action” (Tams et al., 2018:174). MPWB suggests that within the Information Systems domain, users who explore the full range of functionalities are engaging in proactive behaviours (Tams et al., 2018) as this is generally not required by organisations (Jasperson et al., 2005). Since exploring the full range of functionalities embody risk as users experiment with new features proactively which encompasses high potential for mistakes and loss of time (Ahuja and Thatcher, 2005), users’ self-efficacy beliefs are crucial to motivate its performance (Taylor and Todd, 1995; Tams et al., 2018). Computer self-efficacy (CSE) refers to “people’s beliefs in their ability to use a computer system successfully in support of their work” (Tams et al., 2018:174).

There is experimental evidence that support the impact of CSE on perceived ease of use because users (in the absence of direct system experience) will base their judgment about how easy or difficult a new Information System will be to use on their computer abilities (Venkatesh and Davis, 1996; Agarwal et al., 2000). Besides, prior research has shown that CSE will continue to affect perceived ease of use even after significant usage experience with the Information System (Venkatesh and Davis, 1996; Venkatesh, 2000). CSE has two facets; an internal CSE and an external CSE (Thatcher et al., 2008). Internal CSE depends on the functions offered by the system; users will use the system efficiently if the system’s functions are aligned with the tasks (Thatcher et al., 2008). Internal CSE exerts a significant positive effect on ease of use as users who have positive beliefs about their abilities usually have lower levels of computer anxiety and view systems as simple to use (Thatcher et al., 2008).

On the other hand, external CSE is a belief about the users’ ability to use the IS when it provides support or assistance (Thatcher et al., 2008). When users receive extensive support in learning
complex software systems, this support correlates negatively with external CSE because of users’ beliefs of their lack of control over completing a task which magnifies computer anxiety (Compeau and Higgins, 1995b; Compeau et al., 1999; Thatcher et al., 2008). In contrast, when users are learning simple software packages, external CSE does not reduce ease of use (Thatcher et al., 2008; 2011). Therefore, trust in functionality attributes directly influence internal CSE while trust in helpfulness and predictability beliefs/attributes influence external CSE (Tams et al., 2018).

2.6.4 Technology Post-Adoptive Enhanced Use Construct

IT enhanced use refers to novel ways of using technology features (Bagayogo et al., 2014). The authors conceptualise enhanced use as having distinct forms and attributes. Technology enhanced use forms “include using a formerly unused set of available features, using an IT feature for additional tasks, and using features extensions [developing or adding feature to IT]” (Bagayogo et al., 2014:362) while the attributes include locus of innovation, extent of substantive use, and adaptations. Locus of innovation refers to the source of the idea that lead to the enhanced use of technology whether it is the IT user or provided by a third party. The extent of substantive use refers to the different states of users’ cognitive engagement with the technology. The authors argue that the activities that occur around enhanced use and facilitate its completion define the different adaptations that characterise enhanced use. The different patterns of technology enhanced use are influenced by task characteristics or complexity, knowledge used (like IT personnel, IT knowledge of managers and users’ IT knowledge) and technology type (like enterprise IT, network IT and functional IT).
This study’s findings reveal that the locus of innovation; the first attribute of enhanced use is shaped by the analysability of the task and the technology type while the extent of substantive use (the second attribute of enhanced use) is influenced by the task complexity and the IT-related knowledge. On the other hand, adaptations (the third attribute of enhanced use) are shaped by the task interdependence and types of IT. Future research can further enrich the knowledge about factors that impact individual adaptations like individual differences and context of use. Therefore, managers need to consider the factors that influence the three attributes of technology enhanced use to be able to provide adequate support to their employees (Bagayogo et al., 2014).

2.6.5 Conceptual Enterprise Resource Planning Post-Adoptive Model

On the condition that actual system benefits are not achieved (as expected during the implementation phase), management interventions must focus on providing the help needed for employees to modify their technology use patterns. A conceptual model has been posited by Clark et al. (2009) to demonstrate how organisations can maximise the post-adoption usage of Enterprise Resource Planning systems (ERP) as shown in figure 2.7. ERP systems encompass an integrated suite of software tools and a central database used to manage multiple business operations in an organisation (Scott and Kaindl, 2000).
During the primary interventions phase, training on how to use the software and appropriate the work processes takes place. These primary interventions can promote a better understanding and sense-making of the functionalities of the software and the work processes. Consequently, users’ abilities are extended to use a wider range of technology features leading to an enhanced system use (Jasperson et al., 2005; Clark et al., 2009). Through initial training, prior knowledge, knowledge gained from peers and support desk help, users can develop experiential skills which can enable them to come up with innovative ways of using the system and in turn, make better sense of the different functionalities (Jasperson et al., 2005; Clark et al., 2009).

The sense-making process occurs when users start to use the different functionalities and compare the outcomes of their post-implementation activities to their pre-implementation activities (Orlikowski and Gash, 1994; Griffith, 1999). Post-implementation sense-making (Bhatacherjee, 2001; Jasperson et al., 2005) promotes learning and exploration of different ways of performing the task. Over time, this learning reaches a point where users perform tasks
automatically (Limayem et al., 2007) and more primary interventions are needed to reduce the gap between the desired and the actual benefits of the system (Clark et al., 2009).

Bhattacherjee and Premkumar (2004) and Bhattacherjee et al. (2018) highly recommend organisations to invest in technology training programmes to create a positive user experience as it directly impacts on the technology’s perceived usefulness (the most crucial belief driving IT usage) and attitudes of employees. Lucas (2010) and Bhattacherjee et al. (2018) recommend recruiting champions or super-users in delivering technology training to influence the less enthusiastic users.

2.7 The Impact of Top Managements’ support to Technology

Utilisation in Organisations

Institutional factors in the form of top management support have positive impact on employees’ beliefs about the usefulness and ease of use of technology in organisations (Lee et al., 1995; McNish, 2002; Lewis et al., 2003). Moderate management support reduces computer anxiety among employees (Venkatesh and Bala, 2008) which has a negative impact on IT adoption and utilisation (Durndell and Haag, 2002; Beaudry and Pinsonneault, 2010). Besides, computer anxiety has been empirically shown to negatively influence perceived behavioural control because of reducing perceived CSE (Thatcher and Perrewé, 2002; Ellie-Dit-Cosaque et al., 2011).

Furthermore, Lewis et al. (2003), Kashefi (2014), Wang et al. (2015) and Haddara and Moen (2017) argue that top management commitment and support help shape individuals’ beliefs that the technology is useful and that they will be valued if they use it. Top management should
support IT use and best practice to foster effective outcomes in the post-adoption stage (Jasperson et al., 2005; Bhattacherjee et al., 2018). The ease of use is manifested as a result of aiding overcome obstacles in learning through training and IT support (Leonard-Barton and Deschamps 1988; Fichman, 1992; Lewis et al., 2003). Management can encourage/discourage technology utilisation explicitly through expressed preferences (Leonard-Barton and Deschamps 1988; Moore and Benbasat 1991) or implicitly through incentives (Leonard-Barton, 1987; Bhattacherjee, 1998) and using control structures such as computer usage monitoring (Bhattacherjee, 1998).

2.8 Conclusion

Understanding the fit and appropriation process that underpins the adoption and utilisation of mobile technology in mandatory settings (like police forces) in the post-adoption stage can shed light on the key determinants of technology acceptance/ resistance in these organisations. In turn, this can facilitate identifying appropriate management interventions that are in congruence with the causes of resistance to promote post-acceptance satisfaction of the technology features among its users.

Designing appropriation technology training programmes that consider these determinants can boost users’ abilities/ skills, enabling them to efficiently appropriate technology features to fit different contexts and roles. Several training techniques can be used to deliver successful training programmes. The use of behavioural modelling techniques coupled with exploration learning methods can lead to an enhancement in users’ technology sense-making process and their ability to efficiently appropriate work processes. Consequently, this can extend users’ abilities to use a wider range of technology features. Furthermore, problem-based learning and
scenario-based learning can boost users’ self-directed learning skills, long-term memory and problem-solving skills. Top management’s support has a pivotal role in influencing employees’ attitudes and beliefs about the usefulness of the technology.
Chapter 3 - Research Methodology

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter a comprehensive literature review of the research project has been presented. This chapter aims to present pragmatism as the appropriate underpinning philosophical paradigm that enhances relevance through paradigm pluralism in Information Systems’ research. Pragmatism offers an attractive philosophical partner for Action Research and has been proven to be a great tool in extending and exploring ideas as it focuses on asking the right questions and getting empirical answers to those questions.

There are many forms of Action Research that suit different research goals. Canonical Action Research; the form adopted for this study is presented and the challenges of conducting Action Research are discussed. Besides, aspects of recruiting participants for the study, gaining access to the Constabulary and ethical approval issues are highlighted. Finally, the different data collection methods are presented.

3.2 Justification and Purpose of the Study

As mentioned in chapter 1 (section 1.4) of this dissertation, there is a need to understand the reasons behind the diminished improvement in officers’ visibility in police forces despite all the generous spending by the UK government on adopting advanced mobile policing technology. Officers’ post-adoptive behaviours and patterns of utilisation of the mobile technology implemented in police forces have not been examined. Hence, a pilot study is conducted to identify the reasons behind officers’ diminished utilisation of their Kelvin devices’ various features. The pilot study results reveal that officers did not perceive the Kelvin devices’
features as providing any efficiency gain compared to using their traditional methods of recording policing data (pen and paper). Different reasons have been highlighted in the focus groups’ sessions to explain this behaviour. For instance, the initial Kelvin devices’ training is limited to one day training covering the main functionalities of the device and how to keep it safe. The main applications (available on the device at the time of the training) have been presented to officers by the Constabulary’s chosen champions or super-users officers. These super-users conduct the training in a lecture mode, covering only the main forms that officers fill in to complete daily tasks. The advanced features of the Kelvin devices have not been included in the training to avoid any confusion to the less IT-able officers and the inability to fit all the features in one training day. Consequently, officers who are IT-skilled can use the advanced features (through self-exploration of the features) but the majority of officers are unaware of the availability of many of the useful features on the device. To compound the problem, little IT support has been provided, thus, the gaps in officers’ IT-skills are never bridged to facilitate the efficient utilisation of the Kelvin devices’ features. Besides, the Kelvin devices’ features presented in the training sessions differed to some extent across the three Areas of the county (North, South and West). For instance, West and South are not trained to use some applications while North officers have reported using them on a regular basis. To overcome this problem, Sergeants at West, circulated guidance information on how to use some of these applications.

Furthermore, the training did not take account of a unique aspect of using mobile technology; use context. This dissertation’s pilot study claims that the ‘use context’ is a key determinant of the magnitude of utilisation of the mobile technology features. Thus, incorporating the ‘use context’ of the different Kelvin devices’ features into the training sessions’ design can boost the devices’ usefulness perceptions among front-line officers profoundly. Therefore, adopting
a multi-method approach is essential to facilitate collecting both qualitative and quantitative rich data about the extent of utilisation of the mobile technology features in the post-adoptive phase among front-line officers in police forces. This research study uses quantitative data to explore and validate the extent of the qualitative data collected.

This dissertation posits the Fit Appropriation Model for Training (FAMT) as a valid conceptual model for technology training. FAMT adopts Fit and Appropriation Model concepts, Behaviour Modelling Training techniques (Bandura, 1977a; Yi and Davis, 2001), IT support and collaborative learning methods (based on the principles of Adult Learning Theory of Andragogy (Knowles, 1980, 1984, 1990; Barrows, 1996; Wood, 2004; Werth, 2011)) to create a learning environment that bridges the gaps in technical knowledge and skills. Moreover, it enables learners to use their work experiences to link the technology features to tasks and to relevant contexts, in addition to, consolidating the learning process through using real-life scenarios for practice.

Furthermore, this dissertation seeks to identify the different factors that impact the learning process during technology training of the mobile devices such as cultural norms, IT skills, supervisors’ support, IT support and co-workers’ effect. The use of FAMT aims to enhance the quality of processes, training and guidance to achieve better utilisation of the mobile devices. The quality of the systems, processes, information and services have been identified as the main factors contributing to the success, user satisfaction and the adoption of Information Systems by DeLone and McLean (1992, 2003). Therefore, an Action research multi-method approach is the most appropriate methodology that can facilitate answering this study’s research questions. Furthermore, the adoption of a pragmatic approach to extend our knowledge about the interplay between learners and technology features during technology training can shed
light on the key determinants of delivering effective technology training in mandatory use settings as will be presented in the next sections.

3.3 Pragmatism

3.3.1 Overview

There are three well-known research paradigms or epistemologies in Information Systems research: Positivist, Interpretivist and Critical approaches (Orlikowski and Baroudi, 1991; Walsham, 1995; Klein and Myers, 1999; Myers and Avison, 2002; Richardson and Robinson, 2007). However, Goles and Hirschheim (2000) looked into the significance of considering Pragmatism as an underpinning paradigm that enhances relevance through paradigm pluralism in Information Systems’ research. It “is concerned with action and change and the interplay between knowledge and action. This makes it appropriate as a basis for research approaches intervening into the world and not merely observing the world” (Goldkuhl, 2012:2). Hence, Pragmatism offers an attractive philosophical partner for Action Research (AR) undertaken in the Information Systems discipline (Baskerville and Myers, 2004; Goldkuhl, 2008b; Kaschek, 2008; Savin-Baden and Major, 2013). It is a great tool in extending and exploring ideas as it focuses on asking the right questions and getting empirical answers to those questions (Baskerville and Myers, 2004; Savin-Baden and Major, 2013). Pragmatism provides a method to help explain the problem (Baskerville and Myers, 2004) and is seen as instrumental in relation to the change of existence (Dewey, 1931) where the role of the researcher is to promote this change (Goldkuhl, 2012).
3.3.2 Key Aspects of Pragmatism

One of the pivotal ideas within pragmatism is that the meaning of a concept is the practical consequences of that concept (Peirce, 1878). Hence, the meaning of a concept is derived from the different actions conducted based on the belief in that concept (Peirce, 1878). This makes actions in the empirical world the primary concern to a pragmatist researcher (Goldkuhl, 2004; Kaschek, 2008). These actions are guided by the research purpose and its accompanying research questions (Goldkuhl, 2004). A thorough understanding of the practice context is essential for conducting successful research as it determines which actions are adequate within the practice (Avison et al., 2018). Furthermore, abstracted concepts must be translatable to practical reality to ensure making a positive difference in practice (Goldkuhl, 2004). A pragmatist researcher does not only have an interest in what actions worked, how and why but also in what did not work, how and why as argued by Goldkuhl (2004). Therefore, the author argues that finding effective methods for analysis and description can help the researcher keep a pragmatic mode of inquiry. Dewey’s (1938) concept of inquiry is central to applying pragmatist thoughts and methods in research. Dewey (1938:108) defines inquiry as “the controlled or directed transformation of an indeterminate situation into one that is so determinate in its constituents, distinctions and relations as to convert the elements of original situation into a unified whole.” “This means that an inquiry is an investigation into some part of reality with the purpose of creating knowledge for a controlled change of this part of the reality. Inquiries are conducted with scientific purposes or as activities in ordinary life” (Goldkuhl, 2012:7). Hence, the aim of inquiry is to create knowledge in the interest of change and improvement (Goldkuhl, 2012).
3.3.3 Pragmatism in Information Systems Research

Goldkuhl (2008b) identifies three different kinds of pragmatism in IS research: Referential pragmatism (knowledge about action), Methodological pragmatism (knowledge through action) and Functional pragmatism (knowledge for action).

Referential pragmatism, as shown in figure 3.1 below, focuses on generating knowledge through studying the actions (Goldkuhl, 2008b). This follows Blumer’s (1969:71) claim that “the essence of society lies in an ongoing process of action – not in a posited structure of relations. Without action, any structure of relations between people is meaningless. To be understood, a society must be seen and grasped in terms of the action that comprises it.” Thus, Blumer (1969) argues that actions should be the primary empirical and theoretical focus. There are many action theories which have influenced IS research like Structuration Theory (Giddens, 1984) and the Activity Theory (Engeström, 2015).

![Knowledge-Action Relation in Referential Pragmatism](image)

Figure 3.1 Knowledge-Action Relation in Referential Pragmatism (Goldkuhl, 2008b:11)

Methodological pragmatism is concerned about how knowledge is created (Goldkuhl, 2012). It involves the development of knowledge as a result of the continual interaction between knowing and acting (Goldkuhl, 2008b). Knowledge is based on actions and reflections on actions (Goldkuhl, 2008b). Methodological pragmatism builds on the idea of a planned intervention in the world to gain knowledge through inquiry (Dewey, 1938). Thus, experimentation and exploration are fundamental to the inquiry processes (Goldkuhl, 2008b). Methodological pragmatism (as shown in figure 3.2 below) is adopted in Action research as it
involves exploring new strategies and planning interventions to solve practical problems (Goldkuhl, 2008b).

**Figure 3.2 Knowledge-Action Relation in Methodological Pragmatism (Goldkuhl, 2008b:12)**

In Functional Pragmatism, knowledge should be useful for constructing action and change (Goldkuhl, 2008b). Hence, in IS research, the use of models, frameworks and methods is important in Functional Pragmatism because it gives guidance in practical endeavours (Goldkuhl, 2008b). Dewey (1931) writes, with reference to William James (1907), that theories should be perceived as instruments and that action has an intermediary role to change existence provided it has purpose and knowledge. Action research is seen as Functional Pragmatism as it aims to solve practical problems in addition to contributing to scientific knowledge (Goldkuhl, 2008b). Functional pragmatism is adopted in this study and will be discussed in detail in section 3.3 below.

**Figure 3.3 Knowledge-Action Relation in Functional Pragmatism (Goldkuhl, 2008b:10)**
3.4 Research Methodology: ‘Canonical‘ Action Research

3.4.1 Introduction

Baskerville and Wood-Harper (1996) and Baskerville and Myers (2004) have considered Action Research (AR) as a highly-involved type of research study which enables researchers in the Information Systems field to make their work more relevant to practice. It aims to solve current practical problems while expanding scientific knowledge (Avison et al., 2001; Baskerville and Myers, 2004). The authors argue that AR methods could potentially improve the practical relevance of IS research. Baskerville and Myers (2004) claim that AR is conducted in a simple two stage process; the diagnostic stage followed by the collaborative change stage. The first stage involves a collaborative analysis of the social situation by the researcher. In the second stage, the change is introduced, and the effects are studied. Baskerville and Wood-Harper (1998) describe AR processes to be iterative and reflective.

McKay and Marshall (2001) posit a model that includes two parallel cycles of AR; one addresses the client’s interests while the other addresses the researcher’s scholarly interests. A slight modification was introduced to AR by Goldkuhl (2008a) to achieve creating scientific knowledge of practical value which he called Practical Inquiry (PI). PI involves contributing to general practice that shares common features (Goldkuhl, 2008a). In PI, intervention is not necessary although it might often occur (Goldkuhl, 2008a). Hence, PI “is research about the practical and in favour of the practical” (Goldkuhl, 2008a:6).

AR can have several forms: the original ‘canonical’ form of AR, management consulting, soft systems methodology and organisational learning (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1998). This study adopts the original ‘canonical’ form of AR to facilitate achieving the goals of the study as will be discussed below. The term ‘canonical’ “is used to formalise the association with the
iterative, rigorous and collaborative process-oriented model developed by Susman and Evered (1978) that has been widely adopted in the social sciences” (Davison et al., 2004:66).

As mentioned in chapter one, in the context of studying the utilisation of mobile technology in UK police forces, solely qualitative studies have been conducted to understand and explore the utilisation of the mobile technology among different police roles (Pica et al., 2004; Pica and Sørensen, 2004; Allen and Shoard, 2005; Hampton and Langham, 2005; Norman and Allen, 2005; Pica, 2006; Allen et al., 2008; Lindsay et al., 2009).

### 3.4.2 Description of the AR Method

The term ‘Action Research’ was first used by Kurt Lewin (1947a, b, 1951) who viewed it as “a way of learning about organisations through trying to change them” (Robson, 2011: 188). However, another group working at the Tavistock Clinic developed a similar method to deal with the psychological and social disorders caused by prisoner-of-war camps (Trist, 1976). The evolution of AR is presented in Baskerville and Wood-Harper (1996, 1998). AR has been adopted and developed successfully as an approach to Information Systems research (Avison et al., 1999; Davison et al., 2012; Malauernet and Avison, 2015; Baham et al., 2017; Baird et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2017).

Lewin’s work (1951) posit a general theory of how social change can be managed. His original model of AR is comprised of iteration of six phased stages: analyses, fact-finding, conceptualisation, planning, implementation of action and evaluation (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1996). However, to achieve scientific rigor, additional structure has been added by Susman and Evered (1978) and has been described as an ‘ideal’ exemplar of the original model of AR (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1996). This cyclical, five phased process is shown below
in figure 3.4. The five phases are: diagnosis, action planning, action taking, evaluating and specifying learning (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1996). This approach requires the establishment of a client-system research environment that fosters collaboration between researchers and practitioners (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1996).

![Figure 3.4 The Action Research Cycle (Susman, 1983)](retrieved from (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1996: 238))

Diagnosing corresponds to the identification of the key problems and includes a detailed understanding of the surrounding environment in a holistic fashion (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1996; Davison et al., 2004). The diagnosis will inform the planning of actions; the second phase. In this phase, practitioners and researchers must collaborate, guided by the theoretical framework to plan the change and the approach to achieving it (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1996; Davison et al., 2004). The intervention/action-taking phase might be directive where the researcher directs the change or might require the utilisation of catalytic change agents like project champions, process experts or external stakeholders to implement the planned action (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1996; Davison et al., 2004). The practitioners and the researchers collaborate in the active intervention and cause the appropriate change to take place (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1996). The data collection methods...
employed in this stage must ensure a rich pool of data for subsequent analysis (Davison et al., 2004). After the planned actions are conducted, evaluations of outcomes should be compared to project goals and expectations. This includes an assessment of whether the theoretical effects of the actions have been realised and whether the problems are rectified (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1996). The assessment must be thorough and include some framework for the next iteration of the AR cycle if the interventions are unsuccessful (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1996). If the interventions are successful, the specific mechanisms that caused the improvement should be specified (Davison et al., 2004). Finally, the fifth phase; the activity of specifying learning is usually an ongoing process and should guide three audiences (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1996). First, the restructuring of organisational norms to reflect the new knowledge gained. Second, where the interventions were unsuccessful, the additional knowledge may provide guidance for further AR. Third, the success or failure of the theoretical framework will provide useful information to the scientific community intending to conduct similar research work.

Table 3.1 below presents how the five phases of AR have been implemented in this study.

| Phase 1: Diagnosing | A pilot study was designed with the aim to collect rich data about the key reasons of the causes for officers’ resistance to using the full range of features of the Kelvin devices. The pilot study comprised two stages; focus groups sessions and online survey. All the focus groups sessions were audio recorded and semi-transcribed to |
delineate the key causes of the problem. Besides, the Q-card ranking methodology was used (at the end of each focus groups session) to help officers prioritise and focus on the main barriers to using the Kelvin devices efficiently. The key findings of the focus groups sessions were used in the design of the online survey to allow more officers to express their viewpoints. Furthermore, the online survey aimed to collect more focused data about the different applications that officers use on daily basis to perform policing tasks. The pilot study is discussed in detail in chapter four.

| Phase 2: Action Planning | The key findings of the pilot study were collated in a report and submitted to senior management at the Constabulary. Based on the findings reported, the Constabulary was able to resolve some of the barriers to using the devices. However, there were essential actions that need to be conducted for the benefits of the mobile technology to be realised. The researcher collaborated with senior management to design technology training sessions that can rectify the causes for officers’ resistance. This involved conducting four meetings with super-users, three meetings with technology trainers and seven meetings with senior management. As a result of |
the collaboration, a set of features were delineated for the training sessions. Senior management approved the researcher’s training sessions’ design which adopted behavioural modelling techniques of training and problem-based/scenario-based learning methods. The action planning phase is presented in detail in chapter five, sections: 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6.

| Phase 3: Action Taking | Super-users were recruited by the Constabulary to deliver the technology training to front-line officers. In only one session (at West), the researcher conducted the first part of the training. All the three training sessions were audio recorded (a total of three hours) and transcribed. The researcher took notes in the sessions and all the observations’ fieldnotes were written on the same day of the training; just after the session. The observations were compared to the audio recordings’ transcription to provide data for subsequent analysis. The data collected for this phase is presented in chapter five section 5.8. |
| Phase 4: Evaluating | To assess the achievement of the training goals, two methods of officers’ feedback were used in addition to analysing the observations’ fieldnotes and the audio recordings. Officers were encouraged to send short
messages service (SMS) to the researcher to inform her promptly about the effectiveness of the Kelvin devices’ features in actual work contexts. As SMS are naturally short, it was not perceived by officers as an extra job on top of their daily tasks and they were able to send several SMS at their convenience. The second feedback method was via an online survey which was sent to all participating officers to collect rich data about the influence of using exploratory learning methods on the learning process. This method facilitated collecting data about how officers linked the features’ use in different contexts and their evaluation of using real-life scenarios in technology training. Furthermore, the survey results revealed that officers positively appraised the new features and reported a significant positive change in their attitude towards the devices. The observations field notes analysis highlighted significant gender differences in the technology learning process. The evaluation of the effectiveness of the training sessions is presented in chapter six (section 6.4.2.2, section 6.4.3).

| Phase 5: Specifying Learning | A report with all the key findings and recommendations for conducting effective technology training sessions at the Constabulary was submitted to senior management. |
Also, academic papers will be published to extend the scientific knowledge in this area of study.

Table 3.1 This Study’s Five Phases of AR

Conducting Action research entails many challenges. In the next section, the key challenges of conducting Action research at the Constabulary will be presented and methods of overcoming them will be discussed.

3.4.3 Challenges of Action Research

Three key challenges of AR are identified: its rigour, the researchers’ ability to maintain collaboration and subject learning, and its restrained generalisation. These three challenges will be presented and discussed below.

3.4.3.1 Rigour of Action Research

AR has been criticised as lacking rigor (Chapman et al., 2011) and praised for the relevance of its results (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1996). AR aims to address organisational problems while at the same time contributing to academic knowledge (Davison et al., 2004). A set of principles are delineated by Davison et al. (2004, 2012) to promote the rigor and relevance of canonical AR.

3.4.3.1.1 The Principle of the Researcher-Client Agreement (RCA)

The RCA is the guiding basis for an effective AR project (Øgland, 2014). It is necessary that the client understands how AR works and what the responsibilities of the client and the researcher entail (Davison et al., 2004). A well-structured RCA should provide a solid
foundation for building mutual trust among stakeholders and contributes to the validity of the project (Davison et al., 2004).

In this study, a consented agreement between University of Cumbria and a UK Constabulary was signed to allow a PhD student to investigate the key causes for officers’ resistance to using the full range of their Kelvin devices’ features and conduct rectifying actions. The PhD student/researcher was assigned a Superintendent as a single point of contact. The researcher was granted full vetting clearance to access the different facilities of the constabulary before the start of the project. After conducting the pilot study, the researcher shared all the key findings, intervention plan and objectives of the project’s planned interventions with the Superintendent. The Superintendent demonstrated full commitment to the project and welcomed the researcher’s intended interventions to overcome the status quo which had adversely impacted the quality of policing data and undermined the generous investments made.

The responsibilities of the researcher and the Constabulary were negotiated repeatedly until an agreement was reached. The Constabulary agreed to arrange the venues for the training sessions, recruit young officers (age ranged between 25-35), provide IT support in the sessions and recruit super-users to deliver the training. The researcher was responsible to explain the design of the sessions to trainers before the sessions, attend the training as an observer and share the key findings of the study with the Constabulary. The researcher suggested that male and female officers should have separate training sessions as the pilot study’s results revealed some differences in their technical skills. The Superintendent disagreed with the researcher as they believed that this decision will not be in congruence with the Constabulary’s culture and norms.

The number and locations of the training sessions, in addition to, the data collection methods were agreed with the Superintendent before the interventions began. Hence, both the Constabulary and the researcher understood their responsibilities at all stages of the project.
3.4.3.1.2 The Principle of Cyclical Process Model (CPM)

The next step after establishing the RCA is to follow a CPM. As mentioned in section 3.4.2, the researcher followed the CPM proposed by Susman and Evered (1978) and a full description is presented in table 3.1.

3.4.3.1.3 The Principle of Theory

Action researchers need to rely on one or more theories to guide their activities (Davison et al., 2004, 2012). This is particularly important to avoid the ‘irrelevant subject’ failure (Avison et al., 2001) whereby a researcher conducts a study for a client that is perceived as insignificant by the research community despite being important to the client’s interest. Hence, in this case, the presence of a theoretical framework diminishes this danger (Davison et al., 2004). The theoretical model should play two important roles: to frame the focal problems and to guide the intervention (Davison et al., 2004, 2012). Thus, these theories are used as an initial guide for identifying these factors and as a guide for appropriate intervention.

In the pilot study, Beaudry and Pinsonneault’s (2005) Coping Model of User Adaptions (CMUA) was adopted to study the primary causes for officers’ resistance to using their Kelvin devices’ full range of features. According to Gregor’s (2006) taxonomy of types of Information Systems theories, the application of Beaudry and Pinsonneault’s (2005) CMUA can be categorised as theory for explaining; hence the theory itself is an end product and will not lead to predictive theory. The main contributions of this type of theory lies in explaining something that was imperfectly understood. However, the theory was not used in a rigid way but was extended to incorporate the context of use as it is a key factor in determining the magnitude of utilisation of the features in the discipline of mobile Information Systems.
Furthermore, the Fit and Appropriation Model concepts and the appropriation concepts (Giddens, 1984; Orlikowski, 1992; DeSanctis and Poole, 1994; Tyre and Orlikowski, 1994)), Behaviour Modelling Training techniques (Bandura, 1977a; Yi and Davis, 2001) and collaborative learning methods that are based on the principles of Adult Learning Theory of Andragogy (Knowles, 1980, 1984, 1990; Barrows, 1996; Wood, 2004; Werth, 2011) are used in the design of the Fit and Appropriation Model for Training (FAMT) to understand the factors that impact on the learning process during technology training. Therefore, the training sessions’ theories can be categorised as theories for explaining and predicting (Gregor, 2006). The theories used to construct FAMT rely explicitly on causal reasoning and claim to predict individuals’ satisfaction with the mobile technology utilisation as a result of the confirmation of officers’ expectation about the strengths and limitations of the Kelvin devices’ features in different work contexts.

It is worth noting that the theoretical frameworks adopted in the design of FAMT integrate the two main streams of research in the Information Systems field; the variance approach and the process approach. The variance approach focuses on the antecedents of adoption and usage of technology and has yielded various models of user acceptance (Venkatesh et al., 2003). On the other hand, the process approach argues that performance depends on how teams appropriate technology’s’ features and the social structures that affect the use of technology (Orlikowski, 1992, 2000; DeSanctis and Poole, 1994; Tyre and Orlikowski, 1994; Wheeler and Valacich, 1996; Majchrzak et al., 2000); resulting in the same IT being used in multiple ways in an organisation (Robey, 1995). This stream examined user adaptations and described how they modify their work processes and change their skills, beliefs and attitudes to cope with the technology. Hence, by integrating both streams into the design of FAMT, this dissertation
fulfilled Beaudry and Pinsonneault’s (2005) call to develop Information Systems frameworks that integrate the two approaches to overcome fragmentation of extant research. Therefore, the use of theoretical frameworks in this study fulfilled Davison et al.’s (2004) third principle and can extend the scientific knowledge in this under researched discipline.

3.4.3.1.4 The principle of Change Through Action

The essence of AR is to take actions to change the current situation (Davison et al., 2004). For the change to take place, the client and the researcher must be motivated to improve the existing situation and it must be agreed that the intervention can rectify the diagnosed problems (Davison et al., 2012). As mentioned above in the RCA principle (section 3.4.3.1.1), the Constabulary and the researcher were highly committed to boost officers’ attitudes as well as the efficient utilisation of the Kelvin devices. The report submitted to the Constabulary after the completion and the analysis of the pilot study’s data detailed all the causes of the problem. The Constabulary rectified some of the problems. However, there were specific problems that required intervention to be resolved. The researcher highlighted the significance of bridging the technical gaps in officers’ IT-skills, the importance of using exploratory training methods during technology training and the benefits of using scenario-based/problem-based learning to link the features to the context of use. The Superintendent discussed the planned actions with the researcher and volunteered to prepare real-life policing scenarios to be used in the training sessions. The results of the intervention were assessed three weeks after the training session via an online survey. Nevertheless, officers were encouraged to send the researcher text messages and/or emails straight after the training if they needed help/support or to share with her how they used the features in performing daily tasks.
3.4.3.1.5 The Principle of Learning through Reflection

The reflection and learning processes are crucial aspects of AR. Learning enables organisations to restructure their norms to reflect the knowledge gained during the research and inform further intervention within the current project (Davison et al., 2012). It contributes to the advancement of knowledge by re-informing existing theory or generating new theory (Davison et al., 2004). Consequently, the reflection and learning should encompass implications for practice and for the scientific community (Davison et al., 2004). After the completion of the training sessions, a thorough analysis of the data collected was performed (please refer to chapter six) and implications for both practice and theory were highlighted (please refer to chapter seven). Furthermore, academic papers that explain how the project was conducted and its key findings will be published in academic journals to help advance the knowledge about mobile Information System AR projects in mandatory settings like police forces. A similar report was submitted to the Constabulary delineating the key findings of the study and suggesting recommendations for enhancing future technology training.

3.4.3.2 Maintain Collaboration and Subject Learning

A characteristic aspect of rigorous AR is the careful handling of the collaboration with the subjects of the study. Their knowledge is critical for the discovery of important aspects of the theory under test (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1996). Action researchers should avoid dominating the diagnosis and action planning phases (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1996). Moreover, the cycle of subject learning is significant to claim any idiographic usefulness for the theory under test (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1996). Subjects’ feedback can lead to imperative modification of action-taking and sustaining the action cycle (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1996).
In this research study, various methods of data collection have been used to allow a larger number of officers to contribute to the diagnosis phase. The pilot study’s online survey facilitated collecting rich data about the causes for officers’ resistance to using their Kelvin devices and furthered the understanding of the key themes identified from analysing the focus groups’ data. Thus, the multi-method approach in the pilot study facilitated different styles of collaboration with the subjects to avoid any researcher domination at the diagnosis stage. The researcher made extensive use of the valuable contribution of the super-users and the trainers about the benefits and drawbacks of the features of the Kelvin devices in the action-planning phase. Additionally, an online survey was circulated after three weeks of the training sessions’ completion to collect officers’ feedback about the learning process and the sessions’ structure. Their feedback was imperative to understand the necessary future actions needed to enhance the learning process during mobile technology training sessions.

3.4.3.3 Restrained Generalisation

The nature of AR being idiographic, context-bound and multivariate can present conflicts regarding the generalisation of the studies’ findings. However, it is generalisation that makes theories relevant (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1996). Keen (1991) believes that such relevance is as important as rigour in the achievement of significant IS research. An AR project can never be repeated as the intervention is into a unique organisational setting (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1996). Hence, Kirk and Miller (1986) posit that synchronic reliability is a necessary premise of generalisability. Baskerville and Wood-Harper (1996:243) argue that “this form of reliability is based on the consistency of observations within the same time period. This data would never be identical but should be consistent with the theory under test.” Furthermore, Gummesson (2000) argue that validity is a sounder criterion for generalisation.
Validity refers to the degree to which the research study has accomplished its goals. Baskerville and Wood-Harper (1996) claim that action researchers can legitimately generalise their research findings based on their research validity. In addition, researchers can embed synchronic reliability into the design of their projects (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1996). Theories will evolve under the pressure of further study when the research projects’ results are circulated to the scientific community (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1996).

In this AR study both synchronic reliability and validity were fulfilled. Synchronic reliability is pivotal in the design of the study where three identical technology training sessions were conducted in the same Constabulary to front-line officers. Observations of the three sessions were recorded in fieldnotes and compared. Key similarities and differences in the learning process across the three sessions were discussed in detail in chapter six. Furthermore, the study accomplished all the three goals delineated at the start of the study (please refer to section 1.5). The FAMT conceptual model was validated and the online survey results indicated that officers perceived the training techniques used as effective. Therefore, this AR study fulfilled the reliability and the validity criterion necessary for generalisation in the IS field of study. Moreover, this study can claim to offer generalisation to theory (Lee and Baskerville, 2003) as it modified the pilot study’s initial guiding theoretical model based on the findings from the pilot study’s data and offered a thick description of the results of applying the theories used in the design of FAMT which can be useful for both researchers and practitioners in the IS research discipline.
3.4.4 Characteristics of Different Forms of Action Research

AR for the IS practitioner and researcher can have several forms: the original ‘canonical’ form of AR, management consulting, soft systems methodology and organisational learning (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1998). Four key characteristics distinguish the different forms of AR are identified by Baskerville and Wood-Harper (1998): process model, structure, typical researcher involvement and primary goals.

3.4.4.1 Process Model

Three distinct process models characterise the different forms of AR are highlighted by Baskerville and Wood-Harper (1998): An iterative process, a reflective process and a linear process. An iterative process model involves cycling between problem diagnosis and action activities (Blum, 1955). A reflective process model is iterative but focuses more on reflective analysis and less on problem diagnosis. A linear process model does not involve iteration but a single sequence of activities (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1998). This research study adopts a linear process model where the results of each phase feeds into the next. Hence, the pilot study results were used to guide the action planning phase and all the interventions were based on the diagnosing and the action planning phases.

3.4.4.2 Structure

Two distinct forms of structural guidance differentiate the different forms of AR: rigorous structure and fluid structure (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1998). Rigorous structure is characterised by “delineated stages, steps or activates carried out in a sequence or cycle or selected according to rules or heuristics” (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1998:95). Fluid
structure defines activities loosely. This study adopts a rigorous structure by following the five phases of AR posited by Susman and Evered (1978) and presented above in table 3.1.

3.4.4.3 Typical Researcher Involvement

Researcher involvement with their study subjects can take different forms. Collaborative involvement “implies that the researcher is an equal co-worker with the study subjects. The study tasks are shared without distinction and the participants’ backgrounds are assumed to be equally valuable” (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1998:95). A Facilitative involvement “distinguishes the researcher as an expert among the study subjects. While the work is still cooperative, the tasks of the researcher and the subjects are quite distinct” (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1998:95). The task of the researcher is to provide technical knowledge or expert advice; however, the subjects are responsible for determining what interventions will be created (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1998). An Expert involvement is like a Facilitative involvement, but the researcher determines to a large degree what interventions will be conducted (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1998). In this study, the researcher provided expert advice to senior management at the Constabulary on the actions needed to rectify the problems identified in the pilot study, hence, the researcher’s involvement was as an expert one.

3.4.4.4 Primary Goals

There are different primary goals that are associated with the different forms of AR. Organisational Development involves a primary goal of developing the social conditions of the organisation like structural efficiency, structural effectiveness and higher morale among the individuals involved in the organisation (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1998). System design involves a primary goal of modifying or creating organisational systems while Scientific
Knowledge implies a primary goal of contributing to the scientific literature in the field (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1998). This study’s primary goals are focused on enhancing officers’ efficiency through using exploratory training methods, bridging officers’ IT-skills gaps and linking the features’ use to the work context level. Besides, AR has not been used before in the field of policing mobile IS in the UK. Therefore, by reporting about the key findings of the study and the methodology adopted, other researchers will be able to extend the knowledge in this field of study. Thus, Organisational Development and Scientific Knowledge are the primary goals of this AR study.

3.5 Participants

The participation was voluntary in both the pilot study and the training sessions. Both the pilot study’s focus groups and training sessions participants were recruited by the Constabulary. As for the pilot study, it was unfeasible for the researcher as an outsider to arrange the focus groups’ sessions as this involves recruiting officers from different ranks working in different Areas across the county. The number of participants in the focus groups sessions was limited to ten officers per session. Participants were selected by the Constabulary based on the researcher’s specific requests for representation from various roles, ranks, Areas of service and IT skills. A detailed description of the pilot study’s data collection methods and participants is presented in sections 3.8 and 4.4.

Like the pilot study, all participants of the training sessions were recruited by the Constabulary. The researcher requested that the number of officers attending each training session would be limited to five or six front-line police constables and that officers’ ages must be ranged between 25 and 35 years of age. A detailed description of the training sessions’ participants is presented
as follows: section 5.8.1.3 for North officers, section 5.8.2.3 for West officers and section 5.8.3.3 for South officers.

3.6 Access

The researcher was granted a full vetting clearance to access the Constabulary’s different facilities prior to the start of the study. However, the researcher was delayed several times at the data collection phase. At the beginning of the study, the SPOC (Single Point of Contact) responsible for organising the focus groups sessions changed roles due to a work promotion and the hand over process was not achieved resulting in long delays until another Superintendent oversaw the research work. Understandably, the new Superintendent had a high work load and it took a considerable amount of time to start the data collection phase.

3.7 Ethical Approval

University of Cumbria’ research ethics panel approved the participant consent forms as well as the participant information sheet to be used in the process of collecting data for the pilot study and the field work. A copy of the participant information sheets and consent forms are presented in appendix 3 (the pilot study forms) and appendix 4 (the training sessions forms). Participating officers were provided with information sheets to read and consent forms to sign before collecting any data. The researcher assured participants several times that the results of the study will be presented to the Constabulary in a report and/or a presentation with completely anonymised data. This was particularly important to build a trust relationship between the officers and the researcher. Officers were happy for the data to be used in publishing academic papers and in a doctoral dissertation. Officers were aware that at the end of the study, the audio
files will be stored on a password protected USB and kept for a maximum of two years in the University of Cumbria and then destroyed. Officers were also informed that any screenshots of the Kelvin devices or the applications will be anonymised.

Furthermore, ethical approval from George Mason University was granted to the researcher permitting the use of parts of their survey in the pilot study’s online survey rolled out at the Constabulary. George Mason University’s online survey (Koper et al., 2015) aimed to examine how key technologies affect various aspects of police work to understand how best can police use current and new technologies in the US.

3.8 Data Collection Methods: Using a Multi-Method Approach

This research study uses a multi-method approach. Using this approach facilitates addressing confirmatory (quantitative) and exploratory (qualitative) research questions simultaneously (Teddlie and Tashakkori, 2003). Combining qualitative and quantitative methods “provides a richer, contextual basis for interpreting and validating results” (Kaplan and Duchon, 1988:575). Collecting data using different methods from different sources enhances the ability to paint a fuller picture of the problem researched (Bonomo, 1985; Venkatesh et al., 2013; Almalki, 2016) and boosts the ‘robustness of results’ through triangulation (Yin, 1984; Bonoma, 1985; Benbasat et al., 1987; Breitmayer et al., 1993; Adami, 2005; Allen et al., 2014; Almalki, 2016). This approach is widely used in Information Systems research (Mingers, 2001). Mingers (2001), Patton (2002) and Seale et al. (2007) argue that better-quality research work is produced if a multi-method approach is adopted and methods are appropriately selected to suit the context of the research conducted. Mingers (2001:241) claim that “different research methods (especially from different paradigms) focus on different aspects of reality and therefore a richer
understanding of a research topic will be gained by combining several methods together in a single piece of research or research program”. This claim has been supported within the Information Systems discipline by many authors (Trauth and O’Connor, 1991; Landry and Banville, 1992; Galliers, 1993).

In exploring the utilisation of mobile technology in policing, the multi-method approach has been adopted by Allen and Wilson (2004), Pica and Sørensen (2004), Colvin and Goh (2005), Sørensen and Pica (2005), Lindsay et al. (2009), Dunkerley et al. (2014), and Karanasios and Allen (2014). In the next section, the different methods adopted for data collection are presented.

3.8.1 Focus Groups

3.8.1.1 Aim, Participants and Researcher Role

Focus groups are a data collection method that seeks to collect information about a specific topic through conversation with a limited number of individuals (Merton et al., 1990; Kitzinger, 1996; Morgan, 1997). Exploratory focus groups, like the sessions conducted in this study, aim to increase the researcher’s understanding of an issue through group interactions (Calder, 1977; Folch-Lyon and Trost, 1981). Focus groups are particularly useful for understanding the social and cultural realities of a group through direct access to their experiences (Hughes & DuMont, 1993). Focus groups are not as strong as participant observation in their ability to understand a phenomenon in context nor as strong as in-depth interviews in providing comprehensive knowledge about participants, however, focus groups are better at combining those two goals than either method alone (Morgan, 1997). A focus group’s guide for the key issues for discussion was agreed with the Constabulary. Each session was attended by a homogenous
group of officers in terms of role and the Area they serve in, but heterogenous in terms of age, experiences and gender. The purpose of the focus group should dictate the degree of its homogeneity (Calder, 1977). This group structure facilitated collecting rich data about the various sets of the Kelvin devices’ features used in different policing roles and how the utilisation varied with respect to age, gender and experiences.

The optimal number of sessions is to be determined when the response saturation state is reached (Stewart and Shamdasani, 2015). Hence, even though ten focus groups sessions were initially arranged by the Constabulary, the data collected from nine sessions were rich enough for data analysis; the tenth session was cancelled. The sample size in each session was between nine and ten officers as advised by Howard et al. (1989) to facilitate group interactions. The researcher in this study acted as a moderator. Basch (1987:415) describes the role of the moderator as to “create a non-threatening supportive climate that encourages all participants to share views; facilitating interaction among members; interjecting probing comments, transitional questions and summaries without interfering too brusquely with the dialogue; covering important topics and questions while relying on judgements to abandon aspects of the outline, noting non-verbal responses.”

### 3.8.1.2 Audio Recording and Analysing Focus Groups’ Sessions

As the researcher acted as a facilitator or a moderator, it was difficult to take notes and moderate. Hence, all the pilot study’s focus groups’ sessions were audio recorded using a Dropbox audio recorder application (it saved audio files straight to a password protected Dropbox folder for online easy access and data protection). Walsham (2006) emphases the importance of recording interviews as it enables researchers to return to the transcript later for alternative forms of analysis, it frees the researcher from taking notes and helps the researcher
to engage more with the interviewee. The main drawbacks of audio recordings are transcription is time-consuming and/or expensive to do and it might make the interviewee less open or less truthful (Walsham, 2006). To eliminate any discomfort and ensure anonymity for officers, the pitch of the audio files was modified using the Audacity program.

Thematic coding analysis was used to analyse the main themes recurring in all focus groups audio data. The set of principles of thematic analysis identified by Braun and Clarke (2006) were used to find, analyse and report patterns within the collected data. Coding is the first step of data analysis, as it helps to move away from statements to more abstract interpretations of the focus group data (Gibbs, 2007; Charmaz, 2014). Another subsequent phase of coding is axial coding, defined by Strauss and Corbin as "the act of relating categories to subcategories along the lines of their properties and dimensions" (Strauss and Corbin, 1998:123). The aim of axial coding is to add depth and structure to existing categories (Corbin and Strauss, 2015). Hence, the main themes identified in the focus groups sessions’ data were in line with the first goal or objective of this dissertation; identifying the key reasons for officers’ resistance to using the full range of functionalities of their Kelvin devices.

The audio recordings were analysed using a qualitative analysis software program Atlas.Ti. for semi-transcription and analysis. Audio files were split into short audio clips (on average each clip is 2 minutes long) and transcribed. A full transcription of each clip was added along with a corresponding theme. All themes/codes were displayed visually in a network layout to paint a complete picture of all the issues raised by officers during the focus groups sessions. This method is used to keep the raw data easily accessible and stored in a structured way that facilitates the analysis phase and saves massive time spent in the transcription phase. Please refer to chapter four (section 4.3.1) for a detailed discussion of this method.
3.8.2 Q- Cards Methodology

Q-cards methodology presents an innovative approach to qualitative research through “a quantification of patterned subjectivities” (Shemmings, 2006:147). This methodology has been devised and developed by William Stephenson in the 1930s (McKeown and Thomas, 2013). The main objective of this method is the desire to eliminate subjectivity by allowing individuals to represent their ideas and to decide about the ideas meaning and significance from their own perspectives through a process called Q-Sort (Coogan and Herrington, 2011). The Q-study starts by collecting an appropriate set of statements that are representative of the topic from various standpoints and cover all the sub-issues within the concourse of the topic to enable individuals to truly reveal and express their views (Coogan and Herrington, 2011). These statements are compiled in to categories of cards and participants are asked to sort them (Coogan and Herrington, 2011). The meaning of the statements and the subjectivity is only revealed after the sorting process is completed (Watts and Stenner, 2005). A Q-grid is used for the sorting process. The statements with the most meaning are placed at the upper rows of the Q-grid (Coogan and Herrington, 2011). The participants place statements on the grid according to the extent of their agreement with the sentences (Coogan and Herrington, 2011). A weight is assigned to various slots of the grid (Coogan and Herrington, 2011). In this study, Q-cards methodology was used in the pilot study focus groups sessions as the researcher felt there was obvious subjectivity among participants’ viewpoints. In some sessions, it was felt that the presence of the Sergeants discouraged some officers from sharing their actual views (some officers would be enthusiastic about sharing their views before the arrival of their Sergeant to the focus group but keep silent during the session even if the researcher encourages them to talk).
Hence, the audio recordings of the first two focus groups sessions were used to compile three decks of cards covering all the topics and sub-topics discussed with officers. The three decks covered the benefits of using the mobile devices, the main barriers to using them and the possible enhancements that would promote utilisation of the mobile devices. All statements were compiled and formatted using officers’ actual words in the focus groups. Officers were divided into groups of twos and asked at the end of the session to sort the cards on a grid that represents a diamond shape for simplification. The process was explained to them and the decks had more cards than the slots in the diamond shaped grid; hence officers had to do compromises and get rid of some cards. This process helped officers reflect about their views, eliminate some cards that reveal lower priority to them and reveal their actual views with little subjectivity. A weighted average was calculated for each diamond. The results were helpful and were used extensively in the online survey conducted later. Please refer to chapter four (section 4.3.2) for a detailed discussion of this method.

3.8.3 Online Survey

Using online surveys in collecting data can profoundly increase the number of potential participants (by being self-administered) and preserves the anonymity of the respondents (Wright, 2006). It also delivers data that could be exported to statistical software packages thereby avoiding the need for lengthy data entry and enabling the researcher to use the powerful analysis tools offered by these packages in analysing the data (Wright, 2006). In this study, all officers’ responses were exported to MS Excel and the researcher used MS Excel’s analysis tools such as filters, pivot tables and graphs to produce a report of all the survey results. The main disadvantage is the low response rates reported by researchers who use online surveys
(Palmer, 2011). However, since the pilot study’s online survey intended to collect further information about specific issues that were highlighted in the focus groups’ sessions, the response rate was good enough to paint a better picture about these specific issues. The post training sessions’ online survey’s response rate was 75% which is considered high enough for performing analysis on the data. To establish trust with the survey respondents, the first page of both surveys included an explanation of the purpose of the study, how data will be used and who will have access to it as suggested by Simsek and Veiga (2001).

3.8.3.1 The Pilot Study Online Survey

An online survey was developed using Google Forms to collect data and to save it to an Excel spreadsheet accessible to the researcher. The survey was piloted in the Constabulary by the Superintendent. Nevertheless, the Constabulary’s firewall blocked the access to the survey as it does not support the access to the researcher’s google account for security reasons. Hence, the researcher had to use an alternative secure web-based tool to develop another copy of the survey. The Bristol Online Survey tool was used as it was fully compliant with the UK data protection laws and does not have a limitation on the number of participants allowed. This tool is available for all students and staff at the University of Cumbria to use in their research projects.

The survey questions were a combination of open-ended and closed-ended questions. The closed-ended questions used Likert-scale measures to measure general attitudes and views of officers towards the technology implemented in the Constabulary. Some of the closed-ended questions were adapted from George Mason University Technology survey (Koper et al., 2015) after getting a formal permission to use parts of the online survey.
The open-ended questions focused on the Kelvin applications and functions. All survey questions were approved by the Superintendent in charge. The data collected from the online survey was exported to an Excel spreadsheet. Officers’ age column was modified to show an age range to facilitate comparisons with other columns. Similarly, officers’ years of policing experience column was expressed as a range. Pivot tables were used to draw comparisons and compare results between different spreadsheet parameters. Graphs were used to display the results of the analysis in the final report. The report was submitted to senior management at the Constabulary. Please refer to chapter four (section 4.3.3) for a detailed discussion of this method. A copy of the survey is presented in appendix 1.

3.8.3.2 The Post Training Sessions’ Online Survey

An online survey was developed using the Bristol Online Survey tool to collect officers’ feedback about different aspects associated with the learning process after the conduction of the training sessions. The survey questions were a combination of open-ended and closed-ended questions. The closed-ended questions used Likert-scale measures to measure any change in officers’ attitudes towards their mobile devices as a result of an enhancement in officers’ perceptions of the usefulness of the features, using behavioural modelling training techniques and linking the features’ use to various work contexts. The open-ended questions intended to collect officers’ opinions about the different contexts that they used the Speech to Text feature in, the quality of the technology training they received and how to enhance technology training at the Constabulary in general.

Furthermore, all the data was exported to MS Excel and analysed using data filters and pivot tables. These tools facilitated collecting invaluable information about technology utilisation
gender differences. Besides, it was feasible to compare the learning processes’ outcomes across the three Areas (North, South and West). Please refer to chapter five (section 5.8.4) for a detailed discussion of this method. A copy of the survey is presented in appendix 2.

3.8.4 Unstructured Interviews

To be able to choose the appropriate Kelvin devices features to be presented in the training sessions, seven unstructured interviews with the Superintendent and four unstructured interviews with serving police officers who are also super-users were held at the Constabulary. The meetings focused on the features that can boost officers’ efficiency in performing daily tasks. Furthermore, three unstructured interviews were conducted with the trainers before the training sessions to inform them about the structure of the sessions and to collect information about their use of the features to be presented in the session.

3.8.5 Observations

3.8.5.1 Overview

Observations are a fundamental qualitative tool to understanding a culture (Silverman, 2014). It involves “the systematic description of events, behaviours, and artefacts in the social setting chosen for study” (Marshall and Rossman, 1995:79). Besides, observations help to improve the validity of a study (Bernard, 1994). Through observation, the researcher can examine participants’ nonverbal expressions, evaluate how they interact with each other and help the researcher get the feel of how things are organised (Schmuck, 2006; Savin-Baden and Major, 2013). There are several types of observation: exhaustive, focused and selective (Savin-Baden and Major, 2013). Exhaustive observation in which the researcher observes anything and
everything while focused observations are guided by participants’ responses from interviews (Savin-Baden and Major, 2013). Selective observations are like focused observations but focus more on various types of participants’ activities to identify differences among them (Angrosino and Mays de Perez, 2000). This research study’s observations are focused on officers’ interactions during the training sessions and the key factors that impacted on their learning process, hence, the observations are both focused and selective.

3.8.5.2 Researcher Stance during Observation

Observation roles may be viewed on a continuum that ranges from a researcher who is ‘most involved’ to that who is ‘least involved’ (Savin-Baden and Major, 2013). This involvement could vary with the different stages of the research project. In this dissertation, the level of involvement of the researcher with officers during the technology training sessions varied across the three sessions depending on the circumstances of each session. For instance, at North training session, the researcher’s level of involvement was ‘Passive’ (Savin-Baden and Major, 2013), attempting to be unobtrusive as possible to avoid biasing the observation. Nevertheless, at West training session, as the trainer was unfamiliar with the features to be presented, the researcher had to deliver the first part of the training to officers; thus, performing ‘Active Participation’ (Savin-Baden and Major, 2013) and then she switched to ‘Balanced Participation’ for the rest of the session (providing IT support only). At South, the researcher’s level of participation was mostly ‘Passive’ except at some occasions where there was a need to become more involved to clarify few aspects concerning the appropriation of the features to officers.
3.8.5.3 Observations Recording

Observations should fit with the purpose of the study and the research questions (Merriam, 1998; Wolcott, 2009). They should pay careful attention to ‘subtle factors’ (Creswell, 1998) like nonverbal or symbolic communication. The researcher seeks to observe these things and considers their significance in the light of the research questions (Savin-Baden and Major, 2013). Creswell (1998) suggests that researchers may wish to focus on: physical setting, participants, activities, interactions and ‘subtle factors.’ In this study, all observations were categorised using Creswell’s (1998) method into: trainer, researcher role, participants, training sessions’ mood and physical setting and training session observations (includes all the interactions, activities and ‘subtle factors’).

3.8.6 Short Message Service (SMS)

Using SMS has been successfully used as a data collection method in the medical field (Johansen and Wedderkopp, 2010; Kew, 2010). It was used to collect patient medical information, in reminding patients to attend face-to-face visits and in completing medications’ evaluations (Kew, 2010). SMS is user-friendly and can be answered/sent at users’ convenience (Johansen and Wedderkopp, 2010; Kew, 2010). Furthermore, transmission is quick and cheap which made SMS a powerful tool in getting in touch with study subjects (Kew, 2010). In this study, SMS was used to collect officers’ feedback about the effectiveness of using the Kelvin devices’ features in actual work contexts. As SMS are naturally short, it was not perceived by officers as an extra job on top of their daily tasks. Many officers used the Speech to Text feature in dictating the messages and were able to send several SMS at their convenience.
3.9 Summary

In this chapter, the different types of pragmatism in Information Systems research are presented: Referential pragmatism, Methodological pragmatism and Functional pragmatism. Action research is seen as Functional Pragmatism as it aims to solve practical problems in addition to contributing to scientific knowledge. Hence, this study adopts Functional pragmatism as an underpinning philosophical paradigm.

Action Research (AR) can have several forms; the original ‘canonical’ form of AR, management consulting, soft systems methodology and organisational learning. This study adopts the original ‘canonical’ form of AR to facilitate achieving the goals of the study. The term ‘canonical’ “is used to formalise the association with the iterative, rigorous and collaborative process-oriented model developed by Susman and Evered (1978) that has been widely adopted in the social sciences” (Davison et al., 2004:66). Susman and Evered’s (1978) AR model encompass five phases: diagnosis, action planning, action taking, evaluating and specifying learning. Table 3.1 presents how the five phases of AR have been applied in this study.

Furthermore, conducting AR entails many challenges. First, AR has been criticised as lacking rigor (Chapman et al., 2011) and praised for the relevance of its results (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1996). A set of principles delineated by Davison et al. (2004) to promote the rigor and relevance of canonical AR are used in this study. Another challenge is in maintaining collaboration and subject learning and the third challenge lies in its’ restrained generalisation. Methods of overcoming the three challenges are presented in detail in this chapter.

The four characteristics of AR are discussed: the process model, structure, researcher involvement and primary goals. A description of the criteria for participants’ recruitment,
gaining access to conduct research in the Constabulary and ethical approval aspects are presented. Finally, the different data collection methods used in this study are discussed. Data collection methods are: focus groups, Q-cards methodology, online surveys, unstructured interviews, observations and short message service (SMS).

Chapter Four – The Pilot Study

4.1 Introduction

In chapter three, the methodology of the pilot study and the training sessions are outlined. A pluralistic approach of data collection methods is undertaken to collect rich data about the problem researched (Venkatesh et al., 2013; Almalki, 2016) and to boost the ‘robustness of results’ through triangulation (Yin, 1984; Benbasat et al., 1987; Adami, 2005; Allen et al., 2014; Almalki, 2016).

In this chapter, a comprehensive analysis of the key findings of the pilot study’s data along with a discussion of the primary reasons contributing to officers’ resistance to change at the Constabulary are presented. Also, the implications of holding effective training sessions are highlighted.

This chapter starts with a literature review of the key research studies undertaken to investigate the causes of technology resistance in organisations and the different users’ coping behaviours or patterns in response to IT adoption. This is followed by presenting the data collected from: the focus groups’ sessions, Q-cards methodology and online survey in a medium-sized police force in the UK. Finally, a comprehensive discussion of the implications of the pilot study findings is presented. Hence, the first objective of this dissertation is accomplished.
4.2 Literature Review

4.2.1 Overview

The vast majority of Information Systems’ research have examined IT acceptance and utilisation in voluntary settings where users have a choice over their use. These studies typically measure the utilisation of technology in an organisation in terms of how frequently the Information System is used as well as users’ intentions to use the technology which does not necessarily imply increased organisational or individual benefit (Jasperson et al., 2005; Burton-Jones and Straub, 2006; Wang et al., 2008; Fadel, 2012; Lapointe and Beaudry, 2014; Bhattacherjee et al., 2018). Several models and theories have contributed to this area such as Theory of Planned Action (Ajzen, 1991), Theory of Reasoned Action (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975), Technology Acceptance Model (Davies, 1989), Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (Venkatesh et al., 2003), Diffusion of Innovation (Rogers, 1983), Task-Technology Fit (Goodhue and Thompson, 1995) and Self-efficacy Theory (Bandura, 1997b).

Whilst these studies are useful in furthering our understanding of the antecedents of adoption and usage of new IT systems (Venkatesh et al., 2003), they cannot be applied to understand the utilisation of technology in mandatory settings where users have no choice other than to use the organisation’s Information System regardless of their self-efficacy, personal preferences and intentions of technology use (Koh et al., 2010; Kashefi, 2014). Understanding the factors that shape the quality or depth of use of technology in mandated organisational Information System is still under-researched (Cooper and Zmud, 1990; Saga and Zmud, 1994; Barki et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2008; Fadel, 2012).

Furthermore, Markus (1983) and Hirschheim and Newman (1988) claim that forced use of technology often leads to dissatisfaction and user resistance, which impact negatively on the
productivity and work quality in organisations. User resistance to change is regarded by many Information System professionals as the primary reason for the failure of many Information Systems in organisations (Hirschheim and Newman, 1988). Consequently, research on IT resistance offers a better theoretical lense to investigate factors that engender user resistance in mandatory settings (Bhattacherjee et al., 2018). Some research studies have reported on the benefits of functional resistance in organisations such as forcing management intervention to remove or enhance a dysfunctional system (Markus, 1983; Rivard and Lapointe, 2012; Bagayogo et al., 2013; Stein et al., 2015; Bhattacherjee et al., 2018). The theoretical models used to study resistance focus on interaction (Markus, 1983), passive resistance and misuse of technology (Marakas and Hornik, 1996), multilevel nature of resistance (Lapointe and Rivard, 2005; Bagayogo et al., 2013; Rizzuto et al., 2014), workarounds (Ferneley and Sobreperez, 2006) and avoidance (Beaudry and Pinsonneault, 2005; Kane and Labianca, 2011). These theoretical models will be discussed in detail in the next section.

Moreover, understanding the process of users’ adaptations and its effect on individuals’ performance can provide invaluable insight on the complex user responses to disruptive IT events (where the technology newly adopted involve radical changes in the organisational processes (Lyytinen and Rose, 2003; Hsiao-Lan et al., 2005)). Hence, using the Coping Theory (Lazarus and Folkman, 1984) to explore the underlying factors driving the acceptance and/or resistance of technology in an organisation can shed light on the diverse set of users’ responses accounting for different emotional and behavioural reactions that may coexist in mandatory use settings (Beaudry and Pinsonneault, 2005; Ellie-Dit-Cosaque and Straub, 2011; Fadel, 2012).

While many aspects of resistance to Information Systems could be examined, this research study focuses on the key reasons of resistance to technology in the post-adoption stage and the
various officers’ responses and adaptations manifested in the process of utilisation of the Kelvin devices (the mobile devices used by police officers to complete their daily policing tasks) in a medium-sized Constabulary in the UK. Before the roll out of the Kelvin devices at the Constabulary, officers used pen/paper to record policing information; hence, the introduction of the Kelvin devices is a disruptive event and has led to significant changes in work processes and officers’ adaptations.

4.2.2 Information Systems’ Users Resistance

User resistance to technology adoption and efficient utilisation of Information Systems is a complex phenomenon (Jiang et al., 2000; Ali et al., 2016). Research studies suggest that user resistance is a key factor associated with IT project failures in organisations (Jian et al., 2000; Meissonier and Houze, 2010). A classification of the key factors that contribute to user resistance in organisations has been developed by Markus (1983) as derived from the study conducted by Kling (1980). There are three theoretical perspectives for user resistance: system oriented, people oriented and interaction oriented (Kling, 1980; Markus, 1983). The system-oriented approach suggests that user resistance occurs because of technology-related factors like ease of use, performance and reliability factors and system interface while the people-oriented approach suggests that user resistance occurs because of users’ attitudes, experiences and skills, backgrounds and traits (Kling, 1980; Markus, 1983). The interaction-oriented approach suggests that users resist a system because of the interaction between characteristics related to the people and others related to the system such as acquiring different social and political meaning in different settings and that different users perceive the effects of the system differently (Jiang et al., 2000).
Hirschheim and Newman (1988) have demonstrated some of the complexity of user resistance in their case study conducted in a UK insurance company. They have listed the main causes of resistance to IT adoption in organisations: innate conservatism which they defined as “a reluctance to change the status quo” (P. 399), lack of felt need (where users resist change because they have not been convinced of the benefits of the Information System), training, uncertainty (when employees perceive the new technology as a threat and possess a fear of), lack of involvement in the change, organisational invalidity (when there is a mismatch between specific technology features and the users’ work patterns), lack of management support and poor technical quality. Moreover, Hirschheim and Newman (1988) and Jiang et al. (2000) claim that the causes of resistance to change are varied and it is the interaction between the different causes that generate a specific instance of resistance. Similar causes of resistance to the ones identified above by Hirschheim and Newman (1988) are also highlighted by Marshall (2014) and Marshall and Bidmead (2018) in the discipline of telemedicine.

Besides, age differences among workers has a strong influence on adoption, post-adoption behaviours and attitudes towards technology utilisation in organisations (Morris and Venkatesh, 2000). The authors have conducted their study at a US financial firm. The results of their study argue that younger workers are more driven by attitudinal factors (technology usefulness aspects) while older workers are motivated by social and perceptions of behavioural control (relate to the extent to which individuals believe that they have control over factors that influence their behavioural performance like computer self-efficacy and facilitating conditions (i.e. training, IT support) (Ajzen, 1991, 2002; Mathieson, 1991; Taylor and Todd, 1995)) factors. Social factors diminish in the post-adoptive stage as older workers gain more experience with the technology and begin to internalise the opinions of others (Warshaw, 1980; Oliver and Bearden, 1985; Morris and Venkatesh, 2000). Age has been shown to negatively
impact employees perceived behavioural control over technology use through an increase in computer anxiety (Chua et al., 1999; Mikkelsen et al., 2002; Elie-Dit-Cosaque et al., 2011). Similar results are reported by Poon et al. (2004) who claim that US younger physicians are more comfortable to use the new medical Information System adopted than the more senior doctors. This could be attributed to the possible lack of first-hand experience with similar systems during their education (Morris and Venkatesh, 2000; Poon et al., 2004).

Rizzuto et al. (2014) posit that understanding resistance to change can be better achieved using a multilevel perspective. The authors have explored how users’ resistance to change operate at two levels of cognitive specificity (distal and proximal) and two levels of analysis (user and context). Distal resistance to change “is characterised as generalised and stable dispositional beliefs about change”, whereas proximal resistance to change is “specific and dynamic perception about a given change event” (Rizzuto et al., 2014:480). Both distal and proximal perspectives can be conceptualised at two levels of analysis: the person-level and the context-level.

Furthermore, Lapointe and Beaudry (2014) propose a typology of technology use (engaged, resigned, dissident and deviant) based on two dimensions of users’ mindsets (acceptance versus resistance) and technology usage policy compliance (compliant versus non-compliant). They define ‘mindset’ as a “complex multidimensional mental state that is based on cognitions and emotions that predispose an individual to perform IT related behaviours of a certain type” (Lapointe and Beaudry, 2014:4622). Lapointe and Beaudry (2014) have added a fifth category (ambivalent) that can be associated to “mild behavioural manifestations from any of the four quadrants” (Lapointe and Beaudry, 2014:4624). The five quadrants are not mutually exclusive, and users’ mindsets could change over time as a result of the use of incentives and training.
sessions triggering better compliance with IT usage policies in organisations (Lapointe and Beaudry, 2014).

Van Offenbeek et al. (2013) have presented a two-factor view of users’ reactions to Information Systems’ implementation. The authors integrated resistance and acceptance research using orthogonal dimensions of acceptance/non-acceptance and support/resistance. Examples of support include “active participation in an implementation team, promoting system use to a colleague and adapting one’s work routines to facilitate others’ system use” (Van Offenbeek et al., 2013:438). This framework accommodates for the users of Information Systems in mandatory settings who must use the system but may still show resistance towards it (Boudreau and Robey, 2005; Van Offenbeek et al., 2013). Van Offenbeek et al.’s (2013) framework distinguishes four groups: supporting users, resisting users, resisting non-users and supporting non-users. Hence, technology resistance is not equivalent to non-use and is not the opposite of technology acceptance (Bhattacherjee and Hikmet, 2007; Bagayogo et al., 2013; Van Offenbeek et al., 2013; Stein et al., 2015).

Bagayogo et al. (2013) propose a mapping of the studies conducted on technology-related user behaviours along two dimensions. The first dimension represents acceptance/resistance and the second dimension represents the extent of users’ conformance/ not conformance with IT terms of use (Bagayogo et al., 2013). The authors claim that terms of use could be in the form of policies, training, user interfaces, manuals and interactions with IT support teams. Moreover, the IT terms of use must be aligned with organisational intent and goals to yield the anticipated benefits of using the Information System (Bagayogo et al., 2013). Hence, IT-related behaviours that are characterised by both acceptance and conformity to IT terms of use will generally lead to positive impacts. On the other hand, if users’ acceptance is coupled with non-conformity
with IT terms of use, adverse consequences can be manifested. Similarly, if users’ resistance is associated with conformance to IT terms of use, some productivity gains can be achieved but users will mostly be unwilling to use all the features of the Information System. The fourth category is when users’ resistance is coupled with non-conformity with IT terms of use (dysfunctional resistance (Rivard and Lapointe, 2012)), this can lead to non-use (Bhattacherjee and Hikmet, 2007), deliberately committing errors (Markus, 1983), workarounds (Ferneley and Sobreperez, 2006) and avoidance (Kane and Labianca, 2011).

Furthermore, Rivard and Lapointe (2012) have presented a taxonomy of the implementers’ responses to users’ resistance that comprises four categories: inaction (a lack of action), acknowledgment (actions limited to recognition of users’ resistance), rectification (corrective responses) and dissuasion (coercive responses). The authors claim that inaction and acknowledgement implementers’ responses will cause increase in the level of resistance while rectification actions will decrease the level of resistance. Dissuasion (especially in mandatory settings) can decrease resistance levels if it “included a demonstration of the importance of the project or explained a rationale for the implementation of the IT” (Rivard and Lapointe, 2012:909).

4.2.3 Users’ Adaptation Behaviours

By exploring the underlying factors that influence the different users’ adaptation behaviours and coping strategies to the adoption of disruptive IT in organisations, many research studies used the Coping Theory developed by Lazarus and Folkman (1984) to extend the knowledge about the mediating role of these adaptations in the process of technology acceptance and/or resistance (Beaudry and Pinsonneault, 2005, 2010; Ellie-Dit-Cosaque and Straub, 2011; Fadel,
Beaudry and Pinsonneault (2005) developed the Coping Model of User Adaptations (which is based on the Coping Theory) to understand the cognitive and behavioural process that takes place when a new technology is introduced in an organisation, after implementing the new system and the post-adoption adaptations or appropriations on both the individual and the organisation levels. The model is shown in figure 4.1 below. A study of six account managers in two large North American banks was conducted by Beaudry and Pinsonneault (2005) to study their cognitive and adaptation behaviours. Beaudry and Pinsonneault’s (2005) Coping Model of User Adaptations have been used in different contexts: students of a large French university by Ellie-Dit-Cosaque and Straub (2011), a medical clinic attached to one of Iran’s oil and gas industry companies by Kashefi (2014), a hospital’s clinic in Singapore by Wu et al. (2014) and a health centre at a large public university in the USA by Fadel and Brown (2010) and Fadel (2012).

Lazarus and Folkman (1984:141) defined coping as “the cognitive and behavioural efforts exerted to manage specific external and/or internal demands that are appraised as taxing or exceeding the resources of the person.” Internal demands refer to personal desires or obligations such as person’s need for achievement or challenge, while external demands are imposed by external environment such as job requirements or social pressures. Lazarus and Folkman (1984) posit that individual’s coping responses and adaptations to any disruptive event (i.e. the adoption of an IT Information System) is based on a two-stage cognitive appraisal process; a primary and a secondary appraisal. Coping theory does not specify the main attributes of the disruptive events that impact the primary appraisal process (Bhattacherjee et al., 2018).
The model posits that when a new Information System is introduced in an organisation, a primary appraisal process by which users perceive the new system as either an opportunity or a threat takes place. There are several factors identified in the acceptance/resistance literature that affect the primary appraisal process such as personal innovativeness (Agarwal and Prasad, 1998; Lewis et al., 2003), features of technology (Griffith, 1999), the perceived fit between technology and task (Dishaw and Strong, 1999; Zigurs et al., 1999), past experiences, performance expectancy and individual’s anxiety about a specific situation (Bandura, 1977b; Rosen et al., 1987). In addition, there are other factors that could influence this process like top management support for a technology, what peers think of the technology and the culture of the organisation (Lewis et al., 2003).

The primary appraisal process is followed by the secondary appraisal process that determines the level of control individuals have over the situation; work, self and technology (Beaudry and Pinsonneault, 2005). The outcome of the primary and the secondary appraisal determine the coping efforts of individuals. The coping efforts are categorised as either problem-focused or emotion-focused (Lazarus and Folkman, 1984). Beaudry and Pinsonneault (2005) argue that problem-focused coping efforts aim at dealing with the situation and changing the environment (e.g., learning new skills, adapting work processes, enhancing the fit with the task and developing new standards of behaviour). Emotion-focused coping efforts change the individual’s perception of the situation (e.g. escaping the situation, selective attention or avoidance and passive acceptance). These coping efforts could lead to four principal adaption strategies and relevant emotions; benefits maximising (challenge emotions), benefits satisficing (achievement emotions), disturbance handling (deterrence emotions) and self-preservation (loss emotions) (Beaudry and Pinsonneault, 2005; 2010). A study conducted by Stein et al. (2015) to examine the role of emotions in how specific IT usage patterns emerge used Beaudry
and Pinsonneault’s (2005, 2010) model. The key findings of Stein et al.’s (2015) study argue that users respond to uniform emotions with clear adaptation behaviours, but they deal with ambivalent emotions by combining different adaptation behaviours. These ambivalent emotions and vacillating behaviours can have a positive impact on user engagement with the technology (Stein et al., 2015).

Figure 4.1 Coping Model of User Adaptation (Beaudry and Pinsonneault, 2005:499)
Bhattacherjee et al. (2018) build on Beaudry and Pinsonneault’s (2005) coping model to demonstrate four similar classes of users’ responses; two acceptance responses (engaged response and compliant response) and two resistance responses (reluctant response and deviant response). Beaudry and Pinsonneault (2010), Stein et al. (2015) and Bhattacherjee et al.’s (2018) models claim the coexistence of both acceptance and resistance behaviours (opportunity and threat) towards a given system (in mandatory setting) by the same user. For instance, the user may perceive some system’s features as efficiency boosters and regard others as having adverse effects on quality of work generated. Similarly, Van Offenbeek et al. (2013) and Rizzuto et al. (2014:480) posit that both acceptance and resistance are “two conceptually distinct (and not necessarily opposing) constructs.”

Beaudry and Pinsonneault (2005) and Bhattacherjee et al. (2018) claim the adaptation process is iterative and is highly influenced by the continuous changes in the user/environment relationship. Hence, appraisal (both primary and secondary) influences the users’ adaptation efforts, which in turn lead to the reappraisal of the situation (Beaudry and Pinsonneault, 2005; Bhattacherjee et al., 2018). Besides, Fadel and Brown (2010) explored the factors that influence how users appraise an IS in the post-adoption stage. Their study’s key findings indicate that performance expectancies (the extent to which users believe that using the IS will enable them to attain gains in job performance (Venkatesh et al., 2003)) and effort expectancies (the degree of ease perceived by users during system use (Venkatesh et al., 2003)) strongly influence primary technology appraisal while the presence of facilitating factors (external factors like IT support and ongoing training and internal factors to the user like self-efficacy) relate to secondary IS appraisal.
Consequently, additional training and support can potentially be associated with positive individual’s appraisal at any stage of usage of the technology and can lead to improved functional efficiency and effectiveness (Beaudry and Pinsonneault, 2005; Fadel and Brown, 2010; Rivard and Lapointe, 2012). Ellie-Dit-Cosaque and Straub (2011), Fadel (2012) and Stein et al. (2015) have used and verified Beaudry and Pinsonneault’s (2005) Coping Model of User Adaptation. Therefore, Beaudry and Pinsonneault’s (2005) model will be used in identifying the various officers’ adaptive efforts to the utilisation of the Kelvin devices in the post-adoption stage. As the aim of the pilot study is to identify the key barriers to the efficient utilisation of the mobile devices in a UK Constabulary, the analysis of officers’ emotions is beyond the scope of the pilot study.

In the next section, the methodology adopted in collecting the pilot study’s data is presented. Three data collection methods were used; focus groups’ sessions, Q-cards methodology and online survey. Key themes identified in the pilot study data are delineated. A comprehensive analysis of the data using Beaudry and Pinsonneault’s (2005) Coping Model of User Adaptation is conducted.

4.3 Data Collection Methods

The pilot study’s data has been collected via three methods; focus groups sessions, Q-cards ranking and online survey. Collecting data using different methods facilitates a better understanding of the problem researched (Bonomo, 1985; Venkatesh et al., 2013; Almalki, 2016) and boosts the ‘robustness of results’ through triangulation (Yin, 1984; Bonoma, 1985; Benbasat et al., 1987; Breitmayer et al., 1993; Adami, 2005; Allen et al., 2014; Almalki, 2016).
4.3.1 Focus Groups Sessions’ Design and Data Analysis

4.3.1.1 Focus Groups’ Aim and Participants

A medium-sized Constabulary in the UK rolled out advanced mobile devices (Kelvin devices) to all police officers, Police Community Support Officers (PCSOs), the Special Constabulary and a small number of police staff roles in June 2014. The mobile devices’ anticipated benefits are improved visibility, bridging the productivity gap created by having fewer officers and removing duplication of processes therefore making efficiency savings and quicker information propagation. Nine focus groups sessions were held (August 2016) with a total of 57 officers (7 Criminal Investigation Department (CID) officers, 14 front-line Police Constables (PCs) serving at North, 18 PCs serving at West, 15 PCs serving at South, 2 PCSOs and 1 PC in HQ) to investigate the positive/negative post-adoptive impact of the mobile Kelvin devices utilisation. In addition, potential possible avenues of maximising the benefits of these devices to both officers and the Constabulary were discussed. Participants were selected by the Constabulary based on our specific requests for representation from various roles, ranks, Areas of service and IT skills.

4.3.1.2 Focus Groups’ Data Analysis Methodology

All sessions were audio recorded using a Dropbox audio recorder application (it saves audio files straight to a password protected Dropbox folder). To help foster trust between the researcher and the officers, the pitch of the audio files was modified using the Audacity program (to ensure complete anonymity to the semi-transcribed audio clips). A total of 10 hours of audio recordings were loaded on another program (Atlas.ti) for semi-transcription and analysis.

Each audio file was split into short audio clips (on average, each clip was 2 minutes long) and transcribed. This method is used to keep the raw data easily accessible and stored in a structured
way that facilitates more analysis if needed. A total of 350 clips were used to compile this document. Gebauer and Tang (2008) differentiate between functional and non-functional requirements when using the task-technology fit (Goodhue and Thompson, 1995) to study mobile Information Systems. The authors argue that functionality relates to a process the system has to perform or to important information that the Information System needs to contain. On the other hand, non-functionality relates to the behavioural properties of the system (Gebauer and Tang, 2008). Non-functional features include the factors that impact on the operation of the devices such as processor speed, size of keyboard and connectivity (Gebauer and Tang, 2008). Hence, thematic analysis was used to group the transcribed audio clips into three top-level themes; benefits, barriers and enhancements to mobile utilisation. Each top-level theme was further divided into functional and non-functional sub-themes as suggested by Gebauer and Tang (2008).

4.3.2 Q-Cards Ranking Methodology

4.3.2.1 Purpose

It was noticed after the first three focus group sessions (1 with detective officers from CID, 2 sessions with PCs at North) that there were a finite set of problems, benefits and possible enhancements to the mobile Kelvin devices reported by all participants in all three sessions. There was a need for a mechanism that helps officers evaluate the importance of the raised issues in an objective manner. There were some contradictory viewpoints disclosed in the North sessions that needed clarification. For instance, some officers reported facing some difficulty in synchronizing their devices with the police databases while in another session, other officers reported it as a minor problem (officers attending both sessions were serving at
North, hence, both groups of officers work under the same network connectivity conditions. Therefore, using the Q-cards ranking methodology helped officers focus on the key barriers to post-adoption utilisation of the devices as well as the fundamental enhancements to the devices’ functionality in an objective manner.

This method proved to be a helpful tool in the remaining sessions held in South, West and with PCSOs. Furthermore, some sessions were a mix of PCs and their Police Sergeants (PSs). It was clear in the sessions attended by PSs that some officers did not feel comfortable sharing their views despite informing the researcher before the start of the session that they were happy to share their opinions (positive and/or negative) of the Kelvin devices (usually before the arrival of the Sergeant to the session). Moreover, the researcher noticed that the choices that PCs made using the Q-Cards method were in many cases contradicting with the Sergeants’ views. This method helped PCs convey their ideas without having to say them verbally in the sessions.

4.3.2.2 Q-Cards Ranking Methodology Design

Three sets of cards (orange, green and yellow) were printed with statements in the officers’ own words and language. All cards covered the whole range of general opinions about the Kelvin devices reported by police officers at North and CID officers (during the first three focus group sessions). The orange cards focussed on the main benefits of using the Kelvin devices while the green cards presented the key barriers to using the devices in everyday jobs. Finally, the yellow cards focussed on the enhancements that could reduce the barriers to technology post-adoption in the Constabulary.

Officers (at West, South and PCSOs) were asked to rank the cards using a diamond shape provided to them in the sessions as shown in figure 4.2 below. They worked in groups of
two/three to encourage the exchange of opinions and possible compromises during the process of ranking the cards. There were nearly 9 cards in each deck of cards. Officers had to exclude some cards to be able to fit the remaining cards in the diamond shape. Finally, a weight is assigned to each level and the final score of the statements is calculated. For instance, if the card labelled Battery Life was ranked 4 times in the top level, 2 times in the middle level and 3 times in the bottom level then its score was calculated as follows: 4*30 + 2*20 + 3*10 = 190.

Figure 4.2 The Q-cards diamond shape sample

Figure 4.3 An example of the final arrangement of the cards
4.3.3 Online Survey

An online survey was developed using the Bristol Online Survey tool to validate the focus sessions results, collect further information about the different themes and allow a greater number of officers to participate in the study. The Bristol Online Survey tool was used as it is fully compliant with the UK data protection laws and does not have a limitation on the number of participants allowed. A total of 132 (14% response rate) officers/detectives/staff took part in the survey (90 Police Constables, 20 Sergeants, 6 Inspectors, 6 PCSOs, 2 Managers, 2 Staff, 2 SO2 and 1 Superintendent). Total number of officers who participated in the survey who are based at North are 45, South 36, West 33 and HQ 14. A copy of the online survey is presented in Appendix 1.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Focus Groups’ Key Themes

As mentioned in section 4.3.1.2, Gebauer and Tang (2008) differentiated between functional and non-functional requirements when using the task-technology fit (Goodhue and Thompson, 1995) to study mobile Information Systems. Thematic analysis is used to group the barriers, benefits and enhancements of using the Kelvin devices at the Constabulary into functional and non-functional themes as presented below.

4.4.1.1 Barriers: Functional Features

4.4.1.1.1 Red Sigma Intelligence Application Limitation

When the Constabulary decided to roll out the Kelvin devices, officers were told that
they will be able to read and update intelligence information using the new Red Sigma application (the new intelligence database to replace the outdated intelligence system ‘Sleuth’) which could boost officers’ efficiency and lead to officers spending more time out of the stations. Unfortunately, the Red Sigma project took longer than anticipated and was not ready to be installed on the Kelvin devices at the time of the devices’ roll out. Officers prefer to do intelligence checks themselves as they reported getting inaccurate information sometimes from the control room staff as clarified by a Police Constable in one of the focus groups’ sessions:

“An Officer had an incident of a missing girl. When officer asked control room if there was any links between the girl and a certain man, the control room said no, there is no link between them. The officer went back to the station and checked the intelligence information of the man and found some serious offences on the man's log against the missing girl.”

(Police Constable, North)

4.4.1.1.2 Breaks in Statements

Officers argue that the witness statements they record using the Kelvin devices do not look professional when printed compared to the hand-written ones because of the breaks inserted by the device. When officers get called to do other jobs possibly in the middle of writing a statement, the Kelvin device requires them to input the reason for inserting a break in the statement and saves the statement for further amendments. This could happen many times in a busy shift which causes statements to have multiple breaks that look not as neat as the old ones recorded using pen/paper.
4.4.1.3 Time out and Wipe out of Information

Some officers reported losing important information after inserting a break in a statement because they were called to do another job. They have input the reason for the break and the device has greyed indicating saving the information. When they tried to resume typing the rest of the statement, the device has timed out and they were asked to re-enter their password to find that they have lost the information which was nearly an hour and a half worth of a statement. Other officers attending the focus group sessions reported that the stories of losing important information by other colleagues has put them off using the device and that they usually record statements using their paper pocket notebooks and then transfer them to their devices to avoid losing any information.

4.4.1.4 Predictive Text Feature

All officers and detectives requested having the ability to turn on/off the predictive text feature. It causes a lot of frustration to officers especially as it freezes the wrong text when officers press the space button. This feature adds extra unnecessary stress especially when officers are writing a statement and trying to maintain eye contact with members of the Public and this feature keeps changing important information such as vehicle registrations and postcodes to wrong information. All officers proof read what they have typed several times to make sure they have the correct information on their devices instantly. A detective officer expressed his dissatisfaction with the quality of witness statements written using the Kelvin devices:

“In PPU, statements could be 12 to 15 pages long. The predictive text option slows things down so much and the format of the statement when printed looks awful. Hand writing the statement saves time and produces better statements. Getting Bluetooth keyboards could make things better/
you can always go back and add things in the statement. Statements written using the new devices are very short and pretty rubbish.”

(CID officer, Headquarters)

4.4.1.5 Performing PNC Checks

Officers argue that using the Kelvin devices to do PNC checks do not retrieve all the possible available information about persons or vehicles. Many officers reported preferring to go to the stations to do these checks to get accurate information (when the information is not urgently needed). If it is urgent, they ask the Control room using their radio devices to do PNC checks for them. This feature is highly dependent on the availability of good connectivity which is not always feasible.

4.4.1.6 Free Text Entry (Pocket Notebook)

This feature is widely used by officers. The main problem is the inability to search the text entries or logs quickly (after 30 days, they are wiped out of the device and officers use Pronto Manager on their desktops in the stations to access these logs). CID detectives use the free text entry in the Pronto application extensively in their work. It is difficult to find important information in logs as the search function on the devices is not functional. A search function is crucial to facilitate the access of important information swiftly as clarified by a detective officer:

“After synchronizing the text entries, it becomes difficult to find information quickly because the search function is not working.”

(CID officer, Headquarters)
All officers reported the need to be able to copy information from the logs to other forms (for instance, names to Mental Health Forms) or applications (postcodes to Google Maps). At present, as soon as another application is opened, the user is locked out of the current entry and cannot add more information. Consequently, the officer must keep asking the member of the public they are dealing with to repeat their names and other details to fill in the required forms.

Officers also reported creating several text entries for one incident during the same shift because they are unable to amend information to the original log. Logs related to the same incident should be linked to each other to facilitate the search process in all the available logs for that incident and to be able to print off all the logs easily. A Police Constable highlights the importance of this feature by giving an example:

“I went to different burglaries the other day. The burglar was the same person. You have 20 different entries for caught, instead you should be able to put them all in one.”

(Police Constable 1, West)

Many officers reported that paper pocket notebooks are perceived as a quicker and reliable way in situations where you need to deal with a relatively large amount of information. An example was given by one of the officers:

“A bus has hit a car (there were two of us) and there was a fatal accident at the same time somewhere else. All the people in the bus became witnesses and I had to use my pocket notebook to get the witnesses’ information as quickly as possible. It is much quicker on paper.”
(Police Constable 2, North)

“You get sucked in to the phones a whole lot more but using your pocket notebook you can do a little bit and still keep more aware. You engage more with the devices and they are too slow.”

(Police Constable 3, North)

4.4.1.7 Inputting Three Sets of Passwords

Having to input three sets of passwords every time the Kelvin devices times out during a shift is causing much frustration to officers and detectives. They requested having the fingerprint option installed on their Kelvins to quickly access information. They believed this would make a massive difference to them.

4.4.1.8 Photographs quality

CID detectives argue that Crime Scene Investigators’ work is undermined by the quality of photos taken by front line officers in serious cases. CID officers suggest that officers should be given clear guidelines on where and when to use their cameras so that potential evidence is not ruined, and the Constabulary lose presentation by that evidence in courts. An example of a recent case was given by a CID officer of two front line officers who were called to a crime scene in a house. The two officers were trying to take photos and not knowing that they should not be in the crime scene at all. CID detectives believed that guidance should be given to front line officers on correct faces’ measurements and footprints so that photos could be used as potential evidence in courts.

“In some serious cases, officers should not take photographs or footprints
photos as this undermines some of the cases, degrading investigations. 

Domestic Violence photograph of injuries, often cannot be used as evidences. Officers were not told you can take photographs in these situations but not in those situations.”

(CID officer 1, Headquarters)

“"The house has got a crime scene and two officers inside the crime scene. Guidance needed for officers on when and where to take photographs with their Kelvin.”

(CID officer 2, Headquarters)

4.4.1.2 Barriers: Non-functional features

4.4.1.2.1 Poor Signal/Connectivity and Mobility

Many officers and detectives reported problems with the devices’ mobility. They try turning mobility on and off several times and sometimes switch the whole device off and on again to get mobility to work. Some officers switch the Wi-Fi option off in the police stations to be able to synchronize data quickly.

Signal problems, especially in rural areas, negatively impact on efficiently using many of the devices’ features such as synchronizing data, using Google Maps, doing PNC checks, accessing or updating logs and so forth. This causes some frustration when officers contact the control room to access a log and the control room replies that they should do that using their devices!

Many officers and detectives reported using their personal phones to get directions from Google Maps or to get real-time tweets/posts on their corporate Twitter/Facebook accounts in major events.
“You don’t get emails and then after 3 hours you get loads of emails. Losing the mobility connectivity is an issue.”

(CID officer, Headquarters)

“You can give us the most expensive kit but if you don’t have the infrastructure for the signal…there is no point!”

(Police Constable, West)

“Sometimes when we are double crewed, one person would have a signal and the other would have no signal. It is ridiculous that you can’t get a signal in the police station.”

(Police Constable 1, North)

“Having to keep turning mobility on and off. We have to do that to get logs. Sometimes we need to turn phones off and on again. You can’t access even your emails. It is frustrating when you are outside and you need to read a log and tell comms that you are unable to read the logs and they expect you to be able to access the logs using your device.”

(Police Constable 2, North)

### 4.4.1.2.2 Fear of Losing the Radio Device

Many officers feared that the Kelvin devices would replace their radio devices. They heard about management plans to integrate the radio and the Kelvin in one device. Many officers prefer doing PNC checks using their radio devices to ensure their colleagues know where they
are or what they are dealing with. In many cases, other officers listening to the radio could get valuable information about people/criminals who police are looking for and want to arrest. They could pass important information to other officers about a repeat offender. They believed their radio devices are their lifelines as clarified by many Police Constables:

“Sometimes like I could go to a job and not know the person at all but my mate will shout and tell us such and such and he has done this in the past. As we all listen to the radio all the time, sometimes I would say, I tried to stop that person the other time, I will let him [officer] know about that, do you need any help mate! If we lose the radio device, it will be massive for our safety if that went because I would not be able to know where my mates are or what they are going to or what they are dealing with and they might need a bit of help!”

(Police Constable 1, West)

“You lose your push to talk. If you all are on one talk group, sometimes you need to give off more subtle signals indicating you need some help or stressing your voice in case of emergency. We all listening to each other all the time. Little things like that you can't have if it was only you and the control room. We need to have that talk through.“

(Police Constable 2, West)

“I struggle to see how these could help us in any way! I struggle to understand how these can help us better than the communication system when someone is talking over the radio and how instant that is and a human
thing and you know the subtle in a voice of the lad. Human interaction over radio is quite important.”

(Police Constable 3, West)

“Part of the police work is listening to the radio to do proactive jobs. If an officer mentions that he/she is looking for someone who is expected to take a certain route in his car, other officers listening to the radio in that area will be looking for when that person passes to stop him/her!”

(PCSO, Headquarters)

4.4.1.2.3 Officer Safety

All officers reported feeling unsafe when they are single crewed to use the Kelvin devices. Using their devices frequently often lead to losing focus on what is going on around them. Because of the austerity and the government budget cuts, officers are single crewed most of the time. An example is given by a Police Constable:

“Stopping with your vehicle when you are single crewed and my nearest backup is 30 minutes away with possibly 3 up. They might have a knife and if you stop them they will not hide what they have, they will use it. The trouble is that you don’t know when that one time is going to be.”

(Police Constable 1, North)

Another Police Constable adds that:

“Each and every one should know where you are and that has not happened. Control room should know where you are! Even if it is a mundane job, you don’t know what will happen! I shout where I am! If we
PNC someone and no one knows about it because I am using my phone - this is dangerous. Having technology in your hand and standing and dealing with someone who can turn nasty. That's a danger!” (Police Constable 2, North)

4.1.2.4 IT Support

CID detectives and police constables are aware that they can ask for IT support if they need help during the IT support’s working hours. Since, this support is not available during night shifts, many officers reported asking ‘IT savvy’ young officers for help (which might not be convenient sometimes).

4.1.2.5 Public Perception

Public perception of the Kelvin devices is negative as reported by many officers. Officers need to apologise to members of the public every time they use the device in their presence. A complaint was placed by a member of the public against an officer and in that complaint a comment was made that one of the officers was using his phone all the time (the officer was doing PNC checks on the vehicle and the person). Officers believe that a series of articles and more publicity about the new technology used by officers in the press or media could potentially reverse this negative perception.

“[Public] can see me tapping away on the screen at the same time as they are speaking but they got no visual kind of contact to the end product or the result as it is coming out. When I use my notebook, they can see I am writing diligently and I am writing loads than what is being recorded on
that [Kelvin] until they come to see it at the end of the day. There is a little bit of distress within that.”

(Police Constable 1, North)

“A member of the public got really high irate as to what I am doing with it [Kelvin device]. Who are you sending that to? I want to know who are you emailing that document to? Who is gonna see that? but with a notebook, it is just a notebook. The notebook would not have that problem! I put it [Kelvin device] away and filled it in later on.”

(PCSO, Headquarters)

“Public perception of phones that officers not bothered about what is going on. They think we might be in Facebook. Officers would be checking logs.”

(Police Constable 2, North)

“Officers keep looking in their phones when they should keep their eyes on things going on around them which gives a negative perception to the public. They are unaware of the surroundings and what’s going on! Public feel vulnerable!”

(CID officer 1, Headquarters)

“Face to face is more important. If I am interviewing somebody, it is really important to keep watching for body language, signs, you can't do that
while watching your phone. It's rude, impolite, being a detective is all about having the best evidence you possibly can. You have to engage with people. Technology is getting in the way!"

(CID officer 1, Headquarters)

4.4.1.2.6 The Impact of Age on Officers’ IT skills

Some officers who identified themselves as being old or belong to a different generation, find typing and using the Kelvin devices unnecessary. They have been doing their jobs for many years using pen and paper. They feel more confident writing statements on paper than slowly typing statements on their Kelvins. Some of them believed that it is rude to use the devices when dealing with members of the public! They are unable to comprehend the help offered by IT Support due to their basic knowledge of technology.

“When you write, you have a direct thing haven't you. When I type I forget to look at ...if I write a word I will have three different things at the bottom I forget to look at that. It is not a tool for making things better for us, I think it is a tool for us to be examined in what we do. It is a tool for other people to have a look in what we do. It is a tool for management [people who compile statistics] or whatever to look at what is going on.”

(Police Constable 1, West)

“Depends on how old you are personally and depends on how much computer skills you've got. Invariably each shift, we turn around at least three times...where is the young person I don’t know what I am doing. It
is back to the basics...other people would look at you and say how do you
not know how to cut and paste or where to find that.... we hadn't even got
a computer room in school. They are bringing all these things and there
are more and more reliant on technology...there is an awful lot of us that
haven't got it!”

(Police Constable, South)

“Even if the signal is good and even if they manage to put on these apps
with the DA and stuff like that on, for these [Kelvin devices] there still
want too much! You can't guarantee the complicated stuff everybody
wants just on these. You gonna miss something there will always be an
excuse, you could have pulled over or stayed a bit longer in the car park
just in case.”

(Police Constable 2, West)

4.4.1.3 Benefits: Functional features

4.4.1.3.1 Writing Long/ Historic Witness statements

Most officers believed that the Kelvin devices helped them write neater historic/chronological
witness statements as they can slot in missing details or add new information to keep the order
of the information correct. Officers claimed that bigger screens and bigger keyboards can help
officers achieve this job in less time.

Officers usually need to proof read statements several times to make sure there are no spelling
mistakes (because of the predictive text option). Most officers did not know that they can dictate
their statements using the built-in microphone and the voice recognition software on their Kelvin devices.

4.4.1.3.2 Using the Kelvin Devices as a Phone

Officers believed that the device is as good as a phone for contacting victims. They use it in sending text messages (SMS) to update victims. Victims normally do not like to answer their phones but would reply to SMS. Some officers were not sure if victims could reply to their SMS or not!

4.4.1.3.3 Electronic Signature and Taking Photographs Using the Kelvin Devices

All officers praised the usefulness of these two features to complete jobs in less time and in a much more professional way compared to using the former tough books. Taking photographs in accident scenes and sometimes in more serious cases is believed to have a positive impact on the quality of work they submit. Officers believed that it is particularly useful as an evidence in some domestic situations as it instantly shows the severity of the situation at the scene. It also eliminated the need to cease items in damage cases as in most cases it is sufficient to take a photograph and to get the person to sign it using the electronic signature facility.

Sending too many photographs is not possible though. Some officers use the device’s camera to take the photographs and then send them as an attachment instantly to their Sergeants. Officers argued that it would be more efficient if they have a cloud storage where they could send large amounts of data (like photographs and videos) to their line managers easily and promptly.
4.4.1.3.4 Being able to read/update logs

All officers reported finding being able to read and/or update incident logs very useful. They prefer the detailed picture they get about incidents through reading the logs than the short summary they are given by control room. They like being able to update logs when and where they can. The only problem with this feature occurs when they lose the device’s signal and become unable to synchronize the new updates, which can sometimes lead to loss of important information. A Police Constable states that:

“Sometimes you give an update over the radio, whilst the majority of the comms operators are very good and they type word for word, sometimes they miss something or summarise what we say and then we might get a failure on the log to say it is not compliant because we haven’t dealt with every single aspect of the job. So, internally, it is like you have not done this whereas actually the update we have given was full but it was just not been done correctly so the fact that we can update them without having to come back and again is quite good.”

(Police Constable, South)

Another Police Constable adds that:

“The devices are good for reading logs. Because if you got a job, domestic or whatever, you can get more details from the log than the information the control room usually tell you. Officers like being able to update the log. But sometimes you are unable to synchronize the new updates and you might lose it.”

(Police Constable, North)
Besides, being able to click on the postcode available in logs which would automatically launch Google Maps and show the route to that postcode is believed to save much time and is viewed as impacting positively on the efficiency of officers.

4.4.1.3.5 The Translation Application

The translation application is helpful in translating the basic questions which in most cases is enough to communicate with people who do not speak English. This application was not covered on the training day. Only officers who are confident in using the technology are using it as they explored it on their own. At West, officers had guidance information circulated by their Sergeants explaining how to use the application. Officers can possibly use the application in requesting a professional translator through the language line at an added charge.

“The translation app is helpful in translating the basic questions which is helpful. If you don’t have a signal you can’t download a language. That is the issue with every single app. Especially in rural areas where there is no signal, all apps that need a signal will not work. They are good when they work!”

(Police Constable, North)

4.4.1.3.6 The First Aid Application

This application provides useful information to officers. Officers who used it reported finding it helpful. Some officers were not aware of the existence of this application on their devices as it was not included in their training.
4.4.1.3.7 Pronto MRG Search

Officers at North and South of the county were not aware of the existence of this feature on their devices. At West, officers used this feature to search the Police National Legal Database (PNLD) and the Police Visual Handbook (PVH). Officers reported finding this feature useful.

4.4.1.3.8 Mapping Systems

Google Maps application is perceived by all officers as a useful application. In rural areas where the signal is not good enough, they usually use their personal phones (if their personal phones uses a different network) to get directions. All three Areas requested getting the mapping system used by the Control room on the new laptops/tablets as it is more detailed than Google Maps.

4.4.1.4 Enhancements: Functional features

4.4.1.4.1 Usage of a Technical Guide or Manual

All officers argued that a basic guide to using the different Kelvin devices’ features is needed to remind officers of important information that they might have forgotten if they do not use these features frequently enough.

4.4.1.4.2 More Forms/Interviews

All officers claimed that more forms need to be added to the devices such as the sudden death form (which could be emailed to the Coroner’s officers and the Coroner, instantly saving much of police officers’ time). Also, the addition of the property systems forms, form 80 (Cannabis warning form) and the ability to record interviews on the Kelvin devices and get interviewees to sign it electronically can add to the benefits of using the Kelvin devices.
4.4.1.4.3 Instant Messaging Application

Sergeants requested an instant messaging application to help them create group chats for their teams to exchange information without wasting radio time. They believed these groups will be of massive help to officers in their shifts. Officers disagreed as they believed it is very difficult to check their messages when they are in rural areas with poor signal and busy shifts.

4.4.1.4.4 Contacts Application

The Contacts application is not used by officers because it is not configured to show all police officers’ phone numbers. Officers can use this application if phone numbers are added to the mobile’s phone book and linked to officers’ collar numbers.

“Sometimes you go to a job and you need to speak to your supervisor over the phone. Sometimes it is complicated if you try to do it over the radio because only one person can speak at a time. I have done that a couple of times when I had to phone Sergeant because it was a bit convoluted. We can have a better conversation on the phone without blocking the air. I had to ring 101 because I don't have the Sergeant's phone number!”

(Police Constable, South)

4.4.1.5 Enhancements: Non-Functional features

4.4.1.5.1 Bluetooth Keyboard

All CID detectives and police officers believed that Bluetooth keyboards can facilitate writing witness statements and using the Kelvin devices efficiently. Some detectives commented on the quality of statements submitted by front line officers missing important information and they believed that if officers were provided with bigger keyboards they would have been able
to write more comprehensive and detailed statements. CID officers argued that using bigger keyboards can encourage more officers to stop using their paper pocket notebooks in writing statements and use their devices instead.

“Officers need the tools to do their jobs properly. Bluetooth keyboards are needed. Everybody wants to be efficient!”

(CID officer 1, Headquarters)

“Keep a pocket notebook. Writing 15 exhibit references is a nightmare. It takes half an hour to write one! It is quicker to write down by hand. The devices are good for uniform.”

(CID officer 2, Headquarters)

4.4.1.5.2 Laptop/tablet

Having an additional laptop/tablet available in police vans for officers to use with all the systems linked together is believed to produce massive assurance to the public. Officers argued that they will be able to carry out their jobs without having to go to the stations frequently.

4.4.1.5.3 Van Chargers and Battery Life

Many officers reported using Google Maps frequently during their shifts to get directions. In rural areas where the signal is not always available, Google Maps would consume much of the battery of the device because of constantly looking for signal to give directions. As soon as the devices’ battery reaches 30%, it goes down so rapidly.

Some officers requested fixed chargers to be placed in police stations so that they can recharge their devices easily without having to worry about having a charger (like the system used to
charge their radio devices). Other officers rejected this idea as they feared their Kelvin devices could possibly be picked up by mistake by other officers.

Many officers suggested buying fixed cradles in vans that officers can use to charge their Kelvin devices and at the same time would facilitate using the devices as a navigator (through using Google Maps). This can help officers use the devices more frequently and efficiently. Currently, officers struggle to view the maps on their devices while driving when single crewed. PCSO officers reported turning the Bluetooth option off and enabling the power save option to ensure the battery lasts till the end of the shift. The idea of having fixed cradles in vans is believed to be useful by PCSO officers.

“Battery saving option drains the device without doing much on it probably as a result of the device trying to find a network to connect to. From 30% it goes down so rapidly. There was no charger available in the van. Why don't we have a lighter socket so officers can charge their devices easily in the van especially that all of them have got the USB connection, the plug and the lead.”

(Police Constable, North)

4.4.1.5.4 USB Cable for Synchronization

Synchronization of police valuable information to the Police Head Quarter’s databases is perceived as a time-consuming problem to many officers and a process that is heavily dependent on the strength of the signal and mobility.
Some officers suggested having a USB cable that connects the Kelvin devices to the desktop computers in stations could be an efficient way of synchronizing data and at the same time saving much of the bandwidth of the Wi-Fi network.

“Sometimes the devices don't synchronize. Sergeants can't download the statements because the device is unable to synchronize. Some officers do the synchronization when they can synchronize which could be every few days. Stations sometimes don't have signals. It is frustrating trying to do a package and you can't synchronize!” (Police Constable, North)

PCSO officers suggested that it would be helpful if instead of getting a “successful synchronization message” after completing the synchronization process to the HQ databases to get a list of the documents successfully synchronized.

4.4.1.5.5 Multi-Sim Devices

All Officers (across all three Areas) believed that having multi Sim devices that can connect to different networks can have a massive effect on overcoming most of the signal problems in the rural areas in the county as clarified by a Police Constable in the following quote:

“It would be good to have a multi sim phones where officers can look for the strongest signal of other networks in the area and connect to it similar to the emergency services phones.”

(Police Constable, North)
4.4.1.5.6 Buying more mini printers

Currently, there are a small number of mini printers available only in the tickets vans. Officers reported being unable to print search forms, cannabis warnings and other penalties to members of the public. Besides, some officers claimed having problems synchronizing their Kelvin devices with the printers. In many cases, they had to drive back to the stations to print the ticket and take it back to the person’s house which wastes much time especially in rural areas where they must drive long distances to get to the station.

4.4.1.5.7 Rain cover

The Kelvin devices lose their sensitivity and do not work properly in the rain. One of the officers reported that her device broke in the heavy floods in 2016. A rain cover is necessary to keep the devices working efficiently for longer.

4.4.2 Results of the Q-Cards Ranking Methodology

The results indicated that officers perceived the Kelvin devices’ poor connectivity and signal as the main barrier to completing their daily tasks during their work shifts. They believed that having multi-sim devices (to cover major available networks) will eliminate this problem. Besides, having fixed mobile chargers in police vans can reduce the need to go back to the stations to get the devices charged.

Officers find having to input three sets of passwords to access the devices’ applications stressful. They reported finding Google Maps a useful application and they use it frequently. They believe that integrating the control room’s mapping system to their devices can enhance the quality of the mapping information available for them to use.
Moreover, the results highlighted the benefit of using the Kelvin devices in reading logs and updating them instantly. Taking evidential photographs using the Kelvin devices was perceived as an added benefit by many officers.

As shown in the tables below, the highest two scores for each Area are highlighted in a different colour and the significant final scores are in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Red Cards</th>
<th>West</th>
<th>South</th>
<th>PCSO</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Writing Statements is neater using my Kelvin device</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I always use the device as a phone to update victims</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using the First Aid application is helpful</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I use the OpenSignal application to check the strength of the signal.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Translate application is useful</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Maps is useful.</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading logs and being able to update them is important</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The electronic signature saves time and is professional</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taking photographs using my Kelvin device is great</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>440</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1 Benefits of Using Kelvin Devices Across Areas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yellow Cards</th>
<th>West</th>
<th>South</th>
<th>PCSO</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Column 1</th>
<th>Column 2</th>
<th>Column 3</th>
<th>Column 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bluetooth Keyboard</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mapping System used by Control Room</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed Point Mobile Chargers to charge the devices quickly in the station</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini Printers</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More forms to be added to the Kelvin</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laptop/tablet</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USB Chargers to Synchronize the Kelvin with desktop quickly</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rain Cover for the Kelvin device</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Chargers</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Sim Device to cover more networks</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2 Enhancements to Kelvin Devices Across Areas
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Green Cards</th>
<th>West</th>
<th>South</th>
<th>PCSO</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Battery Life</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When Pronto times out, information is wiped out</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Searching Free Text Entries</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have to input three sets of passwords frequently</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breaks in Statements do not look good when printed</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronization takes much time.</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNC information is not up to date on the Kelvin</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Predictive text option is frustrating</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal / Mobility</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>530</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3 Barriers to Using Kelvin Devices Across Areas

4.4.3 Survey Results

4.4.3.1 General Attitudes Towards the Kelvin Devices

Nearly 70% of the participants found charging their phones in the middle or towards the end of the shift a challenge. 82% found the predictive text feature frustrating. 64% believed that it is important to have a policy of use for the Kelvin devices. 88% of participants preferred using the desktop over using their Kelvin devices. 58% found the Kelvin devices easy to use compared to 40% who thought otherwise. 71% of participants disagreed or strongly disagreed
that the Kelvin devices enhance their job satisfaction. Half of participants believed the devices create extra work for them. 70% found their Kelvin devices frustrating. 70% of the participants disagreed that the Kelvin device make their work interesting. 60% disliked typing using the devices’ small keyboard.

39% of participants believed the Kelvin devices help them be more effective in helping victims. 66% believed that adding an instant messaging application (like WhatsApp) will be helpful in communicating with their teams.

4.4.3.2 Useful Applications on the Kelvin Devices
PNC checks, Emails, Stop Search, Storm, Google Maps, Camera, Pronto, Statements, PNLD, First Aid, Keep me safe, ASBRA, Motoring and Law, Ticket issue, Traffic offence report, Twitter, Vehicle/Person search and the torch.

4.4.3.3 Applications that Need Improvement
Multiple passwords, connectivity, Sudden Death Form, Use of Force, Command and control functionality, Pocket Note Book, Mental Health App, Crime input and the MH app.
Statement taking - requires addition of regularly used statement templates e.g. MOWP, Shoplifting, VPS, TOMV. Also, could do with Traffic and General Contemporaneous IV under caution template.

4.4.3.4 Kelvin’s Pocket Notebook
74% did not find typing using the Kelvin devices’ keyboard to record information in the Kelvin’s pocket notebook application an easy job. In figure 4.4 below, the daily usage of the pocket notebook application is presented.
4.4.3.5 Productivity and Communication using the Kelvin Devices

Response officers are the main users of the Kelvin devices. There were no differences in the number of response officers across the three Areas who find the devices helping them become more productive. Younger response officers (20 – 35 years old) reported finding their Kelvin devices more productive than older response officers across the three Areas.

In addition, 49% of the participants believed that the Constabulary puts more value on officers making decisions based on data and analysis than on officers using their personal experience. 58% were not satisfied with the quality of information that they access using the Kelvin devices. Only 23% of officers believed that in the Constabulary, officers who use technology in creative or innovative ways are more likely to be rewarded than those who do not.

Officers who disagreed (48%) that the Constabulary adequately prepared them to use the Kelvin devices are mostly in the age range of 41-50 years old.

72% disagreed that the device improves the relationship with other officers/detectives. 74% believed the device does not improve communication with their line supervisor.
4.4.3.6 Attitudes Towards Technology

76% of participants liked to experiment with new technologies. 67% of participants (most of them are young officers) believed that in comparison to their fellow officers, they consider themselves “technology-savvy”. Those who disagreed are mostly officers who are in the age range of 46-50 years old.

Figure 4.5 “Technology-Savvy” Officers in Areas

74% of participants believed that young officers/detectives are more receptive to using technologies than older officers/detectives. Only 34% of participants agreed that generally technology functions well in the Constabulary.

4.4.3.7 The Use of IT by Supervision and Management

Half the participants believed that Information Technology improves supervision and management within the Constabulary. 49% disagreed that their supervisors expect them to use the Kelvin device to identify and respond to crime problems.

53% believed that Information Technology generates statistics that are valuable in assessing the Constabulary’s performance compared to 40% who disagreed. 54% disagreed that
Information Technology generates statistics that are valuable in assessing officer performance in comparison to 36% who agreed and 11% found it not applicable to their roles.

35% of participants agreed that supervisors use Information Technology to identify under-performing offices, 45% disagreed and 20% reported that it did not apply to their roles. 52% disagreed that their supervisors use Information Technology to track and monitor officers’ daily activities compared to 31% who agreed.

4.4.3.8 The Impact of Using Information Technology on the Public

67% agreed that up-to-date technology improves the image of the Constabulary in the eyes of the public. 66% of the participants believed that it is important to the public that the officer is knowledgeable about the latest Information Technologies.

Most of the officers (65%) did not find the device helping them to improve the way they interact and communicate with the public.

4.4.3.9 Technology Adoption and Implementation in the Constabulary

64% believed that the Constabulary tends to adopt technologies that are often not useful. 55% agreed that the successful implementation of a new technology in the Constabulary depends on supervisors and senior management requiring its use. 61% were not satisfied with how new technologies are implemented in the Constabulary. 58% disagreed that after implementing a new technology, the Constabulary provides sufficient help and support to employees who are experiencing problems with it (officers’ ages ranged between 40 – 51). 77% of participants disagreed that after implementing a new technology, the Constabulary seeks regular feedback from employees on how it is working. 84% of participants disagreed that before implementing a new technology, senior managers work hard to get input from employees.
50% disagreed that the Constabulary adopts technologies that are designed to meet important needs. 64% believed that supervisors and senior officers in the Constabulary work hard to generate the widespread acceptance of technology.

4.4.3.10 E-Learning System

60% of participants were not satisfied with the E-learning system. 70% believed it does not help them improve their job performance. 50% agreed that the E-learning system helps the Constabulary achieve its goals. 63% did not prefer to use a handout to learn new material and then take the test on the computer. 54% agreed that adding interactive info-graphics to the e-learning material will help them learn faster. 67% disagreed that it would be helpful if they can complete the e-learning course using their Kelvin devices.

4.5 Analysis

Understanding and analysing the pilot study results are best accomplished through using Beaudry and Pinsonnault’s (2005) Coping Model of User Adaptations to technology. By studying the different users’ adaptations to the adoption/post-adoption processes of a technology in an organisation, a myriad of users’ responses such as “how users restore emotional stability, modify their tasks, reinvent and adapt to technology, or even resist it” could convey useful information to help management introduce appropriate change interventions to enhance the utilisation of the technology (Beaudry and Pinsonneault, 2005:494). Therefore, the results collected from the focus groups’ sessions, the Q-Cards methodology and the online survey are mapped to the four categories or strategies proposed by Beaudry and Pinsonnault’s

**Benefits maximising:** occurring in a situation when the consequences of using the technology are perceived as an opportunity and the users believe they have high control over it (Beaudry and Pinsonneault, 2005). In such instance, the adaptation efforts will mainly be problem-focused. For instance, the pilot study data highlighted the case of young officers who perceived themselves as “IT savvy” and considered adopting the Kelvin devices as an opportunity that can potentially enhance their performance and can ultimately lead to an increased desire to explore the full extent of functionalities. Indeed, many young officers reported exploring several applications that were not covered in the Kelvin devices’ training like the Translation application, the First Aid application, the MRG application and the OpenSignal application.

The online survey results further confirmed these findings as it revealed that 74% of participants agreed that younger officers are more receptive to technology and 67% of officers who defined themselves as “IT savvy” were indeed younger than the rest of participants.

Another example of problem-focused adaptation efforts was evident in the case of young officers who reported using alternative techniques to overcome the connectivity and signal problems at police stations. They realised that since all officers in the police station are using the station’s Wi-Fi to perform tasks, they should opt to switch off their Kelvin devices’ Wi-Fi and use the devices’ signal instead, hence avoiding the delays experienced while trying to synchronize important information to police databases. Other officers reported attaching photographs to emails and sending them to their Sergeants instantly to overcome the limited allowance of the number of photos to be sent via the Pronto application. PCSO officers
extended the devices’ battery life by enabling the power saving option and switching off the Blue-tooth feature.

All officers reported perceiving Google Maps application as an opportunity that enhanced their efficiency. Getting directions using this application drains the Kelvin devices’ battery quickly. This has led many officers to use their personal phones’ Google Maps application to get directions when their Kelvin devices indicated low battery. Similarly, some detectives used their personal mobile phones to update their corporate Twitter and Facebook accounts in big events when they had no signal/connectivity in their Kelvin devices. Therefore, officers tried to maximise the technology benefits by using their personal mobile phones and adopting problem-focused adaptations.

Moreover, officers acknowledged finding the signal-independent features as both useful and efficiency boosters. This was evident in the data collected from the pilot study results as it revealed that officers heavily used their Kelvin devices’ camera in taking photographs in accident scenes and sometimes in more serious cases as it was perceived to have a positive impact on the quality of work they submitted. Officers believed that it is particularly useful as an evidence in some domestic situations as it instantly showed the severity of the situation at the scene. Furthermore, taking photographs using the devices’ camera eliminated the need to cease items in damage cases as in most cases it is sufficient to take a photograph and to get the person to sign it using the electronic signature facility. All officers praised the usefulness of these two features (photographs and e-signature) to complete jobs as they were perceived as consistently reliable and performance enhancers compared to using the former tough books.

Additionally, some Sergeants’ adaptation efforts were problem-focused as they circulated guidance information (in emails and newsletters) describing how to use some useful
applications that were not covered in the Kelvin training like the Translation application. This has led to maximising the benefits of the devices among officers. Sergeants’ attitude promoted the problem-focused coping perceptions and helped officers perceive the mobile device as a helpful and useful tool in their Areas.

**Benefits satisficing:** In this situation, users perceive the new technology as an opportunity, but they feel they have limited control over it. Adaptation efforts are likely to be minimal (Beaudry and Pinsonneault, 2005). Problem-focused efforts will be limited as users feel they cannot do much to reap more benefits and emotion-focused efforts will be limited because users do not feel the need to reduce tensions (as it is not perceived as a threat) (Beaudry and Pinsonneault, 2005). Hence, few benefits are realised from the utilisation of the technology.

Officers highlighted the impact of poor signal and connectivity on using some applications and features; reducing the anticipated benefits of the devices. They emphasised the usefulness of being able to read and update logs using their Kelvin devices as it eliminated the problems encountered when control room staff performed this task on their behalf. This feature is signal-dependent; hence officers can only check/update logs between jobs when they can drive to the nearest place with a stronger signal. This feature (when the devices’ signal is strong) enhanced the quality of the recorded logs and reduced time spent in updating logs in police stations. Hence, in this case, fewer benefits are realised because of the low control over the connectivity of the devices.

Many officers reported preferring writing witness statements using their Kelvin devices but finding the predictive text feature frustrating and challenging. As they were unable to switch this feature off, they had to proof-read statements several times to check for text mistakes. This led many officers to avoid using the devices in writing long witness statements to save time and
to enhance their efficiency. The same action was taken by many officers to compensate for their limited typing skills.

Moreover, even though young officers reported typing all their witness statements using their Kelvin devices, in some situations they reverted to using their paper notebooks to boost their efficiency. For instance, a young officer reported being called to an accident in which a bus has hit a car and there was another fatal incident at the same time. As all the passengers on the bus are witnesses, she had to write more than 25 witness statements at the scene. The officer used her paper notebook as typing on the device would be too slow to finish the job. Hence, officers’ IT skills and poor connectivity of the Kelvin devices reduced their control on the devices and diminished the anticipated benefits of the technology.

**Disturbance handling:** occurs when users perceive the technology as a threat during the primary appraisal process, but they believe they have some control over the situation (Beaudry and Pinsonneault, 2005). Adaptation efforts in this situation are likely to be “oriented toward one’s self (e.g. seeking training), the technology (e.g. reducing the negative aspects of the new system), and the task (e.g. adjusting work procedures so that they better fit with the technology” (Beaudry and Pinsonneault, 2005:502). This could lead to an increase in the users’ efficiency and effectiveness (Beaudry and Pinsonneault, 2005).

For instance, officers who were affected by their peers’ stories of witness statements being wiped out of their devices accidently, perceived this feature as a threat. They reported writing long statements in their paper pocket notebook and then recording this information on their desktops’ Pronto application (in police stations). They recorded short statements only using the Kelvin devices. Officers’ adaptations, in this case, are focused on benefit-finding; using the
Kelvin devices to record short statements instantly and using an adapted strategy in case of longer statements.

Some older officers who claimed having limited IT skills, reported perceiving the Kelvin devices as a threat when they were first rolled out at the Constabulary. They highlighted the important role played by young officers in helping them learn new IT skills to get better control over the use of the different useful features offered by the devices.

**Self-preservation** occurs when the expected consequences of the new IT are perceived as a threat and users feel that they have limited control over the situation (Beaudry and Pinsonneault, 2005). In this instance, their adaptations efforts will be emotion-focused and aiming at changing their perceptions of the IT through resistance and avoidance (Beaudry and Pinsonneault, 2005).

Many officers reported doing PNC person checks using their radio devices (even if they have good signal in their Kelvin devices) as they fear for their safety. Using radio devices to perform PNC checks ensure that their colleagues and the control room staff are aware of the job they are doing and of their current location especially when they are single-crewed. In many cases, other officers listening to the radio could get valuable information about people/criminals who police are looking for and want to arrest. Hence, doing PNC person checks using the radio devices could pass important information to other officers about a repeat offender.

The inability of officers to search through the recorded exhibits (in the Kelvin devices’ pocket notebook application) because of not having a functional search feature led some of them to revert to using their paper pocket notebook as they trust the traditional methods of recording information more. Similarly, older officers who find typing using the devices’ small keyboard time-consuming resisted using the Kelvin devices altogether. They reported reverting to writing statements on paper as they are more efficient using the method they are most accustomed to.
Therefore, officers’ adaptation efforts in this situation were emotion-focused and clearly manifested through utilisation avoidance.

4.6 Discussion

4.6.1 The Role of Context in Understanding Mobile IS User Adaptations

Using the Coping Model of User adaptations (Beaudry and Pinsonnault, 2005) to analyse the pilot study results facilitated painting a general picture of the different officers’ adaptation and coping behaviours at the Constabulary. However, an important aspect that played a major role in officers’ adaptation behaviours was lacking; the use context. The context of use has a profound influence on officers’ appraisal of the Kelvin devices’ features. For instance, the PNC feature was perceived by officers as both a threat and an opportunity. Officers reported (in the online survey) finding this feature useful but reported (in the focus groups’ sessions) avoiding using it as they feared for their safety (unless they are double crewed). This could be attributed to the context in which this feature is being used in. For instance, traffic officers can do vehicle PNC checks while in their police vans (a safe context) while person PNC checks require complete officer attention to the suspect, hence, radio devices are massively used in this context. Another example of perceiving a feature as both an opportunity and a threat is evident when using Google Maps application. Officers reported being unable to get directions from the application when they are single-crewed (especially that police vans do not have fixed cradles to place phones on while driving) but finding it massively useful in giving them directions otherwise.

Moreover, officers perceived being able to write short witness statements as an opportunity however they perceived using the Kelvin devices to record long statements as a threat (as it
might get accidently wiped out if they get called to do another job in the middle of the statement). Nevertheless, many officers praised being able to write long historic witness statements using the Kelvin devices in witnesses’ houses as the devices enable them to slot in information easily as and when the witnesses recall information. This is feasible because they do not get called for other jobs by the control room while in witness houses. Hence, extending the Coping model of User Adaptations to include the use context is significant to better understand users’ adaptations in mobile use contexts.

Furthermore, Pica et al. (2004), Pica and Sørensen (2004) and Pica (2006) examined the relationship between the context of work activities and mobile information usage among two roles within the UK police force; the Scene of Crime Officers (SCO) and Community Security Officers (CSO). The authors argue that the real environment has the potential to increase or limit officers’ interaction with the virtual (their mobile devices). Sørensen and Pica (2005) note the importance of appropriating the technology functionalities to the work context. Besides, adding the context perspective to the user, task and mobile technology highlights the importance of studying resistance to change using a multilevel perspective as proposed by Rizzuto et al. (2014). In addition, it sheds light on the significance of adding the ‘use context’ to Beaudry and Pinsonnault’s (2005) Coping Model of User Adaptations to technology. Use context is a key determinant of the magnitude of utilisation of the mobile technology features. This study extends Jiang et al.’s (2000) study that aimed to investigate the link between resistance reasons and system types (Transaction Processing Systems and Decision Support Systems) by highlighting the significance of incorporating work/use context in technology training programmes to promote the efficient utilisation of mobile Information Systems in organisations.
4.6.2 Officers’ Acceptance and Resistance Reasons

The pilot study results attempt to show how acceptance and resistance can manifest themselves in practice. The findings suggest that many officers are still using pen/paper to perform some tasks even though the use of the Kelvin devices is mandatory at the Constabulary. These results confirm with Carlson and Zmud’s (1999), Thatcher et al.’s (2011) and Saeed and Abdinnour’s (2013) claim that the post-adoption utilisation of the technology process is largely voluntary even if technology utilisation is made mandatory in organisations because users can choose to use a sub-set of the functionalities of the Information System to meet task requirements rather than explore the full range of features.

Key reasons for the acceptance of some of the Kelvin devices’ features at the Constabulary are the reliability and the usefulness of these features. Hence, officers perceive taking photographs, the e-signature feature, Google Maps application and reading/updating logs as efficiency boosters and all officers reported using them extensively in performing daily tasks. Nonetheless, the primary reasons for resistance at the Constabulary are different and varied. For instance, organisational invalidity at the Constabulary occurred when officers were told (before the roll out the Kelvin devices) that they will be able to add intelligence information into Red Segma (the intelligence application) to reduce time spent in the frequent visits to police station. Unfortunately, the Red Segma project took longer than anticipated and the application was not ready for utilisation at the time of the Kelvin devices’ roll out. Organisational invalidity was manifested in the results of the online survey; 64% believed the Constabulary adopts technologies that are not useful and 61% are not satisfied with how new technologies are implemented in the Constabulary. The disconfirmation of officers’ expectations has adversely impacted on their satisfaction with the Kelvin devices (Bhattacherjee, 2001; Staples et al., 2002; Saeed and Abdinnour, 2013) and ultimately on their continuance of use of the devices.
This incongruence between police forces’ technological frames and those of police officers aligns with Lum et al.’s (2016) study undertaken in two police agencies in the USA and with Chan’s (2001) case study of an Australian police force. Technological frames are people’s ‘particular assumptions, expectations and knowledge of the technology, which then serve to shape subsequent actions toward it’ (Orlikowski and Gash, 1994:175).

A Police Constable has expressed their frustration stating that:

“I just love what I do. You got to enjoy this job to do it. What the Constabulary has put in place over the past two years has made response officers’ life so so difficult and so much more stressful. The job for me in ten years has doubled in stress, even the last year.” (Police Constable 1, North)

Another Police Constable seconded their colleague’s views and added that:

“I do quite like it [Technology]. I am frustrated with it in some respects but I don’t want to give it up especially in tickets. On the whole it works, it has a lot of positive for it.”

(Police Constable 2, North)

Moreover, the impact of age (officers of longer service) on senior police constables’ decision to resist using their Kelvin devices is manifested in the pilot study results. Despite having extensive experience in policing, they lack a first-hand experience in technology as they would have completed high school or college before computers were commonplace. Hence, they report finding typing, using the Kelvin devices’ small keyboard, time consuming with no
efficiency gain. They prefer using their paper pocket notebook as they can perform tasks much faster using traditional methods like pen/paper. On the other hand, younger officers have been exposed to using personal computers at a relatively early age and can type using both hands quickly and accurately. These views chime clearly with Morris and Venkatesh (2000) and with Poon et al. (2004). Senior police constables’ passive resistance could be attributed to ‘lack of felt need’ where users are not convinced of the benefits of the system (Hirschheim and Newman, 1988; Cockcroft and Beattie, 2009) or a perceived threat of loss of power as argued by Markus (1983) and Lapointe and Rivard (2005). Ultimately, they became reluctant to change the status quo (Innate Conservation) (Hirschheim and Newman, 1988).

The initial Kelvin devices’ training conducted by the Constabulary, was limited to one-day and focused on the main features offered by the Kelvin devices with no hands-on practice of the features, thus, senior police constables’ substandard technical skills were not improved. Workers in Morris and Venkatesh’s (2000) study received two-day training session on the system, during which they had hands-on use with the system as well as IT support. The training was repeated after two weeks to all participants to ensure delivering the highest quality of training to all employees (Morris and Venkatesh, 2000). High quality training and IT support can potentially contribute to older employees’ reported enhancement in technical skills (Morris and Venkatesh, 2000) and possibly to a boost in their perceptions of behavioural control which significantly influence intentions of IT utilisation (Venkatesh, 2000; Ajzen, 2002; Venkatesh et al., 2003; Morris et al., 2005; Elie-Dit-Cosaque et al., 2011). Similar recommendation was noted by Ioimo and Aronson (2004) who studied the impact of using mobile computing in a medium sized police force in Arizona.
Furthermore, the lack of IT support, especially during night shifts, had a negative impact on the successful adoption of the Kelvin devices. This is evident as 58% (most of them are in the age range of 40 and 50) disagreed that the Constabulary provide sufficient help and support to officers who are experiencing problems and 48% disagreed the Constabulary adequately prepared them to use the devices. Bhattacharjee and Hikmet (2007) argue that training sessions designed to fill this knowledge gap can improve the ease of use and promote the utilisation of the IT system. In this case, the rectification is deemed congruent as the corrective responses are in congruence with the cause of resistance (Rivard and Lapointe, 2012). IT support (in the form of technical service) is proved to have direct influence on perceived ease of use (Thatcher et al., 2011) which has a strong influence on users’ IT utilisation intentions during technology training interventions (Venkatesh et al., 2002).

Therefore, the reasons for users’ acceptance and resistance to change are different and can coexist in the same organisation (Beaudry and Pinnsoeault, 2010; Stein et al., 2015; Bhattacharjee et al., 2018). Moreover, the same IT user can appraise some systems’ features as opportunity and others as threat (Beaudry and Pinnsoeault, 2010; Stein et al., 2015; Bhattacharjee et al., 2018). For instance, 82% (of survey participants) perceived the predictive text option as frustrating, difficult to manage and reduced the quality of witness statements recorded. They also argued that having to input three sets of passwords several times during a shift is causing much frustration among officers and detectives. Nevertheless, they praised their ability to update and view logs using their Kelvin devices while in police vans. They reported being able to launch Google Maps application by pressing on the post code link in the incident logs particularly useful and efficiency booster. They also perceived taking photographs in accident scenes and sometimes in more serious cases as impacting positively on the quality of work they submit.
Officers’ inability to read/add intelligence information using their Kelvin devices negatively impacted on their satisfaction with the devices. The lack of IT support at night shifts and the impracticability to contact IT support while dealing with members of the public coupled with many officers’ basic technical skills, led to reduced perceptions of the usefulness of the Kelvin devices’ features. The pilot study’s online survey results indicated that 71% (of participants) believed that the Kelvin devices did not enhance their job satisfaction. 58% were not satisfied with the quality of information they access. CID detectives and senior management reported similar concerns about the reduced quality of witness statements recorded using the Kelvin devices. Officers believed that the reduction of the quality of the recorded statements was due to their inability to focus on typing using the small keyboard, dealing with the frustrating predictive text option and keeping eye contact with the witnesses. Findings from Colvin and Goh’s (2005) study conducted in a police force on the US West Coast revealed that information quality was a key factor that can drive mobile technology acceptance among patrol officers. Hence, all these factors influenced officers’ post-adoption utilisation and satisfaction with the Kelvin devices. Both satisfaction and perceived usefulness are determined by the degree to which users’ expectations of the system are confirmed (Bhattacherjee, 2001; Saeed and Abdinnour, 2013).

Moreover, officers’ diminished trust in the Kelvin devices is evident as many officers reported using their paper pocket notebook frequently during their shift. Individuals develop a trust relationship with the technology used only if their expectations are confirmed and reliability of the technology is realised (Lippert, 2007). Trust in technology directly influence perceived usefulness, technology utilisation and perceived ease of use (Lippert, 2007; Thatcher et al., 2011). Lippert (2007) and Mcknight et al. (2011) claim that the role of trust in technology is a key determinant in sustaining post-adoption utilisation in organisations. Technology trust
affects individuals’ intentions to explore the full range of functionalities of the adopted IS and consequently limit the post-adoption utilisation preventing organisations from achieving the benefits anticipated from investing in the technology (Jasperson et al., 2005; Lippert, 2007; Mcknight et al., 2011, Thatcher et al., 2011). Both trust in technology and IT support trust have indirect influence on users’ intention to explore the technology features and functionalities (Thatcher et al., 2011).

4.7 Conclusion

This research has several implications for police IS research and practice. The pilot study answers Lum et al.’s (2016) call for collecting more contextual and qualitative knowledge about the actual causes of technology adoption/resistance in police forces. It also highlights the significance of the role of the work context in the successful adoption of various mobile technology features. Adding work or use context to Beaudry and Pinsonnault’s (2005) Coping Model of User Adaptations to technology extends the knowledge about situations where users’ primary appraisal of the mobile technology feature is both a threat and an opportunity facilitating a more fine-grained understanding of further possible users’ adaptations behaviours. In the context of mobile technology utilisation, we should avoid a dichotomous view about users’ primary appraisal of the different technology features because the context of use is a key driver of user adaptations and appraisal in the mobile IS context of use.

Using the Coping theory to explain the causal processes driving different users’ adaptations, in mandated settings (i.e. police forces), emphasised the importance of adopting varying management interventions to target different users’ adaptations. Inappropriate management interventions to resistance behaviours eventually provoke resistance escalation (Rivard and
Lapointe, 2012). At the Constabulary, 70% of the online survey participants reported finding the devices frustrating and not making their work interesting. This could promote Emotion-based adaptations; delaying further realised benefits of the devices. Managers should promote adaptation strategies that are likely to minimise negative emotions associated with the devices. Management interventions that are in congruence with the causes of resistance can bring significant efficiency benefits to organisations (Rivard and Lapointe, 2012).

Enhancing training is highly recommended in the resistance to change literature (Ali et al., 2016; Haddara and Moen, 2017) and is regarded as an effective method of improving users’ expectations of technology (because it aims to promote problem-focused adaptations). This training should not just address the basic functionalities of the technology but should also accommodate for differences in users’ IT skills, age, experiences, tasks, work contexts and culture; ensuring the existence of a good-fit between all these factors. Consequently, the existence of congruence in technological frames (Orlikowski and Gash, 1994) between the different actors using the technology can be feasible to foster a positive impact of technology use in police forces (Chan, 2001).

Current e-learning training packages that police forces are frequently drawing on to train officers are not fit for this purpose (Cockcroft et al., 2018; Schreuders et al., 2018). Therefore, training programmes should be designed to extend officers’ skills beyond the basic use of the mobile devices (Ioimo and Aronson, 2004; Lum et al., 2016; Bhattacherjee et al., 2018) and promote efficient utilisation of the various features (Kashefi, 2014). This can potentially trigger better compliance with IT usage polices in organisations (Rivard and Lapointe, 2012; Lapointe and Beaudry, 2014).
Furthermore, scenario-based learning should be employed to present best-practise strategies in training programmes. Indeed, some police forces in the UK used scenario-based instruction in their communication skills training programmes and have reported massive development in their officers’ communication skills and a positive effect on building strong relationship with local communities (HMICFRS PEEL: Police Legitimacy Report, 2017). Bhattacherjee and Premkumar (2004) and Bhattacherjee et al. (2018) highly recommend organisations to invest in technology training programmes to create a positive user experience as it directly impacts on the technology’s perceived usefulness (the most crucial belief driving IT usage) and attitudes of employees. Lucas (2010) and Bhattacherjee et al. (2018) recommend recruiting champions or super-users in delivering technology training to influence the less enthusiastic users.

Finally, user resistance is of profound importance for the success of technology implementation in organisations as it can alert management to significant systems’ modifications, slow the process of change down or even replace the current IS with another that better fits the organisations’ needs and goals (Markus, 1983; Doppler, 2004; Rivard and Lapointe, 2012; Bagayogo et al., 2013; Stein et al., 2015; Ali et al., 2016; Haddara and Moen, 2017; Bhattacherjee et al., 2018). Understanding key resistance reasons in organisations can shed light on salient management interventions that are in congruence with the resistance reasons to boost acceptance of Information Systems.

### 4.8 Summary

In this chapter, a description of the different methods adopted in conducting the pilot study are presented. The main themes identified (barriers, benefits and enhancements) in the focus groups sessions were grouped as either functional or non-functional. The results of the Q-cards
methodology enabled the identification of the fundamental barriers, benefits and enhancements eliminating subjectivity and promoting objective thinking among officers. The results of the online survey confirmed some previous findings and painted a clear picture of the mobile technology post-adoptions situation in the constabulary.

Finally, data analysis was accomplished by mapping all the findings to Beaudry and Pinsonnault’s (2005) Coping model of User Adaptations to technology. This was followed by a discussion of the findings of the pilot study. Moreover, implications for future research at the Constabulary were presented to facilitate the understanding of officers’ coping behaviours and responses to the adoption of the Kelvin devices. Hence, the first objective of this research study outlined in chapter one is accomplished; to identify the key reasons for officers’ resistance to using the full range of functionalities offered by their Kelvin devices in performing daily tasks.
Chapter Five - Technology Training Sessions’ Design and Data Collection

5.1 Introduction

A comprehensive analysis of the key themes and findings of the pilot study have been presented in the previous chapter painting a clearer picture of officers’ actual patterns of usage of the Kelvin devices and primary causes for technology resistance at the Constabulary.

In this chapter, a detailed discussion of the various reasons for choosing a set of Kelvin devices’ features to be presented in the training sessions is highlighted. Besides, the design posited for the training sessions conducted in the Constabulary is presented. Finally, the chapter concludes by the feedback data collected via an online survey and its analysis.

5.2 Role of Superintendent

When the researcher first contacted the Constabulary to arrange for conducting focus groups’ sessions for the pilot study, she was assigned a Superintendent who was about to change roles. Hence, the hand-over to the new Superintendent delayed the start of the data collection process. The new Superintendent was not involved in the decision to adopt the Kelvin devices and their new role involved designing and implementing a technological vision for the Constabulary till 2025. The Superintendent’s flexibility and openness to new ideas facilitated the prompt approval of the design and implementation of the training sessions. This Superintendent holds two academic degrees and showed appreciation to academic research. Seven meetings were held with them as they were keen to learn more about the results collected from the pilot study
and to use this information in improving general attitudes towards the Kelvin devices. They were in favour of presenting the features proposed by the researcher to police officers and was happy to arrange the sessions themselves. The Superintendent prepared a PowerPoint presentation for the training sessions which had information about the new generation of Kelvin devices’ features and capabilities (reassuring their officers that the new devices will be up to their expectations). Furthermore, the PowerPoint presentation had some real-life scenarios for officers to practise in the sessions. This Superintendent’s support was essential for the successful delivery of the training sessions at the three Areas; North, West and South.

5.3 Pilot study resolved barriers

Some of the barriers to the Kelvin devices’ adoption at the Constabulary were resolved after sharing the results collected from the focus groups’ sessions, the Q-Cards ranking methodology and the online survey with the Superintendent in charge. For instance, the Constabulary enabled officers to switch on/off the predictive text feature which was reported by 82% of the online survey participants as a frustrating option. Furthermore, the Constabulary allowed officers to control the time out interval of the Kelvin devices to reduce the time spent in re-inputting three sets of passwords and to eliminate the unnecessary breaks in witness statements (in the pilot study, many officers argued that statements’ breaks look unprofessional when printed compared to the hand-written ones).

In addition, more money was invested in buying a limited number of new laptops to accommodate for taking long/historic statements, hence, relieving some of the dissatisfaction caused by using the Kelvin devices’ small keyboards. The new laptops have the finger print facility enabled to facilitate easy access to the applications. Also, the Constabulary ensured that
the new generation of the Kelvin devices would include the finger-print facility to overcome
the frustration caused by the current devices’ three sets of passwords requirement for operation.
Therefore, some barriers that were identified by the pilot study results were resolved.

5.4 Unresolved Barriers

The results collected from both the focus groups sessions and the online survey revealed the
disappointment of most officers because their Kelvin devices did not meet their expectations
and certainly did not increase the time they spend on the beat; away from police station, as
promised by senior management at the Constabulary. This disappointment led officers to use
a sub-set of the features; the ones they perceived as reliable, useful and efficiency boosting.
For instance, officers praised the ability to read and update logs using their Kelvin devices and
reported finding it a useful feature. Moreover, writing witness statements had been generally
perceived by officers as a useful feature which can be improved if the Constabulary invests in
bigger Bluetooth keyboard that could be connected to the Kelvin devices. Unfortunately, due
to austerity measures, the Constabulary was unable to invest in new Bluetooth keyboards. It
is worth mentioning that the level of detail and the quality of witness statements were negatively
affected after the roll out of the Kelvin devices and had been flagged as a major concern as
noted by the Superintendent in charge.

In the focus groups sessions, many officers reported using their paper pocket notebook again
even though the Constabulary (at the time of the focus groups’ sessions) stopped issuing them.
Officers highlighted two main issues with the Kelvin devices’ pocket notebook application.
The first issue was the inability to search through entries as the search option was disabled and
the second was finding the process of recording incidents using pen/paper much faster than
using the small Kelvin devices’ keyboard.
5.5 Proposed Kelvin Devices’ Features for Training

In order to overcome the problem of using a small keyboard in writing statements, emails, updating logs and adding pocket notebook entries, the researcher proposed training officers on using the dictation option (a built-in feature already available on the Kelvin devices) but not presented to officers during the Kelvin devices’ initial training. This feature was tested by both the researcher and the Superintendent, and was found to be accurate, efficient and easy to use. Using the dictation option is particularly useful to older officers who find speed typing or typing with both hands both difficult and limiting to their ability to perform jobs efficiently.

Dictating witness statements can enable officers to keep more eye-contact with witnesses and members of the public which is not feasible when they need to look in their Kelvin devices’ screens while typing on the keyboard. The Kelvin devices’ stylus feature was also tested but was found not as efficient as the dictation feature.

Another feature proposed for training by the researcher was using naming conventions to record entries in the pocket notebook application to facilitate and speed up the process of searching through the recorded entries. Using naming conventions at the start of the text entry (that is comprised of incident location and incident type) can eliminate wasted time spent in going through each entry to locate the ones they are looking for.

Furthermore, a super-user police officer (who was involved in delivering the initial Kelvin devices training at the Constabulary) suggested training officers on using the feature of automatically copying personal and vehicle information across several forms in the Pronto application\(^4\). For instance, if an officer needs to do a PNC check on an offender, the officer can

\(^4\) The Pronto application has all the forms and applications needed by police officers to perform their daily tasks. It can be used whether the officer is connected to a network or offline. It significantly reduces time spent on travel to stations and inaccurate administration.
input the offender’s personal information to their Kelvin device then use the saved information in populating the PNC check form with this information automatically. Besides, officers can use the saved information to fill in other forms like the Stop Search form or even use it to fill in the personal details section in witness statements. This feature can be used to fill in Vehicle details and in issuing traffic tickets. Hence, eliminating errors that can occur in the process of filling in multiple forms with the same personal and vehicle information can potentially enhance the quality of information recorded in police databases and can save much time spent in recording the same information in multiple forms. It portrays a professional police officer to the public who uses technology smartly and does not ask them to repeat the same information several times to fill in forms. This feature was not delivered to officers in the Kelvin devices’ initial training to avoid confusing the less IT-able officers in the sessions.

To promote the use of the Kelvin pocket notebook application and to limit the use of the paper pocket notebook, another feature was proposed by the IT department; using the ‘S-Note’ feature. S Note is a note taking application which allows officers to efficiently create, edit and manage notes. This includes easy file management with the ability to create categories and copy, move or delete files from within the application. It also supports interactive multimedia functions and allows officers to draw and write using the stylus.

This application allows officers to add quick notes on their Kelvin devices without the need to input any passwords mimicking their paper notebook. Using the stylus (in this application) is different from using the stylus to input text as the quick notes are saved as pictures rather then converted to text, hence it is very efficient and effective.
5.6 The Features Chosen for the Training Sessions

Based on the results obtained from the pilot study’s online survey, 71% of participants disagreed or strongly disagreed that the Kelvin devices enhanced their job satisfaction. More than half the participants believed the devices created extra work for them and 70% disagreed that the devices made their work interesting. Hence, the choice of features for the training sessions focused on the features that can potentially reverse these negative attitudes towards the Kelvin devices among front-line officers (the main users of the devices) at the Constabulary. This was achieved by choosing features that would enhance the fit between the feature and the task in different contexts. Ultimately, promoting the efficient use of many useful applications such as updating logs and writing statements. Other factors that were taken into consideration are the features’ ease of use, usefulness and reliability.

Three key features were shortlisted by the researcher and approved by the Superintendent for the training sessions:

1. The dictation feature (Speech to Text) is generic and has the potential to facilitate the process of writing statements, sending SMS, emails, updating logs and writing text entries in the pocket notebook application. The primary limitation to using the Speech To Text feature (dictation) is the inaccuracy of recognizing speech in excessively noisy contexts and in the case of peculiar accents. On the other hand, the dictation feature can eliminate the difficulty of typing on the devices’ keyboard in extreme weather conditions (freezing and wet weather which are very common in the County).

2. ‘Copying person and vehicle’ information across different forms can enhance the quality of the information recorded in police databases. This feature allows officers to save time by eliminating the need to ask members of the public to repeat their personal
information to fill in different forms. The Superintendent highly supported getting officers trained to use this feature.

3. As mentioned before, after the roll out of the Kelvin devices, the Constabulary stopped issuing new paper pocket notebooks to officers to ensure they use the Kelvin devices’ pocket notebook application. The Constabulary had to reverse this decision and resume issuing paper pocket notebooks again to stop officers buying their own paper pocket notebooks (as this could undermine cases in courts). The S Note feature does not require high levels of IT-skills and could encourage many officers to use it frequently especially as it does not require the input of the three sets of passwords that are needed to access the Kelvin devices’ pocket notebook application. In addition, officers can sketch on the S Note in the same way they do using their paper pocket notebook.

5.7 Technology Appropriation Training Sessions’ Design

5.7.1 Criteria of Training Sessions’ Participants and Trainers

The researcher requested that the number of officer trainees per session would be limited to a maximum of six police officers. Officers should be of similar age and rank. A discussion with the Superintendent about whether to have a mixed gender training sessions or separate sessions for male and female officers was concluded by the Superintendent’s preference for having a session that mimics the training sessions already run by the Constabulary. The researcher clarified that during the pilot study’s focus groups’ sessions, female officers frequently raised the issue of being less IT confident (unable to use the devices’ features on a regular basis because of their diminished IT skills) than their younger male colleagues and that running special training sessions for female officers can boost their technology self-efficacy. The
Superintendent disagreed with the researcher and noted that this might be down to the researcher’s background as she was not brought up in the UK and hence, she is more sensitive and aware of this issue. Therefore, the decision was to have mixed gender training sessions.

The Constabulary recruited the participating officers and appointed three super-users responsible for delivering the training in the three Areas (North, West and South). It was agreed with the Constabulary that the researcher will attend the training sessions but only as an observer. The trainers chosen for delivering the Kelvin devices training contributed to the initial Kelvin devices’ training when the devices were first rolled out in the police force. Besides, the Constabulary regularly rely on them in delivering technology training on various IT applications to police officers. Hence, the training sessions are conducted in a way similar to how the Constabulary usually runs its own technology training sessions.

5.7.2 Arrangements Undertaken Before the Training Session

Before the training session, a meeting with the trainer is conducted in which he/she is consented to participate in the research study. The training session’s plan is discussed in detail highlighting the primary goals to be achieved at the end of each part of the training session. Trainers are asked to encourage officers to work in teams and to support each other especially at the end of the second part of the session (as will be clarified in the next section). The researcher emphasised the importance of addressing police officers (participating in the study) by their first names and setting a friendly mood to the session.

Furthermore, information about the trainer’s use of the various features of the Kelvin devices over the past four years (since the adoption of the Kelvin devices at the Constabulary) is collected. Moreover, the features chosen to be presented in the session are discussed.
5.7.3 The Training Session

The session opens by a brief acknowledgment of the limitations of the current generation of Kelvin devices. The trainer emphasises that this training session aims to introduce officers to useful features which can eliminate some barriers to using the various Kelvin devices’ features in daily tasks. They assure participating officers that the skills and features presented in the session are transferable to the next generation (Samsung Galaxy Note 9) of Kelvin devices that are expected to be rolled out by the Constabulary (hopefully) in six months to replace the current devices (Samsung Galaxy Note 4s). Finally, the trainer shares the plan for the session with the trainees emphasising the invaluable officers’ input, experiences and knowledge in improving the technology training at the Constabulary.

The training session is divided into three parts as shown in figure 5.1:

1. **Feature Demonstration:** the trainer presents how to use the Kelvin devices’ feature (one feature at a time) by performing a practical presentation demonstrating how to use this feature using his/her Kelvin device. The trainer also highlights the benefits of using this feature in performing officers’ daily jobs. The feature demonstration is conducted in a lecture mode or instruction-based style similar to the Kelvin devices’ initial training.

2. **Officers’ Practice Time (familiarity and making sense of the feature):** Officers are asked to access the feature using their Kelvin devices to explore how it works. The trainer (or IT staff member) ensures that all trainees can use the feature without difficulty and deals with any technical problems related to differences in officers’ IT skills. For instance, the trainer can offer help and support to officers who are struggling to toggle the keyboard button to the microphone button in different applications like
SMS, updating logs and statements. Any IT knowledge gaps should be rectified at this stage. Officers are encouraged to help each other and work in groups after ensuring they are confident in using the feature on their own.

3. **Linking feature to context/task:** Officers are encouraged to use the ‘Frame of Patterns’ technique developed by Zigurs and Khazanchi (2008) to pair what they have just learnt to real life situations and to different work contexts. A pattern consists of three parts: a specific context, a problem and a solution. Officers use their experience and knowledge extensively to promote better and efficient usage of the features. They should be arranged in a circle to facilitate a deeper level of understanding and develop personal skills such as active listening, team collaboration and constructive feedback or criticism. They are also given real-life scenarios with real data to practice the new features using their Kelvin devices. These real-life scenarios involve using all the features presented in the session. This should facilitate applying all the skills learnt in the training session to familiar daily tasks, thus, consolidating the learning process.

![Figure 5.1 Training Session Layout](image)

The training sessions focus mainly on two key Kelvin devices’ features: Speech To Text and ‘Copying Person and Vehicle Information’ to other forms as they require more time to present and to discuss than the third feature (S Note). If time does not permit, the third feature can be
presented by circulating guidance information to all participant officers describing how to use the S Note feature.

**5.7.4 At the End of the Training Session**

The researcher acknowledges the trainees’ and the trainer’s invaluable knowledge, contributions and experiences. Participants are asked to use the dictation (Speech to Text) feature to feedback to the researcher. This is achieved by using the dictation feature to send SMS and/or emails to the researcher describing their positive and/or negative experiences because of using the features in performing their daily jobs. The key reason for the choice of SMS as a feedback method is to encourage officers to feedback promptly to the researcher about the effectiveness of using the features in actual work contexts without burdening them with more jobs.

Besides, they are encouraged to share what they have learnt in the session with their colleagues who did not attend the training sessions. They are informed that in three weeks they will receive an online survey to collect their invaluable detailed feedback and experiences regarding the training session’s design and the actual utilisation of the Kelvins’ features to finalise the study results.
5.8 Training Sessions’ Observation Data

5.8.1 North Training Session

5.8.1.1 Trainer

The trainer was sent an email by the Superintendent briefing him about the Kelvin devices’ features that will be presented in the training session. This was followed by another meeting that was attended by the researcher to further clarify the job to the trainer. In this meeting, the researcher (who was sitting facing the trainer and the Superintendent) noticed that the trainer who was also a super user (of the Kelvin devices) and a serving police officer was not happy to do the job, but he did not refuse it. The Superintendent did not notice the trainer’s face reactions (as they were sitting next to the officer).

The researcher asked the trainer in the interview (conducted before the training session on the training day) about the reason for not being enthusiastic about delivering the training to his colleagues. He stated that officers prefer using their paper pocket notebook and they did not find the Kelvin devices’ features as good as they were promised when the Constabulary made the decision to roll out these devices. He clearly did not want to associate himself with a device that is disliked by many officers. The trainer’s view is clarified in the following quote:

“A lot of false promises were made when they [Kelvin devices] were brought out. We couldn’t add intelligence using the device which caused massive delays and disappointment. People don’t use it, they are put off using it and they use the bare minimum.”

(Trainer Officer, North)
The trainer was familiar with all the features to be presented in the session. He stated clearly that he disagreed that the dictation feature was useful, and he personally preferred typing using the Kelvin devices’ keyboard.

5.8.1.2 Researcher Role

The training session was held in the police station’s briefing room. The researcher sat facing both the trainees and the trainer, at one end of the briefing room (next to the IT staff member). The researcher was observing only for most of the training session. The only contribution was at the end of the session when she had to highlight that the Speech To Text feature can be used in any context that the keyboard can be used at.

5.8.1.3 Participants

Five front-line police officers attended the session. Two female officers and three male officers. All officers’ ages ranged between 25 – 35 years old. One officer did not bring their Kelvin device to the session claiming it needs charging! An IT staff member attended the session to assist with the technical problems that may occur during the training and to provide support to the less IT-able officers.

5.8.1.4 Training Session’s Mood and Physical Setting

The training was held in a spacious briefing room with a smart board. The chairs were arranged in rows. All participants hardly greeted each other when they entered the briefing room. The two female officers sat at one end of the room (close but not next to each other). An officer with many years of experience sat next to a young officer who had less than one-month experience as a police officer in the middle of the room. The fifth officer, who was both young and IT confident, sat at the other end of the room and worked on his own. The trainer sat on a chair in the middle of the room and all participants seemed to know him well. The trainer was
talking in a friendly/formal manner to all officers before the start of the session. The general mood of the session was formal or neutral, where officers only talk if they are asked questions.

5.8.1.5 Training Session’s Observations

The trainer started the session by acknowledging the limitations of the Kelvin devices. He told trainees that he was appointed to do this job by Superintendent [name] and that he was asked to use the PowerPoint presentation (prepared by the Superintendent) in the session. He started to read the first slide which presented the new features and improvements in the new devices (that will be delivered to officers in the very near future) to replace the current Kelvin devices. Trainees did not express any reaction to the PowerPoint’s slide content. He moved on to present the first feature; Speech To Text. After showing officers how to access the microphone button, he told them that he was not a fan of dictating and he preferred typing using the Kelvin devices’ keyboard. This was followed by a comment from the young IT confident officer stating that they did not see this feature working when taking witness statements as victims usually use some inappropriate language when giving a statement to police officers. One officer agreed with the young IT confident officer but added that in a nice, quiet environment this feature would work well. Another officer took part in the discussion and noted that in a straightforward statement, this feature can save much time.

The trainer asked all officers to practise using the Speech To Text feature in dictating a statement themselves using their devices. All officers were busy using the new feature except for the officer with many years of experience who paired with the young officer (because this officer did not bring their Kelvin device to the session). These two officers were unable to get the feature to work as they did not have a signal in the Kelvin device they shared. The senior officer started to make negative comments about the signal and the Kelvin devices generally.
The IT staff attending the session was unable to sort out the signal problem especially that other officers attending the training session did not report the same problem. This senior officer added “to be honest, it probably is easier for the likes of yourself [addressing the young officer sitting next to him] to text with both hands quickly. It is a generation thing. I was working with [officer name] one day and [they were] typing with both hands without looking [everyone laughs].” The young officer sitting next to this senior officer suggested [the old officer] should use the Speech To Text feature to overcome this problem but the senior officer replied that they prefer typing with one finger! (indicating that they will not use the dictation feature).

At this point, the trainer looked unconfident and asked the IT staff member whether this feature was active or disabled!! To which the IT staff member replied that it works well and all issues with this feature were resolved. The trainer quickly stated that he did not use the feature himself because he was not sure about its accuracy in picking different accents. No further discussions about possible different contexts where this feature can be utilised took place and the trainer moved on to presenting the second feature.

The second feature was adding ‘Person and Vehicle Information’ as objects in the Pronto application. The trainer noted that this feature was the one he uses frequently while on duty. He showed officers how to input people’s personal information using this feature and asked officers to copy him using their Kelvin devices. The young IT confident police officer confirmed the trainer’s positive views about this feature and stated that they use it frequently. This officer added that they explored this feature on their own and found it useful.

The female officers asked the trainer for help as they struggled at first to access the feature. The trainer was enthusiastic to share with them his own positive experiences and was giving them examples of the different contexts that he had used this feature efficiently in. The two
female officers paired together and exchanged comments about the feature and how clever it was. Meanwhile, the senior officer (as they did not have their phone) was asking the IT staff member about the reason that their Kelvin device times out quickly (a problem not related to the training session plan). The IT staff member clarified that this problem can be rectified by adjusting the Kelvin device’s settings. The senior officer quickly answered that they tried changing the settings but there was no difference. Then added that they were unsure if the device allowed them to change the settings! The IT staff member showed the officer how to adjust the settings using the IT staff’s Kelvin device and asked the officer to send him the device if they were still unable to fix the time out problem on their own.

This was followed by a discussion using the ‘frame of patterns’ method to list the different contexts and tasks that can be performed using this feature. Finally, they were asked to practise inputting data (using the features and skills just learnt) using real-life scenarios (prepared by the Superintendent) to consolidate their learning of the features presented in the session. It was clear that officers spent few minutes thinking about how to input the data using the skills they just acquired.

The third feature was presented briefly, and a guidance information sent to officers by email (as they were called by their Sergeant to start their shift).

**5.8.1.6 After the Training Session**

The trainer shared with the researcher his viewpoints about the training delivered to officers. He praised the idea of offering officers some refresher training sessions on the various Kelvin devices’ features. He claimed that this session was the first Kelvin training officers receive after the initial training conducted when the devices were rolled out four years back. He added that, within the four years of having the Kelvin device, he changed roles several times. Within
each role, he used a subset of the features and a refresher training would certainly help officers
(like him) refresh their memories of many useful features that they can make use of.

“People get set in the ways they use the Kelvin and a refresher could help
in showing them how to use things especially things like that where people
are shown difficult things. “

(Trainer officer, North)

“You don’t get the time to really sit and think about what you are doing.
I think you need to get well with doing the jobs. Sometimes a little
refresher like that is really good.”

(Trainer officer, North)

The researcher asked the trainer about the role of Sergeants in promoting the use of the Kelvin
devices at the Constabulary. He claimed that Sergeants used to do quality checks on the Kelvin
devices’ pocket notebook application utilisation when the devices were first rolled out. They
stopped doing these checks to cope with the growing workloads. He added that it is the
responsibility of each police officer to use the Kelvin device in completing jobs.

A week after conducting the North training session, the researcher received feedback via SMS
from some of the participating officers:

“I have just used the voice recording to complete a text entry on my Kelvin.
It worked ok but picked up 4-5 things wrong that I had to amend.”

(Police Constable 1, North)
It is worth mentioning that in this session, officers were not given examples of different contexts that they can use the dictation option in. Hence, this officer explored the feature and decided to use it in recording information in the pocket notebook application. It was briefly suggested in the session that the dictation can mainly be used to take witness statements.

Another feedback from the young IT confident officer:

“I have not used the voice feature on this device. I find it easier to just type my statements on to the device especially as the phone tends to learn the style of writing. But I used the vehicle information feature in issuing traffic tickets. It saved much time and was certainly efficient.”

(Police Constable 2, North)

A feedback from the trainer officer:

“I regularly use the objects [person/vehicle information] within pronto which allows me to copy the information into the forms section so I'm happy with the way that works. As for the voice to text function. I have been tutoring a new student for the last few weeks so haven't been in a position to fully use it aside from when back in the van or office. I'm happy that it would be useful to use out on response.”

(Trainer Officer, North)
5.8.2 West Training Session

5.8.2.1 Trainer

The researcher was informed of the date and location of the West training session one week in advance. No details about the trainer were provided. On the day of the session, the researcher arrived at West police station an hour before the start of the session to hold an interview with the trainer (who is also a super-user of the Kelvin devices) and to discuss the plan for the training. The trainer informed the researcher that he received an email from the Superintendent a day before the session and the researcher was shown this email. The email listed the Kelvin devices’ features to be discussed in the session, asked the trainer to read the PowerPoint presentation (prepared by the Superintendent) and informed him that a PhD student from University of Cumbria will attend the session. The trainer did not use any of the Kelvin devices’ features that he was about to present and was not aware that these features existed on his device. Because of the short notice, he was not able to find a colleague who has used these features to assist him in this job. Hence, the researcher presented the features to the trainer and offered to assist him in presenting the features to police officers. The trainer was an exceptionally friendly officer, radiating positive vibes and confident of our (himself and the researcher) ability to do the job. As it was the first time the researcher meets with the trainer who is also a serving police officer, the researcher was suspicious of the trainer’s confidence and was worried about the quality of the training that will be delivered to West police officers.

5.8.2.2 Researcher Role

The researcher assisted the trainer in presenting the Kelvin devices’ features to police officers. She used the knowledge collected from the North training session in demonstrating and presenting the Kelvin devices’ features. Hence, the contribution of the researcher was limited to the first part of the session only; demonstrating the features. She also dealt with the IT
technical problems in the session. After that, the researcher moved to a chair distant from the trainees to collect observations of the group’s interactions (during the third part of the session).

5.8.2.3 Participants

Three front-line police constables (PC), one Sergeant and one Detective Sergeant attended the session (three female officers and two male officers). The ages of the five police officers ranged between 25 and 35 years old. The IT staff member was unable to attend this session due to other work commitments.

5.8.2.4 Training Session’s Mood and Physical Setting

The training session was conducted in a medium-sized room (not a briefing room). The room had two desks at one end and a round table at the other end. The presence of a round table in the room facilitated team discussions as all officers sat facing each other. All officers greeted each other in a friendly way and chatted with the trainer. The trainer offered to get hot drinks to his colleagues. The three female officers sat next to each other and frequently paired together (they worked as a group in exploring the features) but they were also actively discussing the Kelvin devices’ features with the rest of the group. The other two male officers (the police Sergeant and the Detective Sergeant) and the trainer officer worked on their own. They only paired if they wanted to show other officers the results of exploring a feature. They participated in the group chats but not as much as the female officers; they preferred to listen to the discussions. A friendly positive mood dominated the session all through. Officers were enthusiastic about learning the new Kelvin devices’ features and seemed to enjoy the learning process.
5.8.2.5 Training Session’s Observations

The trainer explained (in a very positive and friendly way) to his colleagues that he was assigned the job of training them on new features that he has not used before but assured them that the researcher is knowledgeable enough to train the attending officers. The researcher introduced the first Kelvin feature to trainees; Speech To Text. She encouraged them to practise accessing the feature using their devices. She also offered technical assistance to all attending officers to help them access the feature on their phones. The Detective Sergeant did not have the Speech to Text feature activated on their device and they were happy to pair with a younger police Sergeant who was sitting next to them on the round table. Officers’ positive reaction to the accuracy of the dictation feature was remarkable. They all agreed that they will feed this feature back to their colleagues and bosses. They were surprised they had this feature on their devices for a long time, but they were not aware of its existence. The trainer officer expressed this view in the following quote:

“You [addressing the researcher] blew our minds!! The whole West area doesn’t know about this feature. It is very user-friendly, we’ll feed it back”

(Trainer officer, West)

Another officer added:

“I am amazed that we’ve had that and we didn’t know about it. It would have saved massive time.”

(Police Constable, West)
Officers were showing each other the quality of the text they dictated on their devices. The most experienced officer extended the use of the feature (during the session) to update logs and shared what they did with their colleagues. This officer seemed to have good IT skills in addition to vast experience in policing. They were also able to offer support to other female colleagues. Their input was highly acknowledged by all participating officers. This was followed by a constructive discussion about the contexts in which they can utilise this feature in. They used the ‘frame of patterns’ technique in this discussion. All officers believed that using the Speech To Text feature can enhance the witness statements’ level of detail and quality which were affected by the Kelvin devices’ small keyboard and officers’ typing skills. One officer praised the feature as shown in the following quote:

“So that will make a BIG difference to us especially taking statements from victims. It will save a lot of time.”

(Police Constable, West)

As the Detective Sergeant did not have the Speech To Text feature activated on their Kelvin device, their colleagues happily shared their devices with this DS to explore the feature. The Detective Sergeant noted finding this feature particularly useful as they do not prefer typing on the Kelvin devices’ small keyboard.

The researcher presented the second feature; ‘Copying Person and Vehicle Information’ to officers. Officers actively and enthusiastically practised using the feature using their devices. This was followed by another discussion (using the ‘frame of pattern’ technique) identifying different contexts and tasks that officers can make the best use of this feature to save time and be more efficient. All officers participated in this discussion, sharing examples of jobs they performed and using their policing experiences extensively.
The experienced officer perceived this feature as less useful especially that their current role did not involve dealing with regular persons who they would use their personal information frequently to fill in other forms. These comments were quickly echoed in the session. An officer expressed their view by saying:

“*That is not massively fantastic to use! Statements drop off eventually, so we won’t be able to use them to copy over*”

(Police Constable, West)

The Detective Sergeant commented that their role, sometimes, involved revisiting victims and taking multiple statements and this feature can save them the time spent in asking victims about personal information required for the first part of the witness statement form.

The third feature (S Note) was presented briefly, and a guidance information sent to officers on the next day by email. At the end of the session, all officers practised using the features using real-life scenarios prepared by the Superintendent. They spend a few minutes in reading and inputting the scenario’s data to their devices. All officers praised being able to practise using Kelvin features in the training session. This view was noted by one of the officers as shown in the following quote:

“*It’s always better to see in use! Fantastic training session!*”

(Police Constable, West).

**5.8.2.6 After the Training Session**

The participating officers’ feedback about the session was positive and it was clear they were all happy to have attended this session. The researcher had many queries about the key factors that contributed to the successful delivery of the features. For instance, are the officers who
attended the session exceptionally friendly and possess positive attitudes about the Kelvin devices? Do senior officers at West promote a culture of learning which can explain officers’ enthusiasm to learn the new features? Besides, officers mentioned in the training session that they receive a weekly police training and agreed that these features should be presented to their colleagues in these sessions. It was unclear whether these training opportunities are also conducted in North and South or not.

Therefore, the researcher sent an email with all her queries to the trainer at West. He confirmed that a weekly training is conducted in all Areas (not only at West). The training goes on throughout the year and covers a multitude of topics. They are conducted on a five-week rota. Hence, every five weeks, officers had new topics covered. It is usually a two-hours training and it sometimes covers more than one topic.

He added that the officers who attended the training session were the available officers at the time of the training session (fulfilling the age criteria) and were not chosen to fit any predefined criteria (i.e. IT skills).

“As a general rule officers are happy to learn when the thing they are learning is of a benefit to their role. I think this then changes when we are asked to learn something which in the officer’s eyes is not relevant to their role, does not help their role or worse of all is a hindrance to the role they carry out”

(Trainer officer, West)

“I have already started spreading the good word about the dictation option on Kelvin’s and have demonstrated to anyone and everyone I have
come across. I suspect it will take several months to get bedded in but am hopeful people will eventually use this as the norm as oppose to the exception”

(Trainer officer, West)

The researcher received an email dictated by the Detective Sergeant at West to inform her that they contacted IT support at the Constabulary and got the dictation feature enabled on their Kelvin device. The Detective Sergeant added:

“It was really lovely to learn something of significant value. the first thing I did when I returned to my office was to cascade the learning down to all the members of my team and to show them how to use it, this was on the understanding that they would show others. I had to visit our IT people to have the microphone enabled on my own device and once it was I performed quite a lot of audio input messages”

(Detective Sergeant, West)

Another SMS feedback was dictated by two officers:

“Just wanted to give you an update regarding the dictation function on our Kelvin devices. I have found this very useful and very easy to use. You can easily add punctuation to texts and it makes taking a statement a lot quicker.

The only downfall I have found is that I think you need to be connected to the Internet for it to work (unless it’s just my Kelvin playing up!). I have
passed this information on to other officers and none of them were aware of the dictation function and they have stated they believe it will significantly improve their statement.”

(Police Constable 1, West)

“Considering we have had the devices for what 4 years?? Your short input I learned quite a bit and it is all very helpful. The speech to text is really good.”

(Police Constable 2, West)

After one week of the training session, the Detective Sergeant circulated the following email to all the participating officers and to the researcher:

“I’ve been using the punctuation in the input..
I use “full stop” to show a period, I can’t get with the American language.
I prefer colour over color, unless of course I’m using some HTML programming. I used “New line” to put a break in, and in fact I’ve used, “new line, new line” to put a paragraph in.
I’ll keep using it as it truly is excellent. My personal mobile is a Samsung S9, and I use it on that now as well.”

(Detective Sergeant, West)

Three weeks after the training session, the West trainer informed the researcher that he delivered a short training on the use of the dictation feature to all West officers.
5.8.3 South Training Session

5.8.3.1 Trainer

The researcher met the trainer an hour before the session. He was a super-user and a serving police officer. The trainer delivered the First Aid application training (a Kelvin device application) to police officers at South. He was sent an email two days before the training session by his Sergeant asking him to do some Kelvin training. He was not briefed about the features to be presented in the session and was not given the PowerPoint presentation that he should use. The IT staff member who attended North session was present to provide technical assistance to the trainer and trainees if required.

The researcher informed the trainer about the first feature to be presented; the Speech to Text feature and immediately the trainer reacted negatively to using this feature claiming that it was not practical and will not work! The researcher explained that other officers can find this feature useful and shared with him her experience at West training session. The IT staff member confirmed the researcher’s viewpoint about the dictation feature and showed the trainer how the second feature works. The trainer clearly did not know that both features existed on his Kelvin device.

The researcher explained the structure of the training session and asked the trainer to encourage officers to support each other and work together in teams. As the trainer did not have a copy of the PowerPoint presentation, the researcher forwarded him a copy to be presented in the session. There were some technical problems in getting the computer connected to the smart board to work. These problems delayed the start of the session nearly fifteen minutes.

The trainer stood far from the participating officers during the session (isolating himself from the audience) and did not join in their discussions.
5.8.3.2 Researcher Role

The session was held in a briefing room like the North session’s briefing room. The researcher sat at one corner of the room, facing both trainees and trainer. She was observing officers’ interactions during the first part of the training session. The researcher noticed that there were many side talks that distracted officers from keeping good attention to the features presented and certainly from practising using them. Consequently, she had to switch to active observation and try to direct officers’ attention back to the training session. She kept offering help and support to officers who were having side talks and tried to ensure that all officers practised using the different features. Besides, at the end of the session, she had to highlight the different contexts that officers can utilise and benefit from using the Speech to Text feature.

5.8.3.3 Participants

Twelve police officers attended the training session (initially sixteen officers came to attend the training but after nearly half of the session, four officers were called by the control room to do urgent jobs). It was not possible to ask some officers to leave the training session (many of them were enthusiastic about learning the new features). Five female officers and seven male officers attended the training session. All officers are front-line serving police constables. The ages of the female officers ranged between 28 and 35. Seven male officers’ ages ranged between 24 and 35.

5.8.3.4 Training Session’s Mood and Physical Setting

In this session, female officers sat together on the left side of the room. They worked as a group and paired together frequently. The IT staff member moved to sit next to them as they needed more technical support and help than the rest of the officers. Before the start of the session and while fixing the white board’s technical problem, young male officers chatted together and
exchanged good humour. They started asking the trainer about the Kelvin devices’ features that he will present. His reaction clearly showed he was not happy to do this job.

“I’ve been given this on Monday, I didn’t have any input what so ever and it just has to do with Kelvin device [everyone laughs]”

(Trainer officer, South)

During the training session, older male officers (sitting close to the young male officers) paired with them only if they needed technical help with the device. Generally, there were many side talks during the training session. It was difficult to control the session and the trainer delegated most of the training to the IT staff member. The negative comments about the Kelvin devices (as will be highlighted in the next section) that preceded the start of the session reduced the enthusiasm of participating officers about the new features.

5.8.3.5 Training Session’s Observations

The trainer asked both the researcher and the IT staff member to introduce themselves. This was followed by the trainer asking the participating officers about their opinions of the Kelvin devices and encouraging them to tell him about their viewpoints. This was a clear deviation from the training session’s plan and contributed to setting a negative mood to the session (especially that the training involved presenting features of a device which officers expressed negative attitudes towards). Ultimately, officers spent nearly twelve minutes listing all the problems and the barriers to using their devices. Some officers commented on their preference of using their paper pocket notebooks and started to tell other officers about their negative experiences with their Kelvin devices. The IT staff member interrupted these discussions and presented the third feature; using the S Note (this feature mimics officers’ paper notebook). This quickly got the officers busy, trying to access and use the new feature and most of them
were happy experimenting with their devices. The IT staff member was facilitating the use of this feature and offering help to many officers. A constructive discussion using the ‘Frame of Patterns’ technique about the different contexts that this feature can be utilised in enabled officers to appreciate the benefits of using this feature.

When it was felt that participating officers were ready for the next feature to be presented, the trainer started to read the first slide of the PowerPoint presentation which informed officers about the new generation of Kelvin devices and the anticipated advanced features. Many officers asked the IT staff member about the new features incorporated in the new devices in an ironic way expressing their doubts that the new generation of Kelvin devices will be better or will be rolled out in the near future as the PowerPoint slide claimed.

Then, the trainer moved on to the Speech To Text feature and presented it to officers. Many officers were happy to explore the feature using their Kelvin devices. The researcher noticed that one young officer did not want to practise the dictation feature using their Kelvin device. The researcher tried to find out the reason for resisting to use the feature. The officer answered that they prefer typing using the device’s keyboard and is not going to use this feature.

Other officers were busy talking to their colleagues. The researcher felt the need to convert the attention of those officers (who were busy with their side talks) to the session again. She asked them to share their viewpoints about the dictation feature and offered to help those officers. The IT staff member was busy helping the group of five female officers as they were keen to use the feature in the session and kept asking him questions enquiring about how to use the dictation feature efficiently. There were other officers (especially the older officers) in the session that needed help. One young IT confident officer volunteered to help those officers. At this point, the session was very noisy and difficult to control.
The IT staff member interrupted the noise and presented the third feature (copying person and vehicle information to different forms) to participating officers. Officers practised using this feature on their devices. This was followed by a discussion of the different contexts that this feature can be best utilised in (using the ‘Frame of Patterns’ technique). Many officers were enthusiastically contributing to the discussion. The trainer joined the discussion and clearly stated he did not prefer to use this feature as he believed it is not practical. Then officers were asked to practise the features using real-life scenarios. At the end of the training session, the researcher acknowledged the attending officers’ knowledge and input during the session and asked them to feedback to her their positive and/or negative experiences with the different features presented in the session.

5.8.3.6 After the training session

The researcher was worried that some officers might have missed important information about the different features presented in the session, especially that the session was a bit noisy and there were many distracting side talks. She decided to send some guidance information highlighting how to add punctuation marks to the dictated text, the possible different contexts that the Speech To Text feature can be efficiently utilised and similar information about the second feature (copying person and vehicle information to different forms) to all participating officers.

Two days after the South training session, SMS feedback from some officers was received.

“I tried using the voice facility whilst taking a statement. It said it couldn't connect to Google. I have tried again to use it this morning to construct this message from within the police station and got the same message.”

(Police Constable 1, South)
“I am using the person/vehicle feature regularly now. It’s very useful.”

(Police Constable 2, South)

5.8.4 Online Survey

5.8.4.1 Methodology

An online survey was developed using the Bristol Online Survey tool to collect feedback about the training sessions. The Bristol Online Survey tool was used as it is fully compliant with the UK data protection laws and does not have a restriction on the number of participants. A total of 18 (out of 24 officers who attended the training sessions; 75%) officers (16 Police Constables, 1 Detective Sergeant and 1 Sergeant) participated in the survey. Total number of officers who participated in the survey who are based at North are 4, 8 at South and 6 at West. A copy of the online survey is presented in Appendix 2. Participants demographics data are shown in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.1 Participants’ Responses Demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>West</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>31</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.8.4.2 Survey Results

100% of the participating officers either agreed or strongly agreed that being able to practise the technology features in the training session helped them appreciate the ease of use of the features presented. All officers agreed or strongly agreed that being able to practise the feature in the training session helped them appreciate the usefulness of the feature. 88.9% agreed or strongly agreed that practising the feature in the session boosted their trust in the feature. 83.3% of officers claim that when they use a reliable feature they share their experience with their colleagues. 100% of officers believed that using real-life scenarios in the training session consolidated their learning of the features presented. 100% of officers agreed/strongly agreed that presenting useful and reliable technology features encourage officers to use them. 88.9% of the officers believed that the discussions about the different contexts that a feature can be used in extended their knowledge about the feature. 94.4% believed that discussions about the
different contexts that a feature can be utilised in helped them appreciate the usefulness of the feature. 90% found the features presented in the training sessions useful. 61.1% of officers found information circulated in emails and newsletters about technology features useful.

Officers’ features arrangement in the order of usefulness are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Person/Vehicle Information, S Note, Speech to Text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Person/Vehicle Information, Speech to Text, S Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Person/Vehicle Information, S Note, Speech to Text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Person/Vehicle Information, S Note, Speech to Text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Speech to Text, S Note, Person/Vehicle Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Speech to Text, S Note, Person/Vehicle Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Speech to Text, Person/Vehicle Information, S Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Speech to Text, Person/Vehicle Information, S Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Speech to Text, Person/Vehicle Information, S Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Speech to Text, S Note, Person/Vehicle Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Person/Vehicle Information, S Note, Speech to Text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Speech to Text, Person/Vehicle Information, S Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Person/Vehicle Information, S Note, Speech to Text</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
South Male Person/Vehicle Information, S Note, Speech to Text

South Male S Note, Person/Vehicle Information, Speech to Text

South Male S Note, Person/Vehicle Information, Speech to Text

South Male Person/Vehicle Information, Speech to Text, S Note

South Female Person/Vehicle Information, Speech to Text, S Note

**Participating officers’ suggestions on how to improve technology training in the Constabulary:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Scrap the idea of 'Super-users' and give everyone the same level of training, as 'Super-users' rarely have time to pass that information on or are not always around when its needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>I feel hands on training, with smaller training groups are more beneficial. Online learning packages are not much good for people who can't fully grasp IT. You can't seek clarification to better understand a difficulty/question you have and if you're not IT literate you can struggle with the online course itself. Smaller groups allow for clarification questions to be asked/answered without fear of individuals feeling pressured due to their lack of knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>More practical, less PowerPoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region</td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Suggestion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>More training needed for all officers to make them aware of the useful features as many officers are still unaware.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Make more stuff useful for us as operational officers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>The training needs to be relevant to the real world. I understand that [name] Constabulary who we are partnered with through [application name] don't routinely give IT training. However, unless you are interested in tech (like myself) you miss valuable shortcuts and inputs that can improve your productivity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Better training and information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>More regular training. Training close to the time new technology is going live so that it's not forgotten.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Rolled out to all staff to make them aware, potentially in Wednesday training sessions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>more training for officers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Demonstrations of features and small quick training sessions which are more personal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>The kelvins should be designed with a better power life, and more training on the useful features which would be used everyday would be beneficial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>More of it when relevant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Include more real-life scenarios in the training session which will help consolidate my learning of the features presented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>More kelvin work in training</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
More training with those responsible for issuing the technology so that any feedback or decisions made can be given directly

Officers’ comments about using the Speech To Text feature three weeks after the training session:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>Male (Young IT confident Officer)</td>
<td>I don’t and won’t use dictation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Updating kelvin in free text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>When making notes in the PNB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>Male (Trainer)</td>
<td>Have not used it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>Male (Detective Sergeant)</td>
<td>The speed in which i am able to have my spoken word created into texts, and the accuracy in which it does this.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Writing statements and pocket note book entries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Being able to speak without having head down typing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Useful when completing long documents but will depend on how it integrates with different dialects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>Male (Trainer)</td>
<td>Statements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Easy access to information checking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>I have previously enquired about this feature in the past with a view of assisting in recording any lengthy written documentation i.e. statements. I find it difficult and a great hindrance recording such documents on a mobile phone device. So much so that following taking part in the portable keyboard exercise some time ago, I have purchased my own use keyboard for use with my kelvin. Since the training I used the speech dictation feature to document a first account in my kelvin from an assault victim and it greatly sped the process up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>It still has not successfully worked on my device.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Not at all does not understand my accent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Not very good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Never really use it but possibly first accounts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>Male (Trainer)</td>
<td>Allowed for an entry to be made quickly on features. This saved typing out and I was able to concentrate on other things visually at the same time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>I don’t</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Officers’ comments on the training sessions:**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>Male (IT confident Officer)</td>
<td>Unfortunately, I knew everything the training offered so it didn't give me any additional information. I did however like giving feedback on things we could change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Helpful session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>Male (Trainer)</td>
<td>Good exchange of views on how others use the technology. Good to share positives and negatives on the system.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Useful and informative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Thoroughly enjoyable and I have continued to use the skills I was given on the training session. Not just at work but at home also. Loved the input thank you very much.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Very useful and the trainer was very knowledgeable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Found out a very useful aspect of kelvin device in the dictation feature.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
I was a little confused about what we were getting out of it or what the training was meant to focus on.

Small regular inputs like this are more helpful.

Difficult to carry out as different people deal with technology differently and may be at different stages when dealing with it.

### 5.9 Summary

In this chapter, officers’ training needs are identified and the set of Kelvin devices’ features to be presented in the training sessions are delineated along with explanations for these choices. The design and layout of the sessions are discussed in detail. Furthermore, the researcher’s observations of the learning process are presented. All observations undertaken in the three Areas (North, West and South) were classified into: trainer, researcher role, participants, training session’s mood and physical settings and training sessions’ observations.

Besides, the feedback collected via emails or SMS straight after the training sessions are presented. In addition, the feedback collected via an online survey three week after conducting the three sessions is analysed to facilitate understanding the key determinants of a successful training session that boost officers’ learning and reduce technology resistance to the Kelvin devices at the Constabulary.
Chapter Six - Discussion

6.1 Introduction

Technology training has received scant attention in research studies despite being one important precursor to individual-level technology infusion in organisations (Jasperson et al., 2005; Ali et al., 2016; Haddara and Moen, 2017; Bhattacherjee et al., 2018). Therefore, the analysis of the data collected in chapter five is presented in this chapter. This analysis aims to extend our current state of knowledge about how to conduct effective technology training sessions that not only mitigate learners’ resistance to technology features but also enable organisations to realise the anticipated benefits of the adopted technology.

Additionally, this study reports on gender differences that can impact on the learning process during technology training sessions. Gender differences in IT perceptions are more noticeable among older workers as claimed by Morris et al. (2005). Levy (1988) argues that studies of gender differences can be misleading without reference to age. Age has been shown to adversely impact employees’ perceived behavioural control (PBC) over technology use through an increase in computer anxiety (Chua et al., 1999; Mikkelsen et al., 2002; Elie-Dit-Cosaque et al., 2011). PBC has a significant influence on intentions of IT utilisation (Venkatesh, 2000; Ajzen, 2002; Venkatesh et al., 2003; Morris et al., 2005; Elie-Dit-Cosaque et al., 2011). Research studies have noted that subjective norms and PBC strongly influence older workers both at the adoption stage and at the post-adoption stage, although the effect of subjective norms diminishes over time (Morris and Venkatesh, 2000). Hence, in this study, officers’ age is a control variable, thus, all officers’ ages ranged between 25-35 years.

This study posits and evaluates a Fit Appropriation Model for Training (FAMT) to create a learning environment that bridges the gaps in officers’ technical knowledge and skills, enables
them to use their work experiences to link the technology features to tasks and to relevant contexts, in addition to, consolidating the learning process through using real-life scenarios for practice. A comprehensive discussion and analysis of the conceptual design of FAMT is presented in this chapter. In addition, the key factors that influence the learning process during technology training are highlighted.

### 6.2 The Impact of Top Management Support on Officers’ Post-adoption Technology Utilisation and Job Satisfaction

Institutional factors in the form of top management support have positive impact on employees’ beliefs about the usefulness and ease of use of technology in organisations (Lee et al., 1995; McNish, 2002; Lewis et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2015). This is manifested through top management commitment and support to overcome obstacles in learning through training and IT support (Lewis et al., 2003; Jasperson et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2015). Based on the results of the pilot study, 64% of officers believed that the Constabulary tends to adopt technologies that are often not useful and 61% were not satisfied with how new technologies are implemented at the Constabulary. Moreover, only 23% of officers believed that in the Constabulary, officers who use technology in creative or innovative ways are more likely to be rewarded than those who do not. 58% disagreed that after implementing a new technology, the Constabulary provides sufficient help and support to employees who are experiencing problems with it. 84% disagreed that before implementing a new technology, senior managers work hard to get input from officers. Hence, the lack of management commitment to provide much needed technical support to officers (Hirschheim and Newman, 1988; Kashefi, 2014), the inability to incorporate officers in the implementation and decision process (Elie-Dit-Cosaque et al., 2011;
Haddara and Moen, 2017; Bhattacherjee et al., 2018), the diminished use of rewards and incentives (Bhattacherjee, 1998; Lapointe and Beaudry, 2014) have contributed to officers’ inability to appreciate and perceive both the ease of use and usefulness of the Kelvin devices’ full range of features.

Besides, 71% believed that the Kelvin devices did not enhance their job satisfaction. This disappointment has led officers to use a small sub-set of the Kelvin devices’ core features; the ones they perceive as reliable, useful and an efficiency booster (i.e. taking photographs, e-signature, checking logs, google maps). Core features are the ones that if removed or altered, an overall change to the nature of the technology occurs (Griffith, 1999). Thus, the Kelvin devices’ functionalities did not meet officers’ expectations which adversely affected officers’ satisfaction with the Kelvin devices (Staples et al., 2002) and ultimately impacted on their job satisfaction (Lee et al., 1995). Moreover, at the time of the field study, the Constabulary had resumed using pocket paper notebooks again to stop officers buying their own notebooks as this could undermine cases in courts. All these factors can explain why officers at both North and West did not perceive the features of the new generation of Kelvin devices (presented to them in the first slide of the Superintendent’s PowerPoint presentation) as an opportunity that can enhance their performance and ultimately, did not react positively to the information presented to them. Additionally, officers at South, expressed their doubts that the new generation will be rolled out in an ironic way. These negative beliefs and attitudes were formed over four years of hands on experience with the Kelvin devices. Strong empirical evidence supports the direct impact of past behaviour on future intentions and behaviours (Eagly and Chaiken, 1993; Ouellette and Wood, 1998). Hence, officers’ negative beliefs and attitudes towards the current generation of the Kelvin devices can potentially guarantee future resistance to the new devices. Therefore, management interventions are crucial to disrupt the formation
of deep, non-reflective mental scripts as they can help officers use many features in an innovative way, learn new features or discover new uses of existing features (Jasperson et al., 2005).

The benefits of using effective training techniques as a useful management intervention tool can promote the formation of positive beliefs and attitudes among users which can ultimately influence both the perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness of the technology adopted (the two main predictors of technology adoption) (Agarwal and Prasad, 1999; Amoako-Gyampah and Salam, 2004). These training interventions can enable users to gain hands-on experience of the system (Bhattacherjee, 2001; Jasperson et al., 2005; Saeed and Abdinnour, 2013; Haddara and Moen, 2017); hence, allowing them to explore both the technical and the functional perspectives of the technology (Amoako-Gyampah and Salam, 2004). It is worth noting that the initial Kelvin devices’ training delivered to officers at the time of the roll out of the devices did not encompass any hands-on experience and the various Kelvin devices’ features were presented in a lecture style.

Furthermore, for interventions, in general, to influence individuals’ cognitive processing and trigger the sensemaking process, three types of stimuli are highlighted by Louis and Sutton (1991). Firstly, the situation must be unfamiliar or novel. Secondly, the individual must sense a discrepancy between reality and expectation. Thirdly, there has to be a deliberate initiative to induce individuals to regard their behaviour. Thus, the technology sensemaking process can be influenced by managing both the technology features and the user background (i.e. user experience and training) (Griffith, 1999). Therefore, FAMT incorporates Behaviour Modelling Training techniques in presenting new Kelvin devices’ features (features not presented to officers in their initial Kelvin devices training) to accommodate for the first two types of stimuli
highlighted by Louis and Sutton (1991). As for the third type of stimuli in Louis and Sutton’s (1991) model, officers used their prior policing experiences and technology knowledge to link the features to different contexts and consolidated their learning by applying the new features and skills acquired to real-life scenarios. To influence officers’ cognitive processing and to trigger better technology sensemaking, the design of a technology training model (FAMT) is presented in the next section.

6.3 Fit Appropriation Model for Training (FAMT) Design

6.3.1 Using the Fit and Appropriation Model Concepts in FAMT’s Design

The Fit Appropriation Model (FAM) developed by Dennis et al. (2001) enhanced users’ performance and led to more satisfied participants. The authors used the Task Technology Fit Theory (Goodhue, 1995; Goodhue and Thompson, 1995; Zigurs et al., 1999) and the appropriation concepts based on the Adaptive Structuration Theory (DeSanctis and Poole, 1994; Wheeler and Valacich, 1996) to enhance the utilisation of newly adopted Group Support Systems (GSS) in organisations and boost users’ performance. Dennis et al. (2001) argue that by achieving two fits (IT-Task and IT-user) through using the Task Technology Fit (IT-Task) and appropriation support (IT-user), organisations can enhance GSS outcomes effectiveness (i.e. decision quality) and improve work processes. Despite the importance of achieving a good fit between the task and the technology features, it is the use of these features that affect performance, not the fit itself (Todd and Benbasat, 2000; Dennis et al., 2001). Hence, the importance of providing appropriation support to facilitate the faithful appropriation of technology features and promote incorporating these appropriations to users’ habitual routines and norms (Dennis et al., 2001).
Fuller and Dennis (2009) extended FAM by introducing time to the model and argued that over time, teams with poor-fit between tasks and technology appropriate their use of technology in different ways to improve their performance. The pilot study results contrast with Fuller and Dennis’s claim (2009) as officers at the Constabulary, over time, reverted to their old methods of performing tasks rather than appropriate their use of the Kelvin devices’ features. In Fuller and Dennis’s study (2009), users performed social appropriations to overcome the poor-fit between the task and the technology. Prior technical skills did not impact on the appropriation process as GSS are generally easy to use and are designed to facilitate social interactions between group members to improve the quality of decisions in organisations. However, at the Constabulary, good IT skills are essential for performing tasks efficiently using the Kelvin devices’ features. Unfortunately, at the Constabulary, IT support is limited to day shifts only. Besides, it is unpractical to call IT support when officers encounter technical problems during day shifts while dealing with serious incidents or members of the public. Hence, officers were unable to bridge the technical skills gap through the appropriation process. Therefore, the appropriation support provided to users must be in congruence with their needs, skills and context of technology use. Only then, users can faithfully appropriate the technology and overcome its’ limitations. This is consistent with Fuller and Dennis’s (2009:5) claim that prior knowledge and experiences of team members can constrain the appropriation process as individuals attempt to appropriate “structures that are salient to them based on their level of knowledge and familiarity with the structures from prior use” (Fuller and Dennis, 2009:5).

Therefore, to engender positive attitudes and faithful appropriations of the Kelvin devices and to mitigate officers’ resistance to using the full range of features, a conceptual model for technology features training (FAMT) was designed by modifying the Fit Appropriation Model posited by Dennis et al. (2001) as shown in figure 6.1.
6.3.2 Fit Appropriation Model for Training (FAMT) Design

The fit and appropriation process depends on how users/learners appropriate technology’s features and the social structures that affect the use of the technology (Orlikowski, 1992, 2000; DeSanctis and Poole, 1994; Tyre and Orlikowski, 1994; Wheeler and Valacich, 1996; Majchrzak et al., 2000; Barki et al., 2007). A good fit without the needed appropriation support is less likely to improve performance (Dennis et al., 2001). To ensure a good fit between the feature of the mobile technology and the task, the feature must fit with different work contexts. This entails extensive testing of the features before the training session and highlighting its strengths and limitations in different work contexts. For instance, some features are signal-dependent, others can be used offline. Realistic strengths/limitations must be clarified and shared with the learners during the training session to avoid any disconfirmation of expectations and resistance after the training. Confirmation or disconfirmation of users’ expectations is a key factor that impacts individuals’ satisfaction in the post-adoption stage of using an IS.
(Bhattacherjee, 2001; Staples et al., 2002; Thong et al., 2006; Saeed and Abdinnour, 2013; Wang et al., 2015).

Besides, appropriation support or scaffolding are means of enforcing the faithfulness of the appropriation process (Gupta and Bostrom, 2009; Gupta et al., 2010) as they ensure a fit between the feature and the user. Faithfulness of the appropriation process leads the users/learners to use the system in the same way as the designers’ initial defined processes (Wheeler and Valacich, 1996). FAMT incorporates several appropriation support methods like behaviour modelling training techniques (instruction-based learning and exploratory learning), IT support and collaborative learning methods (namely, problem-based learning and scenario-based learning) to achieve the meaningful learning process outlined by Mayer (1981), thus, intensifying the learners’ ability to apply knowledge to new situations or contexts (Davis and Bostrom, 1993).

Furthermore, appropriation support has a direct impact on users’ satisfaction as it can eliminate the frustration developed when trying to apply an ‘unfamiliar technology process’ as argued by Dennis et al. (2001:185). Using these appropriation support methods in technology training can foster positive reappraisal of the adopted technology in addition to learners’ expectations confirmation which ultimately leads to higher levels of satisfaction (Bhattacherjee, 2001; Staples et al., 2002; Beaudry and Pinsonneault, 2005; Thong et al., 2006; Bhattacherjee et al., 2008, 2018; Rivard and Lapointe, 2012; Saeed and Abdinnour, 2013; Wang et al., 2015) and elevation of perceived usefulness of the technology features (Bhattacherjee, 2001; Wang et al., 2015). Empirical evidence has shown that post-acceptance satisfaction is accurate and robust as it is based on users’ first-hand experience with the IS (Bhattacherjee, 2001; Thong et al., 2006; Bhattacherjee et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2015). Users’ IS satisfaction has strong impact
on their job satisfaction as empirically proved by Lee et al. (1995). When learners are satisfied with the technology features, they will alter their post-adoptive behaviours accordingly leading to better performance, enhanced utilisation and more exploration of various system’s features (Jasperson et al., 2005; Saeed and Abdinnour, 2013). Hence, users’ IS satisfaction is a more accurate dependent variable than technology use, especially in mandatory settings where users have no choice other than to use the organisation’s Information System regardless of their self-efficacy, personal preferences and intentions of technology use (Koh et al., 2010).

Therefore, FAMT adopts FAM concepts, Behaviour Modelling Training techniques (Bandura, 1977a; Yi and Davis, 2001), IT support and collaborative learning methods that are based on the principles of Adult Learning Theory of Andragogy (Barrows, 1996; Knowles, 1980, 1984, 1990; Wood, 2004; Werth, 2011;) to create a learning environment that bridges the gaps in technical knowledge and skills, enables learners to use their work experiences to link the technology features to tasks and to relevant contexts, in addition to, consolidating the learning process through using real-life scenarios for practice. Thus, the second objective of this research study is accomplished; to design technology training sessions that mitigate officers’ resistance to efficient utilisation of the Kelvin devices’ features.

6.4 Technology Training Design

The development of technology training programmes involves three phases: pre-training phase, formal training (includes training methods and the learning process) and post training (Compeau et al., 1995; Gupta et al., 2010) as mentioned in section 2.3.2 and illustrated by figure 2.4. The authors argue that the effectiveness of the training depends on the training methods and the learning process; the second phase. The key findings of this study demonstrate that
even though the same technology features were presented using the same training techniques in the three sessions (North, West and South), the learning outcomes varied significantly across the three Areas. The key factors that influenced the learning process across the three sessions will be discussed in detail in the next sections.

6.4.1 The Pre-Training Phase

The pre-training stage or initiation phase deals with the epistemological perspectives of the training programme and identifying learners’ training needs (Compeau et al., 1995).

6.4.1.1 Identifying Epistemological Perspectives for the Training Sessions

Epistemological perspectives focus on different knowledge states and learning outcomes (Gupta and Bostrom, 2009; Gupta et al., 2010). The epistemological perspectives adopted for this study’s technology training programme are: cognitivism learning and collaboration learning as shown in figure 6.2 below. Cognitivism learning is conducted through the adoption of behaviour modelling training techniques while collaboration learning is achieved through group discussions that incorporate the frame of patterns technique (Zigurs and Khazanchi, 2008), problem-based and scenario-based learning methods.

The cognitivist perspective focuses on the cognitive processes used in learning where learning involves “processing instruction input to develop, test and refine mental models in long-term memory until they are effective and reliable enough in problem-solving situations” (Leidner and Jarvenpaa, 1995:269). Collaboration learning assumes that teams collaborate to construct new ideas based on prior experiences and knowledge (Yarusso, 1992). Thus, each reality is different as it is based on learners’ experiences and biases (Yarusso, 1992). Therefore, the cognitivism perspectives fit with the learning outcome of enhancing officers’ cognitive mental
models during learning the new features while team collaboration consolidates the learning process by linking the feature to specific work contexts, thus, incorporating officers’ policing experiences in their roles and their IT skills.

![Cognitivism Learning](image1.png)
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Figure 6.2 Epistemological Perspectives of FAMT

### 6.4.1.2 Identifying Officers’ Training Needs

Based on the pilot study results, the key barrier to the Kelvin devices’ adoption at the Constabulary is officers’ dissatisfaction with some of the devices’ core features. This dissatisfaction led to a disconfirmation of their expectations which impacted on the devices' perceived usefulness aspects. This is consistent with Bhattacherjee (2001), Bhattacherjee and Premkumar (2004), Jaspersen et al. (2005), Saeed and Abdinnour (2013) and Wang et al. (2015) findings. In this study, officers reported finding some of the core features of the Kelvin devices useful such as taking photographs, e-signatures and reading/updating logs. Two main core features were resisted; writing witness statements and using the pocket notebook application. Both features are highly dependent on the use of tangential (optional technology features not the main defining features of the technology (Griffith, 1999)) features like using the keyboard (74% of officers in the pilot study’s online survey did not find typing using the Kelvin devices’ keyboard to record information an easy job) and having to input three sets of passwords to
record an exhibit in the pocket notebook application. Hence, the choice of presenting new alternative tangential features like the Speech to Text and S Note features to officers in the training sessions. Dictating witness statements using the Speech to Text feature can speed up this task, in addition to allowing officers to use the Kelvin devices while being visually aware of their surroundings; hence, enhancing officers’ safety. Similarly, using the S Note feature can eliminate the frustration caused by inputting three sets of passwords and boost officers’ efficiency.

Another tangential feature; the Person/Vehicle Information feature was added to the training programme to enhance the quality of data recorded and synchronised to police databases (58% of officers in the pilot study’s online survey are not satisfied with the quality of information that they access using the Kelvin devices) and boost officers’ efficiency by eliminating the need to ask members of the public to repeat their personal information several times to fill in different forms. Information quality is a key variable in Delone and McLean’s (2003) Information System success model (the success model’s aim is to predict and achieve Information Systems’ successful adoption in organisations). Many research studies validated the success model and reported significant relationships between ‘Information Quality’ with ‘User Satisfaction’ and ‘Individual Impact’ (DeLone and McLean, 2003). Information Quality was measured in terms of accuracy, timeliness, completeness, relevance, and consistency (DeLone and McLean, 2003). Individual Impact was measured in terms of decision-making performance, job effectiveness, and quality of work (DeLone and McLean, 2003). DeLone and McLean (2003:21) have “strongly encouraged [researchers] to include information quality measures as a critical dimension of their success measurement construct.” Moreover, Bagayogo et al. (2014) posit that one form of achieving IT enhanced use is by introducing unused set of technology features to users, thus, the three features fit well with the enhanced use construct.
Furthermore, as mobile use context is a substantial characteristic of mobile Information Systems (Siau et al., 2001; Pica et al., 2004; Pica and Sørensen, 2004), the training sessions’ design accommodated for linking the Kelvin devices’ features to the context of use to enable officers better perceive the actual strengths and limitations of the different features in various work contexts. Consequently, technology satisfaction can be boosted as a result of the confirmation between officers’ expectations and technology features.

Moreover, another training need that was identified in the pilot study; bridging the technical gaps in officers’ IT skills. Many officers reported their inability to deal with technical problems during their shifts which have caused them to revert to their old methods of doing their daily tasks; using pen/paper. Hence, providing IT support to officers at the training session can enhance their technical skills and boost their self-efficacy. The technology training goals are presented in figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3 Technology Training Goals

- Improve Information Quality and Officers' Safety
- Promote the Efficient Utilisation of the Features

- Bridge Learners' IT Skills Gap
- Highlight the Strength and Limitations of Features

- Link the Features to the Use Context
- Consolidate the Learning Process by Using Real-life Scenarios
6.4.2 Training Methods and Learning Process Phase

6.4.2.1 Training Methods

The training methods encompass a set of materials and activities designed to deliver specific knowledge to end-users based on users’ needs and training goals (Compeau et al., 1995). The training sessions’ design adapted the Task Technology Fit (TTF) profile for mobile Information Systems to support managerial tasks developed by Gebauer et al. (2006) and Gebauer et al. (2010) to fit the learning goals of the technology training at the Constabulary as shown in figure 6.4. A key characteristic of the technology utilisation in the post-adoption stage is the differences in learners’ technical skills and familiarity with the different features. For instance, IT confident officers’ self-exploration of the devices’ features can extend their knowledge about these features while the less IT confident officers can be unaware of the existence of the features. Hence, the design of any technology training session has to be generic to accommodate for differences in officers’ technical skills and knowledge. The model shown in figure 6.4 consists of three fits to achieve the training goals. Officers with less IT-skills have to start from Fit 1 while those who are IT confident (have used the devices’ features on a regular basis) can start from Fit 2.
Fit 1: The first fit is between the learner and the task/feature (i.e. writing a statement using the Speech to Text feature). The trainer presents the feature to officers and gives general instructions on how to access the feature on the Kelvin device. Then officers are asked to practise using the feature by two types of exploratory computer learning methods; self-exploration and then co-exploration. Exploratory-based learning methods proved effective in technology learning (Carroll et al., 1985, 1987; Raban, 1988; Simon and Werner, 1996; Lim et al., 1997; Gallivan et al., 2005;). At the end of this part, any technology-related knowledge gaps are bridged (via the IT support); hence, enhancing officers’ mental models (Lim et al., 1997).

Fit 2: The second fit between the task/feature and the use context. This is achieved through using the ‘Frame of Patterns’ method developed by Zigurs and Khazanchi (2008). A pattern consists of three parts: a specific context, a problem and a solution. Using their experience and knowledge, officers discuss the different contexts that a feature can best be utilised in. Adding officers’ experience to the profile is crucial for the success of the technology adoption as argued by Gebauer et al. (2006). It facilitates achieving meaningful learning as learners integrate new knowledge with knowledge that already exists in their long-term memory; thus, supporting the proposition of the Assimilation Theory as argued by Davis and Bostrom (1993). To achieve a deeper level of understanding and develop personal skills such as active listening, team collaboration and constructive feedback or criticism, officers should be arranged in a circle as highlighted by Barrows (1996), Wood (2004) and Werth (2011).
Fit 3: In the third fit, fit 1 and fit 2 are joined to achieve the task-technology fit for feature technology training. This is achieved by providing officers with real-life scenarios to practice the new features. This method of learning is effective in improving self-directed learning skills, long-term memory, problem-solving skills and the learning process in general (Banta et al., 2001; Dochy et al., 2003; Docherty et al., 2005; Koh et al., 2008; Werth, 2011).

The three fits can lead to either positive or negative appraisal of technology features which in turn leads to confirmation/disconfirmation of learners’ expectations. The extent of confirmation/disconfirmation will determine learners’ satisfaction and continuance intention of utilisation.

6.4.2.2 Learning and Interaction Process

Despite using the same training methods in the three training sessions, various factors influenced the learning process and impacted on the learning outcomes. These factors will be discussed in detail in the next sections to accomplish the third objective of this study.

6.4.2.2.1 The Role of the Super-user in the Learning Process

Many research studies suggest that management can achieve better IT usage if they can identify IT confident users or super-users to boost IT utilisation in organisations (Fulk, 1993; Orlikowski et al., 1995; Karahanna et al., 1999; Lucas and Spitler, 1999; Morris and Vekatesh, 2000; Lewis et al., 2003; Beaudry and Pinsonnault, 2005; Spitler, 2005). ‘Change agents’ as coined by Rizzuto et al. (2014) can influence other employees’ IT usage as they usually possess a positive attitude towards using technology which in turn, can impact their peers’ beliefs and attitudes towards the technology adopted (Fulk, 1993; Brown et al., 2002; McNish, 2002; Lewis et al., 2003; Venkatesh et al., 2003; Gallivan et al., 2005; Jasperson et al., 2005; Clark et al., 2009; Lucas, 2010; Saeed and Abdinnour, 2013; Rizzuto et al., 2014; Bhattacherjee et al.,
In this study, IT confident officers played a major role in shaping their colleagues’ beliefs and attitudes towards using some of the features as will be discussed later in the chapter. However, recruiting super-users to deliver technology training sessions as suggested by Fulk, (1993), Lewis et al. (2003) and Clark et al. (2009), especially in the post-adoptive stage, on the basis that their technical skills are far better than their peers proved to adversely impact the learning process at both North and South (at West, the researcher presented the features to participating officers).

Super-users at the post-adoptive stage developed their own habits of technology utilisation and identified their sets of features that they perceive as useful and efficiency boosters. It is also likely that these super-users changed roles in their organisations and for each role they used a different subset of technology features. Hence, being IT confident does not guarantee that they have used the full range of features offered by the technology. For instance, the trainer at North stated that since the roll out of the Kelvin devices four years back, he changed roles several times and has used different sets of features for each role.

“People get set in the ways they use the Kelvin and a refresher could help in showing them how to use things especially things like that where people are shown difficult things.”

(Trainer officer, North)

Furthermore, because the super-user is an IT confident officer, they did not perceive typing using the device’s small keyboard as a problem or efficiency reducer. Consequently, they never used the Speech to Text feature and did not perceive this feature as useful. This lack of experience and enthusiasm about the feature was reflected in the way the trainer, at North, presented the feature to his colleagues. The trainer also expressed his concerns about the
accuracy of the feature (despite not using the feature before) and moved on to present the second feature without allowing the officers to discuss different contexts that the feature can best be utilised in. This behaviour impacted negatively on the officers’ learning process and the results collected from the online survey indicated that the majority of officers did not use this feature after the training session. For this reason, the training quality was jeopardised. The trainer at South echoed the same viewpoints relating to the Speech to Text feature before and during the training session. Another two super-users who attended the training sessions (one at North and another at South) refused to try the Speech to Text feature because they were happy to use the devices’ small keyboard. For example one stated that:

“I have not used the voice feature on this device. I find it easier to just type my statements on to the device especially as the phone tends to learn the style of writing. I don’t and won’t use dictation.”

(Police Constable, North)

This study seems to confirm Jaspersen et al.’s (2005) claim that prior use, habit and a feature-centric view of technology are the three main aspects that determine the extent of post-adoption of Information Systems. Furthermore, these three key aspects determine the success of recruiting super-users in delivering quality training sessions to their peers in organisations in the post-adoption stage. For instance, a visually impaired officer who uses the Speech to Text feature on a regular basis to perform daily tasks might not be IT confident in using the full range of features offered by the Kelvin devices. Nevertheless, he/she is a super-user in using this particular feature and their experiential skills and knowledge can help their peers use this feature efficiently in performing tasks (Jaspersen et al., 2005; Clark et al., 2009). Another example from West training session, the Detective Sergeant (DS) whose role involved writing statements
on a regular basis, reported finding typing these statements using the small keyboard unpractical. As the DS’s Kelvin device did not have the microphone option activated at the time of the training, the DS contacted the IT department, activated the feature, tested it extensively and circulated several emails (to colleagues and the officers who attended the training session) sharing with them valuable information about new shortcuts to add punctuation marks to the dictated text accurately. This DS is not IT confident in using the full range of features of the Kelvin devices, nevertheless became a super-user of this feature. Similarly, as the trainer at North used the Person/Vehicle Information feature extensively in their role, the trainer’s enthusiasm and prior experience (about using this feature) influenced his peers to perceive this feature as both useful and ‘clever’. The results of the online survey indicated that all officers who attended the North training session integrated this feature in their daily sets of features to perform tasks. Hence, prior use, habit and a feature-centric view of technology determine the extent of successful delivery of technology features in training sessions in the post-adoptions stage. At this stage, users who have used a technology feature extensively in performing tasks can deliver successful training for this feature (even if they did not explore the full range of features of the technology) and are super-users of this particular feature.

The recruiting of super-users who are also serving police officers to deliver technology training sessions to their colleagues was impacted by some aspects of police culture which influenced the learning process. As mentioned in section 2.6, police officers rely on one another for support, the assumption being that they back up one another (Westley, 1970; Punch, 1983, 2009; Reuss-Ianni, 1983; Paoline et al., 2000; Terrill and Mastrofski., 2002; Paoline, 2004; Reiner, 2010; Cockcroft, 2013; Workman-Stark, 2017). This denotes ‘police solidarity’ or ‘support and backing’ in the line of duty but, more importantly, emotionally and personally.
This has been reflected in the training sessions as trainers, generally, did not offer help to their colleagues after demonstrating the features unless they are explicitly asked for assistance. As they were aware of their colleagues’ negative attitudes towards the Kelvin devices, they did not want to show enthusiasm about the features and kept quiet to avoid being viewed as different from their colleagues. Also, this can be attributed to gender differences as all the trainers were male officers, hence, can partly be more task-oriented than women (Lynott and McCandless, 2000). In the context of technology usage, task orientation refers to the completion of organisational tasks that may require technology (Venkatesh and Morris, 2000). Thus, they focused only on completing the task by presenting the features as they always do in police technology training.

The trainers seemed to feel uncomfortable helping older officers (who have many years of policing experience) and older officers did not seem to be comfortable asking the young trainer for assistance either. Also, the trainers avoided interfering to control the training session when their colleagues engaged in side talks or when the focus of the session diverted from the features presented.
All these factors can explain the reason behind the inconsistency in the delivery of the Kelvin devices training sessions across the three Areas at the time of roll out of the devices which was reported in the pilot study’s focus groups (where some features were presented in some Areas and skipped in other Areas). Recruiting super-users to deliver technology training in the post-adoption stage must be based on their experiential knowledge and skills in using these features. These views chime with Constable and Smith’s (2015) and Cockcroft et al.’s (2018) findings. Cockcroft et al.’s (2018:12) study shed light on the impact of recruiting trainers ‘who have specialized knowledge or whose communication skills facilitate engaging learning experiences’ in police forces. It is worth noting that all super-users in this study were nominated by their supervisors with no criteria of selection. A similar recommendation was issued by HMIC (2002) criticising the criteria for selecting tutor constables who are responsible for training new recruits as part of the IPLDP (Initial Police Learning and Development Programme) and recommending national selection criteria for tutor constables. Again, an example is offered by a Police Constable who suggested to:

“Scrap the idea of ‘Super-users’ and give everyone the same level of training, as ‘Super-users’ rarely have time to pass that information on or are not always around when it is needed.”

(Police Constable, South)

6.4.2.2 The Impact of Using Exploratory Learning Methods on the Learning Process

Exploration learning (self-exploration and co-exploration), by its nature, implies trial and error while instruction-based learning with its programmed format minimises the occurrence of trials and reduces the number of errors (Davis and Bostrom, 1993). This conforms with the cognitive
school of learning theories where learners are believed to learn more from “experience, by
doing, and that the learning that comes from the experience is fitted into the framework of [the
learners’] existing knowledge” (Wood, 2004:6). Therefore, the design of the training sessions
focused on using exploratory learning methods preceded by a short instruction-based
introduction about the technology features.

Gender differences were clear at this stage of the training and influenced the learning process
significantly. Male officers in the three sessions self-explored the technology features without
requiring much technical support either from colleagues or from the trainer/IT staff member.
They were task-oriented and motivated to explore the features practically which is consistent
with the findings of Venkatesh and Morris (2000). Generally, even the less IT confident male
officers, at South, who required little technical support at the beginning of the features’ self-
exploration process (but no further help later) did not ask explicitly for help and waited for their
younger colleagues to offer them the technical help they needed. This can be attributed to their
focus on productivity-enhancement factors related to their technology use (like usefulness)
which are more important to men (as they are more driven by technology instrumental factors)
(Venkatesh et al., 2000; Venkatesh and Morris, 2000).
On the other hand, female officers seemed to have less computer self-efficacy as they required much technical support during the self-exploration process of the Kelvin devices’ features even though they should have been using the devices for four years at the time of the training. They focused more on the methods used to complete tasks (process-oriented) and needed affirmation that they have followed the right steps from the IT staff member/researcher (South and West training sessions) or from the trainer (North training session). Similar findings were reported Venkatesh and Morris (2000). Moreover, at North, the two female officers attending the training session, automatically switched to co-exploration even before being asked to work in teams (the two female officers did not sit next to each other in the room and did not chat at all before the start of the training session).

At West, female officers sat next to each other around the round table. Firstly, they explored the features using their Kelvin devices on their own and sought technical support from the researcher (who was the trainer in this session). Then, even before being asked to work in teams, they shared their experiences with their female colleagues. The co-exploration process seemed natural to them and motivated them to explore different contexts that the features can efficiently be utilised in, even before being asked by the trainer to collaborate or co-explore the features.
This was clearly illustrated when a female officer used the Speech to Text feature to update logs on her Kelvin device and praised the accuracy of the feature which encouraged her female colleagues to copy her actions. On the other hand, male officers did not explore further uses of the features during this stage, instead they were focused on testing the accuracy and the functionality of the feature generally (exactly following the instructions given by the researcher). Male officers did not seem to need to co-explore the features with their colleagues. They only listened to their female colleagues’ conversations.

As for South, female officers sat together at one end of the room and the IT staff member had to move and sit next to them to be able to answer all their questions during the exploration stage. Female officers were exchanging their exploration findings and supporting each other through this stage (like West female officers). Co-exploration learning enhances learners’ mental models facilitating the inference potential of the learners and promoting a deeper-level of thinking (Lim et al., 1997). Therefore, it forces learners to interact with their peers and reconcile their differences in opinions until they reach a unified approach to the problem they are solving (Yi and Davis, 2001; Taylor et al., 2005).

Figure 6.7 Female Officers’ Learning Attributes
Therefore, in all the three training sessions, female officers seemed to prefer to work in teams and required IT support while male officers seemed to prefer to self-explore the Kelvin devices’ features with negligible IT support. This can be attributed to the strong influence of subjective norm (peer’s influence (Mathieson, 1991; Roberts, 1991; Taylor and Todd, 1995)) and lower levels of perceived behavioural control (Taylor and Todd, 1995; Venkatesh et al., 2000) on women claimed by Venkatesh et al. (2000) and Venkatesh and Morris (2000) in the context of technology use. Perceptions of behavioural control (PBC) relate to the extent to which individuals believe that they have control over factors that influence their behavioural performance like computer self-efficacy and facilitating conditions (i.e. training, IT support) (Ajzen, 1991, 2002; Mathieson, 1991; Taylor and Todd, 1995). PBC has significant impact on intentions of IT utilisation (Venkatesh, 2000; Ajzen, 2002; Venkatesh et al., 2003; Morris et al., 2005; Elie-Dit-Cosaque et al., 2011) and on post-adoptive IT intentions and behaviours (Bhattacherjee et al., 2008). It has been linked to self-efficacy in IT usage (Compeau and Higgins, 1995a; Taylor and Todd, 1995). In addition, IT support has been conceptually and empirically shown to impact users’ PBC (Cragg and King, 1993; Harison et al., 1997). IT support corresponds to the second dimension of trust in technology identified by Mcknight et al. (2011) and Thatcher et al. (2011) and proved to have an influence on external computer self-efficacy (CSE) (which is a belief about the users’ ability to use the Information System when it provides support or assistance) (Thatcher et al., 2008; Tams et al., 2018).

Furthermore, exploring different technology features during training sessions can boost learners’ positive attitudes and beliefs towards these features if their performance meets users’ expectations. Gallivan et al.’s (2005) study confirmed the significance of using technology exploration training in organisations and emphasised the importance of the role of co-workers in enhancing individuals’ IT usage. Since the choice of the Kelvin devices’ features for the
training sessions was guided by officers’ technical needs identified in the pilot study, the results of the online survey collected after the completion of the training showed that all officers agreed/strongly agreed that presenting useful and reliable technology features encouraged officers to use them. 90% reported finding the features presented in the training sessions useful. Hence, the importance of having a good fit between the task and the technology feature as argued by Goodhue and Thompson (1995), Beaudry and Pinnsoeault (1998), Zigurs et al. (1999), and Dennis et al. (2001). This was noted by one of the officers and the trainer at West as shown in the following quotes:

“As a general rule officers are happy to learn when the thing they are learning is of a benefit to their role. I think this then changes when we are asked to learn something which in the officer’s eyes is not relevant to their role, does not help their role or worse of all is a hindrance to the role they carry out”

(Trainer officer, West)

“You [addressing the researcher] blew our minds!! The whole West area doesn’t know about this feature [Speech to Text]. It is very user-friendly, we’ll feed it back”

(Trainer officer, West)

“I am amazed that we’ve had that [the features] and we didn’t know about it. It would have saved massive time.”

(Police Constable, West)
Officers’ positive attitudes towards the features’ functionality can boost their internal CSE. Internal CSE depends on the functions offered by the system; users will use the system efficiently if the system’s functions are aligned with the tasks (Thatcher et al., 2008). Thatcher et al. (2011:4) defined the functionality belief as “the belief that the system has the capability, functions, or features to do for one what one needs to be done” and identified it as the first dimension of trust in technology. Internal CSE exerts a significant positive effect on ease of use as users who have positive beliefs about their abilities usually have lower levels of computer anxiety and view systems as simple to use (Venkatesh and Davis, 1996; Agarwal et al., 2000; Thatcher et al., 2008). 100% of the participating officers either agreed or strongly agreed that being able to practice the technology features in the training session helped them appreciate the ease of use of the features presented. Computer anxiety is negatively related to IT adoption and utilisation (Durndell and Haag, 2002; Beaudry and Pinsonneault, 2010) and has been empirically shown to negatively influence PBC as a result of reducing perceived CSE (Thatcher and Perrewé, 2002; Ellie-Dit-Cosaque et al., 2011). Being able to explore the features during the training session was reported by all officers to have a positive effect on the features’ ease of use perceptions. This is particularly important as perceived ease of use has a strong influence on users’ intentions to use technology during training interventions as argued by Venkatesh et al. (2002). This is particularly important for female learners who are significantly influenced by perceptions of ease of use both during the introduction of technology and in the post-adoption stage (Venkatesh et al., 2000; Venkatesh and Morris, 2000). Individuals with lower levels of internal CSE are likely to have lower intentions to continue to use a given IS (Bhattacherjee et al., 2008).

Furthermore, CSE (both internal and external) has been shown to have a mediating role on trust in technology (Tams et al., 2018). Trust in technology directly influence perceived usefulness
Perceived usefulness has the strongest influence on future intention to technology utilisation as argued by Davis et al. (1989), Taylor and Todd (1995) and Venkatesh et al. (2003) as it encourages positive attitudes about use particularly in mandatory settings (Brown et al., 2002). It has been shown to impact men significantly during the initial decision process that drives technology adoption, as well as, influences post-adoptive usage (Venkatesh et al., 2000; Venkatesh and Morris, 2000). This is consistent with this study’s findings as male officers focused on the features’ functionality and the usefulness of these features in performing daily policing tasks. Lippert (2007) and Mcknight et al. (2011) claim that the role of trust in technology is a key determinant in sustaining post-adoption utilisation in organisations. Technology trust affects individuals’ intention to explore the full range of functionalities of the adopted Information System and consequently can limit the post-adoption utilisation preventing organisations from achieving the benefits anticipated from investing in the technology (Jasperson et al., 2005; Lippert, 2007; Mcknight et al., 2011; Thatcher et al., 2011). In this research, 88.9% agreed or strongly agreed that practicing the feature in the session boosted their trust in the feature. Technology trust can mitigate feelings of risk and uncertainty associated with innovative and exploratory behaviours (Mcknight et al., 2011; Thatcher et al., 2011; Tams et al., 2018). Therefore, using exploratory learning methods is fundamental to boost trust in technology through enhancing learners’ perception of technology features’ usefulness.

In addition, using exploratory methods in technology training impact on learners’ satisfaction which is the strongest predictor of individuals’ post-adoption utilisation as empirically shown by Bhattacherjee (2001), Thong et al. (2006), Bhattacherjee et al. (2008) and Wang et al. (2015). Post-adoption satisfaction is accurate and robust as it is based on users’ first-hand experience (in this context, during technology training sessions) with the Information System.
Moreover, exploratory learning can disrupt standard IS usage patterns and promote an expanded utilisation of technology features (Jasperson et al., 2005; Saeed and Abdinnour, 2013). Therefore, exploratory learning methods (self-exploratory and co-exploratory) are significant determinants of effective technology training programs as they impact on learners’ internal CSE (if a good fit between the task and the technology feature exists), perceptions of ease use, perceptions of usefulness and on their intentions to continue to use the technology features in the post-adoption stage. Providing IT support (especially for female learners) impacted positively on their perceptions of behavioural control through enhancing their CSE. This was evident in their active engagement in constructive discussions afterwards.
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Figure 6.8 The Impact of Exploratory Learning on the Learning Process
6.4.2.2.3 The Impact of Linking Technology Features to Contexts using Collaborative Learning Methods on the Learning Process

Investigating the impact of work context on the extent of technology utilisation and its impact on the use of mobile technology in policing have been explored by scant research studies (Ioimo and Aronson, 2004, 2003; Pica et al., 2004; Pica and Sørensen, 2004; Sørensen and Pica, 2005). They reported a variation in productivity improvements among different police roles because of using the mobile technology in different contexts. Sørensen and Pica’s study (2005) highlighted the importance of appropriating the mobile technology functionalities to police work contexts. The pilot study results indicated that the lack of appropriation training on how to use a technology feature in different work contexts contributed to officers’ not realising enough efficiency gains from using the Kelvin devices. The initial Kelvin devices’ training presented the primary functionalities to officers without considering the peculiarity of using mobile technology in different contexts. One key cause for officers’ resistance to using the full range of the Kelvin devices’ features is the unpracticality of using the Kelvin devices’ small keyboard in different contexts to complete various tasks. Different data input methods suit different contexts. The context of use plays a fundamental role in choosing the appropriate data input method that fits with the task to be completed. Therefore, adopting a feature-centric view that focuses on the different contexts that a feature can efficiently be utilised in can reduce the barriers to technology use and enhance officers’ perceptions of the usefulness of the Kelvin devices’ features.

By linking the technology feature to different possible work contexts, officers can extend the use of the features and adopt a realistic expectation of the strengths and limitations of these features. The confirmation of officers’ expectations can lead to technology satisfaction and consequently to continuance of use (Bhattacherjee, 2001;
Thong et al., 2006; Bhattacherjee et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2015). This confirmation corresponds to the third dimension of trust in technology identified as the predictability belief by Thatcher et al. (2011). It refers to the system’s consistency and the ability to forecast system behaviour. Predictability beliefs influence learners’ external CSE (Tams et al., 2018). Besides, the use of the theoretical ‘Frame of Patterns’ technique developed by Zigurs and Khazanchi (2008:3) enabled officers to achieve a better fit between the feature and the context as these patterns are “holistic abstractions of experience”. Its’ use in group discussions facilitates applying the Adult Learning Theory principles of learning and incorporating the learners’ experiences (Cross, 1981; Houle, 1984; Cotton, 1995). Group interactions and discussions varied significantly across the three training sessions. Several factors influenced the depth of the discussions of the different features presented like officers’ seating in the session, the information influence (which occurs when co-workers or peers share their own personal experience and evaluation of the technology (Karahanna et al., 1999)) and the number of officers participating in the session.

At North, the trainer’s enthusiasm about using the Person/Vehicle Information feature coupled with the positive feedback from the IT confident young officer about this feature created a positive motivational learning environment for the rest of the officers. Both officers informed their colleagues that they use this feature frequently in completing daily jobs and were happy to list different contexts in which they can best utilise this feature. The different context-based problems that can be encountered while using this feature were highlighted and possible ways of dealing with these problems suggested. The use of the ‘Frame of Patterns’ technique facilitated these discussions and enabled officers to realise and appreciate the usefulness of using the feature in various contexts through the ‘internalisation’ process posited by Fulk (1993).
Therefore, co-workers’ support impacted significantly on the learning process and on the utilisation of this feature after the completion of the training. This was noted by the trainer’s comments:

“Good exchange of views on how others use the technology. Good to share positives and negatives on the system.”

(Trainer, North)

However, the seating of officers in the room enabled some of them to opt out of the discussions (like the senior officer who did not bring their Kelvin device to the training session and clearly indicated that they prefer to use pen/paper). Since officers were sitting in a horizontal row (not facing each other) in the room, the officer who declined to engage in any discussions did not feel the need to contribute to these discussions and distracted themselves with their phones. This resembles the ‘flight’ behaviour described by Wood (2004). The online survey results reveal the successful adoption of the officers who participated in the discussion of this feature. Hence, the presence of super-users in the training session who have positive attitudes towards the feature presented boosted the feature utilisation as argued by Brown et al. (2002), Venkatesh et al. (2003), Gallivan et al. (2005), Jasperson et al. (2005), Clark et al. (2009), Lucas (2010), Saeed and Abdinnour (2013) and Bhattacherjee et al. (2018).

At West, officers used the ‘Frame of Patterns’ technique after exploring the Speech to Text and the person/vehicle features. All officers expressed positive views about the usefulness and ease of use of the Speech to Text feature as soon as they started to explore it in the session. The perceived usefulness of the feature shaped the positive attitudes towards it. Their discussions using the ‘Frame of Patterns’ technique to link
the feature to different contexts was constructive. One example of a pattern that they identified as a limitation to using the feature was how to have control over the dictated text when recording a statement in the presence of witnesses (eliminating the witness speech from the recording). The researcher demonstrated to officers how to pause the recording when needs be. This technical feedback eliminated an unrealistic perceived limitation about the feature that can potentially reduce the feature’s perceived usefulness in future use contexts. It motivated officers to come up with more patterns of use for the feature in different contexts. Hence, this confirms Taylor et al.’s (2005) and Wood’s (2004) claim that feedback from the facilitator or group members reassures learners that the learning process is successful and is an important aspect in the learning process. Thus, the use of the ‘Frame of Patterns’ technique facilitated a mutual discovery appropriation move among officers as they collaborated in a “joint sense-making and technology exploration” (Jasperson et al., 1999:115). The survey results showed that officers at West continued to use this feature after the completion of the training.

Furthermore, officers at West, were using their policing experiences extensively to list different patterns of use for the Speech to Text feature as they perceived it as an opportunity that they have high control over; thus, they were trying to maximise the feature’s benefits as posited by the first category of Beaudry and Pinsonneault’s (2005) Coping Model of User Adaptations to technology. Thus, officers’ adaptations efforts were mainly problem-focused aiming at dealing with the situation and changing the environment (e.g., learning new skills, adapting work processes, enhancing the fit with the task and developing new standards of behaviour). These findings are consistent with the results reported by Fadel (2012) who argue that problem-focused adaptation behaviours promote infusion of the technology in organisations. Indeed, the use of
‘Frame of Patterns’ technique boosted officers’ problem-focused adaptation behaviours which promoted the infusion of efficient utilisation of the Speech to Text feature at West. After the training session, the trainer at West informed his supervisors of the benefits of using this feature and they decided to train all officers at West on using this feature guided by the same training methodology.

As for the second feature; the Person/Vehicle Information, officers at West used the ‘Frame of Patterns’ technique to discuss the different possible contexts that they can best use this feature in. After a short discussion, the female officer with the extensive policing experience stated that she believed this feature is less useful especially that her current role did not involve dealing with regular persons who she would use their personal information frequently to fill in other forms. Her comments were quickly echoed in the session. The results of the online survey indicated that few officers at West adopted this feature after the training session. Hence, the discussions of this feature were influenced by the imitation appropriation moves among participating officers as they voluntary decided to learn from the actions of their colleague (Jasperson et al., 1999), complying to her viewpoints (Fulk, 1993; Brown et al., 2002; Lewis et al., 2003; Venkatesh et al., 2003; Gallivan et al., 2005).

“That is not massively fantastic to use! Statements drop off eventually, so we won’t be able to use them to copy over”

(Police Constable1, West).

The six officers who attended the training session at West were sitting around a round table which facilitated a deeper level of understanding of the different use of features in various contexts. Facing each other enabled them to actively listen, contribute to the discussion and provide constructive feedback to each other. Even the officers who were
quiet at the start of the discussion (actively listening), started to contribute to the ideas and patterns suggested by other officers afterwards. Hence, the number of officers (a small group) and how the seating was arranged (in a circle) facilitated team collaboration and extended the depth of the discussions which confirms with Neufeld and Barrows’s (1974) and Wood’s (2004) claim.

On the other hand, the training session at South was attended by twelve officers (initially sixteen officers attended the session but four of them were called by the control room half way through the session to do urgent jobs) who were seated in horizontal rows (like the North training room). Officers used the ‘Frame of Patterns’ technique to discuss different contexts that the features can efficiently be utilised in. Nevertheless, it was difficult, at times, to follow the discussions as some officers were engaged in side talks and the session was generally noisy. The learning process was massively impacted because of having more officers attending the training session. A quote from a Police Constable clarifies this point:

“I was a little confused about what we were getting out of it or what the training was meant to focus on.”

(Police Constable 1, South)
Finally, using real-life scenarios facilitated the consolidation of the learning process and prepared them to use the features efficiently in their daily tasks. This conforms with the findings reported by Bradford and Pynes (1999), Birzer (2003), Vander Kooi (2006), Cleveland and Saville (2007) and Werth (2011). The results of the online survey indicated that all officers (who participated in the online survey) believed that using real-life scenarios in the training session consolidated their learning of the features presented. 88.9% of the officers believed that the discussions about the different contexts that a feature can be used in extended their knowledge about the feature. 94.4% believed that discussions about the different contexts that a feature can be utilised in helped them appreciate the usefulness of the feature. Therefore, using the ‘Frame of Patterns’ technique and scenario-based learning impacted positively on the learning process and was perceived by officers as an effective method that consolidated their learning. Some officers expressed their views about using real-life scenarios in technology training as shown in the following quotes:

Figure 6.9 Factors Impacting on the Depth of Discussions at Technology Training
“The training needs to be relevant to the real world. I understand that [name] Constabulary who we are partnered with through [application name] don’t routinely give IT training. However, unless you are interested in tech (like myself) you miss valuable shortcuts and inputs that can improve your productivity. “

(Police Constable 2, West)

“Include more real-life scenarios in the training session which will help consolidate my learning of the features presented”

(Police Constable 2, South)

### 6.4.3 Post-Training Phase

The post-training stage deals with the assessment of the training goals, measuring the training impact and the knowledge gained by the learners considering the goals or needs identified in the pre-training stage (Gupta et al., 2010). Three key training goals were identified based on the results collected from the pilot study. The first goal is to train officers on using new tangential features that are both easy to use and efficiency boosters; allowing them to have alternative options that suit the variation in officers’ IT skills, roles and work contexts. The second goal is to facilitate linking the features to work contexts using officers’ experiences and knowledge to maximise the utilisation of the features, as well as, to boost officers’ perceived usefulness of the capabilities of the Kelvin devices. Finally, the third goal is to eliminate any technical knowledge gaps and enhance officers’ technical skills. An assessment of the impact of the training sessions and the knowledge gained by officers is presented in the next section.
6.4.3.1 A Comparison Between the Benefits of Using E-learning Packages versus the Fit Appropriation Model for Training (FAMT) at the Constabulary

During the pilot study’s focus groups sessions, officers expressed dissatisfaction with the e-learning training packages frequently rolled out by the Constabulary to save budget money. More data was collected via the pilot study’s online survey about the use of e-learning packages as an effective method of training at the Constabulary. 60% of participants were not satisfied with the e-learning system. 70% believed it did not help them improve their job performance. 50% agreed that the e-learning system helps the Constabulary achieve its goals. 63% did not prefer to use a handout to learn new material and then take the test on the computer. 54% agreed that adding interactive infographics to the e-learning material will help them learn faster. Many officers preferred being able to practise technology features during training sessions over using e-learning packages that provide instructions only on how to use the features. Similar results are reported by Cockcroft et al. (2018) in a study that investigated officers’ views of the most effective training method in delivering cybercrime training in police forces. In this study, officers favoured face-to-face training over e-learning training packages, and they drew attention to the potential of using e-learning training packages in delivering refresher training or basic introduction training (Cockcroft et al., 2018).

Besides, some studies reported gender differences in the context of technology e-learning. For instance, Ong and Lai (2006) claim that women are strongly influenced by perceptions of computer self-efficacy and ease of use while men are influenced by perceptions of usefulness of e-learning. These results confirm with this study’s findings as well as Venkatesh et al.’s (2000) and Venkatesh and Morris’s (2000). Hence, the importance of designing e-learning packages that match the learning needs of both male and female learners.
A feedback received from a police officer after attending the technology training sessions at South:

“I feel hands on training, with smaller training groups are more beneficial. Online learning packages are not much good for people who can't fully grasp IT. You can't seek clarification to better understand a difficulty/question you have and if you're not IT literate you can struggle with the online course itself. Smaller groups allow for clarification questions to be asked/answered without fear of individuals feeling pressured due to their lack of knowledge.”

(Police Constable, South)

Moreover, based on the training sessions’ online survey results, 100% of the participating officers either agreed or strongly agreed that being able to practise the technology features in the training session helped them appreciate the ease of use of the features presented. All officers agreed or strongly agreed that being able to practise the feature in the training session helped them appreciate the usefulness of the feature. 88.9% agreed or strongly agreed that practising the feature in the session boosted their trust in the feature. 100% of officers believed that using real-life scenarios in the training session consolidated their learning of the features presented. 88.9% of the officers believed that the discussions about the different contexts that a feature can be used in extended their knowledge about the feature. 94.4% of the officers believed those discussions about the different contexts that a feature can be utilised in helped them appreciate the usefulness of the feature.
Furthermore, the availability of IT support during the training sessions was crucial to ensure effective learning particularly to female officers. Bridging the technical skills gap during the exploration stages positively influenced female officers’ computer self-efficacy and was reflected in their abilities to conduct constructive discussions in later stages of the training. Also, bridging the gaps in IT skills eliminated the barrier to extend the use of some features to other contexts as reported by officers after the completion of the training. Therefore, using FAMT was perceived by officers as an effective training method that facilitated a personalised technology training and extended their knowledge about useful features in their Kelvin devices.

A sample of officers’ feedback about the training sessions:

“Very useful and the trainer was very knowledgeable”

(Police Constable1, West)

“Thoroughly enjoyable and I have continued to use the skills I was given on the training session. Not just at work but at home also. Loved the input thank you very much.”

(Police Constable2, West)

“Small regular inputs like this are more helpful”

(Police Constable, South)
“I have previously enquired about this feature in the past with a view of assisting in recording any lengthy written documentation i.e. statements. I find it difficult and a great hindrance recording such documents on a mobile phone device. So much so that following taking part in the portable keyboard exercise some time ago, I have purchased my own use keyboard for use with my kelvin. Since the training I used the speech dictation feature to document a first account in my kelvin from an assault victim and it greatly sped the process up”

(Police Constable, South)

“It was really lovely to learn something of significant value. the first thing I did when I returned to my office was to cascade the learning down to all the members of my team and to show them how to use it, this was on the understanding that they would show others. I had to visit our IT people to have the microphone enabled on my own device and once it was I performed quite a lot of audio input messages”

(Detective Sergeant, West)

“Considering we have had the devices for what 4 years?? Your short input I learned quite a bit and it is all very helpful. The Speech to Text is really good.”

(Police Constable, West)
6.4.3.2 IT Confident Officers’ Resistance to the Speech To Text Feature

The pilot study’s findings revealed the resistance of senior police constables to using the Kelvin devices’ features. However, resistance to the Speech To Text feature was clearly manifested among the young IT confident officers. At North, neither the trainer nor the young IT confident officer perceived the usefulness of the feature and consequently refused to use it. At South, many young officers reported not using it. Moreover, when the researcher asked a young female officer at the South training session to explore the feature, her reply was that she prefers typing using the Kelvin device’s keyboard and she is not going to use this feature. This resistance can be caused by officers’ irrelevant appraisal of the feature (Fadel and Brown, 2010). Irrelevant appraisal occurs when “an individual does not foresee a significant personal impact from the introduction of an IS, she may deem it largely irrelevant to her personal well-being” (Fadel and Brown, 2010:110). The IT confident officers did not perceive this feature as either an opportunity or a threat (as they naturally type fast using the small keyboard). This situation fits with the ‘Non-Adaptation’ quadrant in Beaudry and Pinsonneault’s (1998) framework where a fit between the technology and the task is present but a mis-fit between the technology and the user exists. Hence, the effects of the fit and mis-fit are likely to cancel each other, and technology usage is expected to have no significant influence on performance (Beaudry and Pinsonneault, 1998). This passive resistance can also be attributed to ‘lack of felt need’ as coined by Hirschheim and Newman (1988); where users are not convinced of the benefits of the system or the feature. Hence, in similar situations, it is important that the trainer professionally acknowledges that different users can appraise different technology features differently and share success stories about other learners who appraised the feature positively. The
trainer should ensure that the IT confident learners’ negative appraisal of the feature is neutralised by success stories of other colleagues who positively appraised the feature.

6.4.3.3 Identifying Female Super-users in Technology Training Sessions

At the Constabulary, many officers (if not all) who are identified by management as super-users and are involved in conducting technology training sessions are males. They use the Kelvin devices to accomplish daily tasks especially in the absence of clear criteria for super-users’ nomination and selection. Whilst, as already highlighted by Silvestri (2003; 2007), it is hard not to become entangled in debates about the attributes of women and men in organizations (Silvestri et al., 2013), including the police (Silvestri, 2015), it is worth noting here that the ‘cult of masculinity’ repeatedly applied to rationalise women’s negative experiences and lack of progression in policing does not possess sufficient explanatory power for making sense of the experiences of women who, in this study, are not super-users. In interpreting the ‘cult of masculinity’, Rabe-Hemp (2008a,b) argues that its stereotypical value may be read as an almost pure form of ‘hegemonic masculinity’, strongly grounded in heterosexuality where particular notions of masculinity govern. With the perception that police work involves strength, action and danger, the concept of physicality becomes a defining element of the ‘‘cult of masculinity’’ and so the work of policing becomes securely defined as ‘men’s work’, here we would argue even women’s relationship with technology, hence the lack of female super-users in this study. Furthermore, with Harding (1986) once again looking at the context of female officers who are not super users, the question to ask gravitates around a much wider discussion about the way technology reflects gender divisions and inequalities. The problem is not only men’s monopoly of technology, here male
officers, but the way gender is embedded in technology itself, a discussion which falls outside the scope of this thesis.

The presence of female IT confident officers or super-users in technology training sessions, as trainers and/or trainees, can potentially enhance the effectiveness and the success of the training. FAMT’s design facilitates the process of identifying super-users as it incorporates a collaborative discussions stage where super-users feedback and share their experiences with their colleagues. Organisations can profoundly benefit from incorporating female employees as active actors during technology training. This can be achieved by adopting special schemes such as Springboard Women Development courses for female employees to boost their self-confidence, self-efficacy and support them in achieving their personal and career goals. Given the importance of super-user’s impact on their peers, management should use instruments that measure technology users’ competence like the one developed by Marcolin et al. (2000) to identify female super-users.

6.4.3.4 The Impact of Using FAMT on the Technology Enhanced Use Construct

The enhanced use construct posited by Bagayogo et al. (2014) identified different patterns of technology enhanced use and highlighted the impact of the task-related variables, the IT system type and the user knowledge on the extent of utilisation of technology. Patterns associated with locus of innovation are shaped by the analysability of the task and the technology type (Bagayogo et al., 2014). Officers use their Kelvin devices to perform low analysability tasks like writing witness statements or filling forms. Functional systems (like the Kelvin devices) enable users’ initiatives as they provide different tools to facilitate the accomplishment of different tasks, hence, the
user is usually the locus of innovation of the enhanced use (Bagayogo et al., 2014). However, based on the pilot study results, the majority of officers were unable to enhance their utilisation of the various features of their Kelvin devices and reverted to using pen/paper. This can be attributed to the gaps in officers’ IT skills, the inability to link the various technology features to work contexts and ultimately, the disconfirmation of officers’ expectations of the Kelvin devices’ performance.

The extent of substantive use (the second attribute of enhanced use) is influenced by the task complexity and the IT-related knowledge (Bagayogo et al., 2014). Tasks that involve many steps like entering data into a detailed form with many parameters (like the forms used by police officers) can engage users in substantive use of technology (Bagayogo et al., 2014). However, officers’ IT-related knowledge reduced their ability to use the Kelvin devices’ features in an enhanced way. Furthermore, it impacted on officers’ adaptations (the third attribute of technology enhanced use construct) facilitating the utilisation of a small subset of the features offered by the devices (Thong et al., 2006).

Hence, using FAMT in technology training can contribute to enhancing the use of the Kelvin devices among officers. This study sheds light on other factors that can potentially impact the enhanced use construct such as gender differences, subjective norms, organisational culture, context of use and IT support. In addition, FAMT accommodates for learners’ differences that play an important role in the technology post-adoption process in organisations.
6.5 Conclusion

The integration of Task-Technology Fit Theory, appropriation concepts, behavioural modelling for training methods and collaborative learning methods into FAMT have successfully contributed to positive confirmation of officers’ expectations of the technology features, extended their knowledge about efficient utilisation of these features in different contexts and promoted officers’ perceptions of the usefulness of the Kelvin devices’ features.

Furthermore, the use of FAMT can boost learners’ personal innovativeness with IT (PIIT) which is defined as “the willingness to try out any new information technology” (Lewis et al., 2003; Agarwal and Prasad, 1998:206). PIIT is an individual personality variable (Ellie-Dit-Cosaque et al., 2011). It is acknowledged by many research studies to be a key enabler to IT adoption as it engenders positive beliefs about technology (Agarwal and Prasad, 1998; Agarwal and Karahanna, 2000; Thatcher and Perrewé, 2002; Lu et al., 2005), positively impacts CSE (Agarwal et al., 2000; Thatcher and Perrewé, 2002) and influences PBC both directly and indirectly (Ellie-Dit-Cosaque et al., 2011). Hence, by bridging the technical skills gaps through features’ first-hand practice and IT support during the exploratory stage and linking technology features to actual use contexts, officers were able to perceive the usefulness of the Kelvin devices’ features and reported positive attitudes towards the features presented in the training sessions. Officers also reported using these features in performing policing tasks which indicates positive reappraisal of the presented technology features as a result of possible improvement in officers’ perceptions of behaviour control, computer self-efficacy and reduction in computer anxiety. All these factors can positively impact on officers’ PIIT and lead to officers’ satisfaction with the Kelvin devices’ features. Training and technical support have been empirically shown to influence PIIT (Wang et al., 2015).
In organisations like police forces where employees change roles frequently, refresher technology training sessions that focus on the set of features that fit best with these roles can impact positively on the post-adoPTION utilisation attitudes and beliefs towards the technology. They can also shape officers’ acceptance/resistance to future Information Systems projects by positively influencing their secondary appraisal of the technology features as claimed by Fadel and Brown (2010).

Finally, this study does not suggest that male officers have better IT skills than their female colleagues, rather it sheds light on the gender differences that influence the learning process. Managers should not underestimate these differences and should ensure that trainers provide sufficient IT support and confirmation to female learners. Moreover, ensuring that female learners are seated close enough to each other during technology training can facilitate their collaboration, boost their learning and enable them to swiftly bridge any technical skills gaps.

6.6 Summary

In this chapter, a comprehensive discussion of the design of the Fit-Appropriation Model for Training (FAMT) is presented. FAMT adopts the Fit-Appropriation Model concepts (the model is based on the Task-Technology Fit Theory, the Adaptive Structuration Theory and the Appropriation concepts), Behaviour Modelling Training techniques, IT support and collaborative learning methods to create a learning environment that bridges the gaps in technical knowledge and skills, enables learners to use their work experiences to link the technology features to tasks and to relevant contexts, in addition to, consolidating the learning process through using real-life scenarios for practice. Using FAMT to train front line officers at the Constabulary was positively appraised as an efficient method of technology training. The learning process
across the three areas (North, West and South) varied extensively despite using the same training methods in the three sessions. Trainers’ prior knowledge, enthusiasm and session control skills extensively impacted on the learning process. Using exploratory learning methods (self-exploratory and co-exploratory) are key to ensuring the effectiveness of technology training in organisations as it impacts on learners’ internal CSE, perceptions of ease use, perceptions of usefulness and on learners’ intentions to continue to use the technology features in the post-adoption stage. Furthermore, providing IT support (especially for female learners) impacts positively on learners’ perceptions of behavioural control through enhancing their external CSE and IS continuance use behaviours.
Chapter Seven – Conclusion

7.1 Introduction

The purpose of this research study is to identify the key causes that contribute to officers’ resistance to using the full range of functionalities in mandatory setting of mobile IS utilisation and to posit a technology training program that rectifies them. The pilot study used the Coping Model of User Adaptations to technology (CMUA) developed by Beaudry and Pinsonneault (2005) to understand officers’ adaptation patterns to the use of the Kelvin devices features in performing policing tasks. The key findings of the pilot study indicate that in the context of mobile technology utilisation, the work context exerts a profound effect on efficient utilisation/ resistance to technology features. The lack of appropriate users’ technical skills can restrict this efficient utilisation and result in a dissatisfaction among them. Therefore, the design of the Fit-Appropriation Model for Training (FAMT) incorporates different learning methods to achieve bridging learners’ IT- skills gaps and to promote the efficient utilisation of the mobile Kelvin devices in various work contexts. The results reported by officers after the completion of the training reflect a positive change in their attitudes towards the Kelvin devices’ features and the learning methods used. Officers expressed positive feedback and favoured using exploratory learning techniques over both the instruction-based learning methods and e-learning packages usually rolled out by the Constabulary.

In the first section of this concluding chapter, the key contributions of this study are presented. The second section discusses the implications of the research approach. This is followed by the limitations of the study and areas of future research.
7.2 Contributions

Despite the existence of some research studies that used the CMUA to technology as a theoretical lens to study users’ adaptations and appraisals to IS utilisation, this is the first study that uses CMUA in the context of mobile IS utilisation. A key difference between stationary IS and mobile IS lies in the context of use of the different functionalities of the mobile technology (Sawyer et al., 2003; Turel, 2006; Gebauer et al., 2010). Hence, the significance of shedding light on the importance of incorporating the context of use in mobile IS research studies. Technology training has received scant attention in IS research despite its fundamental role in boosting users’ acceptance and efficient utilisation of the various technology features in organisations (Jasperson et al., 2005; Ali et al., 2016; Haddara and Moen, 2017; Bhattacharjee et al., 2018). Therefore, this thesis’s contributions to theory, methodology and practice are discussed in the following sections.

7.2.1 Theoretical Contributions

This study has several implications for mobile IS research. The key findings of the pilot study highlight the significance of the role of work context in the successful adoption of various mobile technology features. Incorporating work or use context to Beaudry and Pinsonnault’s (2005) Coping Model of User Adaptations (CMUA) to technology, extends the knowledge about situations where users’ primary appraisal of the mobile technology feature is both a threat and an opportunity facilitating a more fine-grained understanding of further possible users’ adaptations behaviours. For instance, the PNC feature was perceived by officers as both a threat and an opportunity. Officers reported in the pilot study’s online survey finding this feature useful but reported in the focus
groups’ sessions avoiding using it as they feared for their safety (unless they are double crewed). This could be attributed to the context in which this feature is being used in. For instance, traffic officers can do vehicle PNC checks while in their police vans (a safe context) while person PNC checks require complete officer attention to the suspect, hence, radio devices are massively used in this context. Therefore, in the context of mobile technology utilisation, we should avoid a dichotomous view about users’ primary appraisal of the different technology features because the context of use is a key driver of user adaptations and appraisals in the mobile IS context of use.

This study makes a novel contribution to the policing IS training literature, in particular to the mobile technology training in the post-adoption stage of utilisation. In proposing a new training approach; using FAMT in technology training, the researcher is seeking to fulfil the call of Jasperson et al. (2005) to develop rich conceptualisations of post-adoptive training strategies that examine post-adoptive learning experiences and behaviours. In addition, FAMT integrates both ‘acquisition’ and ‘participatory’ learning methods to deliver effective technology training to police officers as argued by Heslop (2011) and Charman (2017). The use of the ‘Frame of Patterns’ and scenario-based learning in technology training acknowledged the peculiarity of the different types of incidents that officers in various police roles are exposed to. Consequently, it conforms with officers’ beliefs that policing is a ‘craft’ and incorporates their knowledge and policing skills. Cockcroft et al. (2018) highlighted the significance of recognising the paramount role played by human interaction that takes place during the learning process in the field of cybercrime training and called for police policy makers to consider adopting more participatory learning strategies. As FAMT incorporates learners’ interactions in situational contexts using ‘Frame of Patterns’ and scenario-based learning, it fulfils Cockcroft et al.’s criteria of effective cybercrime training.
The results of this study could facilitate advancing the field of mobile IS technology training in the following ways. First, this study highlighted the significance of incorporating the technology context of use in training sessions to extend learners’ knowledge about efficient utilisations of the mobile technology features. Second, the study sheds light on the gender differences during the technology learning process and the importance of providing IT support at the time of technology training to female learners. Third, it revealed that co-exploration technology learning methods enhance the learning process of female learners while self-exploration is appropriate for male learners. Fourth, the use of the collaborative learning methods in police mobile technology training is novel and this study emphasises its’ profound impact on consolidating the learning process among officers. Fifth, the study adds to the current body of literature on the accentuated impact of not only police culture on the learning process but also of recruiting male super-users to deliver technology training on their colleagues’ IT utilisation beliefs and behaviours. It demonstrated and identified key attributes that super-users should possess to ensure the effective delivery of technology training programmes.

### 7.2.2 Methodological Contribution

This dissertation contributes to policing mobile IS research by extending the scope of the explorative interpretive qualitative research studies conducted in this discipline to envisage pragmatic Action research approaches. These qualitative studies aimed to examine the different aspects of mobile IS utilisation in police forces. However, using qualitative data collection methods solely cannot provide enough insights on the extent or magnitude of officers’ adoption and utilisation of the various mobile technology’s functionalities in their policing daily tasks. Hence, the significance of adopting
pragmatism through combining qualitative and quantitative data collection methods to address policing IS problems. Combining qualitative and quantitative methods “provides a richer, contextual basis for interpreting and validating results” (Kaplan and Duchon, 1988:575).

Furthermore, Action research has been adopted and developed successfully as an approach to IS research (Avison et al. 1999; Davison et al., 2012; Malaurent and Avison, 2015; Baham et al., 2017; Baird et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2017). Using a multi-method approach, in this study, to collect data; observations, text messages (SMS), online surveys, focus groups, unstructured interviews and Q-card ranking have facilitated the collection of invaluable information about the key determinants of delivering successful technology training sessions. These sessions have promoted efficient utilisation of technology features, in addition to boosting learners’ satisfaction and trust in the technology. Therefore, this dissertation extends policing mobile IS research methodologies to envisage Action research as a valid research methodology in this discipline.

7.2.3 Practical Contributions

This dissertation results are also of consequence for practitioners. This study answers the call of Fuller and Dennis (2009) and Bhattacherjee et al. (2018) to conduct appropriation training programmes that provide flexible learning opportunities to help users who believe they have less control over their IT use. Therefore, the results of this research emphasise the key determinants to successful delivery of flexible technology training programmes that promote problem-focused users’ adaptations and enhance their control over technology use. It highlights the significant role of providing IT
support during technology training. This role should not be underestimated by managers as it impacts profoundly on female workers’ technology learning. Additionally, the study sheds light on the key attributes that super-users should possess to be able to deliver effective technology training programmes in organisations. Investing in training super-users on how to manage a training session and professionally present technology features can maximise the benefits of the technology training and promote positive attitudes towards the technology features among the learners.

Furthermore, the study stresses the key role played by management to identify the causes of resistance to technology post-adoption utilisation and to incorporate suitable methods of rectifying these problems. For instance, at the Constabulary, the identification of the unfeasibility of using the Kelvin devices’ small keyboard in performing many policing tasks has highlighted the importance of training officers on using other data input methods like using the Speech to Text feature. Hence, the benefits of using advanced mobile technology will not be gained as a direct result of simply introducing the devices and rolling out a one day training session but will be attained from a process of continually assessing the technical and utilisation needs of the users of these systems and conducting refresher training sessions that disrupts the limited usage patterns and promotes innovative ways of using the full range of functionalities of the technology.

Moreover, the results of this study reveal the paramount role of using problem-based learning and scenario-based learning in technology training. These methods consolidated the learning process and were highly perceived by police officers as effective methods of learning. This dissertation is the first research study to use the collaborative learning methods in technology training generally and specifically in British police forces.
7.3 Implications of the Research Approach

The key contribution of this dissertation is that it has provided valuable insights about the determinants of conducting effective technology training that incorporates learners’ needs by enhancing learners’ technical skills as well as linking the feature usage to the work context. Adopting a multi-method pragmatic action research approach facilitated identifying important aspects that impact on the technology learning process like gender differences through using exploratory learning methods and problem-based/scenario-based learning techniques. Using CMUA and FAMT in the study enriched the data collected about aspects of effective technology training and identified successful strategies to incorporate in future technology training programmes. The findings of the study could have wider applicability to other contexts where the utilisation of mobile technology is mandatory. As discussed in chapter three, this research can claim to offer generalisation to theory (Lee and Baskerville, 2003) as it modified the pilot study’s initial guiding theoretical model (CMUA) based on the findings from the pilot study’s data and offered a thick description of the results of applying the theories used in the design of FAMT which can be useful for both researchers and practitioners in the mobile IS research discipline.

Furthermore, Kirk and Miller (1986) posit that synchronic reliability is a necessary premise of generalisability while Gummesson (2000) argues that validity is a sounder criterion for generalisation. Both synchronic reliability and validity were fulfilled in this study as discussed in section 3.4.3.3.
7.4 Research Limitations

Whilst the pilot study participants sample’s size is adequate to collect rich data about the key causes of resistance to the efficient use of the Kelvin devices in the Constabulary, the training sessions’ sample size appears to be limited. It was unfeasible for practical reasons to arrange more training sessions due to the unprecedented reduction in police officers’ numbers as a result of austerity. Nevertheless, research studies’ findings, regardless of the sample size, are an invaluable source of scientific development and their generalisability powers should not be underestimated by the sample size as argued by Flyvbjerg (2002, 2006, 2013).

In addition, as the agreement between the researcher and the Constabulary stated that the Constabulary is responsible for the process of organising the training sessions and the recruitment of officers, the researcher had no control on ensuring that all participating officers have used the Kelvin devices for the same amount of time. Nevertheless, the survey responses of the only officer who was newly recruited with one-month experience in policing were omitted from the results of this study.

Another limitation is the scope of the study as the pilot study and the technology training sessions were conducted in a UK police force. Even though police forces are a good context to study technology utilisation in mandatory settings, it is highly unlikely that officers would disclose information about appropriating the use of the devices in an unfaithful way. Hence, it was not feasible to report on any unfaithful utilisation of the Kelvin devices’ features that can possibly exist in other organisations. Thus, the results of this study cannot be generalised for other contexts of technology utilisation without further validation.
Besides, it was beyond the scope of this study to examine extra-organisational contextual influences (Scheepers et al., 2006) like the magnitude of officers’ mobile technology usage in their personal life to identify if their competence in using the mobile devices is driven by congruency with the utilisation of the devices in their personal contexts.

7.5 Areas of Future Research

More future research needs to be undertaken for deeper understanding of the change in learners’ emotions because of their reappraisal and adaptations of the Kelvin devices features after attending the technology training sessions. Kashefi’s (2014) study has examined individuals’ emotions as a result of introducing a new IT system in a medical clinic attached to one of Iran’s oil and gas industry companies. His study examined the change in users’ emotions in the adoption and the post-adoption stages. Kashefi’s (2014) study used the CMUA and extended the model to include emotions as a mediator to better understand the different users’ IT adaptations especially the non-IT savvy ones. His proposed model can be used to investigate the impact of using FAMT on users’ emotions and subsequent users’ adaptations and behaviours.

Future research can build upon this study to shed light on examining different methods of identifying female super-users in organisations. This rarely investigated area deserves more focus and research. Moreover, more studies need to investigate the impact of recruiting female super-users to deliver technology training on the learning process. Research questions should address the potential of enhancing female and/or male learners’ perceptions of behavioural control as a result of recruiting female super-users to deliver technology training in organisations.
Furthermore, police officers use different types of mobile ISs to complete their daily tasks. Another area of investigation concern studying the impact of using FAMT on the learning process of other types of mobile technology. This can extend FAMT’s design to accommodate for other determinants of technology training that best fit different mobile ISs.
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Appendix 1 - The Pilot Study Use of Kelvin Devices Survey

The Use of Kelvin Devices in Constabulary Survey

University of Cumbria is conducting a research project on the use of the Kelvin mobile devices in Constabulary. The study is examining how the Kelvin devices affect various aspects of police work and ways of overcoming any current problems associated with the use of the devices. For further clarification on the overall aim of the study please contact Dr. Nicoletta Policek (nicoletta.policek@uni.cumbria.ac.uk)

This is a confidential online survey. We are not asking for your identity on the survey, and individual responses will not be reported to the Constabulary or to any third parties.

You can access the survey using your Kelvin device. Thank you for your participation – we greatly value your input.

If you have difficulty accessing or submitting the online survey, please contact Noorhan Abbas noorhan.abbas@uni.cumbria.ac.uk Please submit the completed survey by Friday 17th of November 2017.

We would like to thank George Mason University for allowing us to use parts of their questionnaire in our survey.

*Required

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?

1. The use of the Kelvin device helps me to engage in proactive, self-initiated activities. *
   
   Mark only one oval:
   
   □ Strongly Agree
   □ Agree
   □ Disagree
   □ Strongly Disagree
   □ Not Applicable

2. The use of the Kelvin device helps me to be productive in my daily work. *
   
   Mark only one oval:
   
   □ Strongly Agree
   □ Agree
   □ Disagree
   □ Strongly Disagree
   □ Not Applicable
3. The use of the Kelvin device helps me to improve the way I interact and communicate with the public. *
   
   Mark only one oval.
   
   ☐ Strongly Agree
   ☐ Agree
   ☐ Disagree
   ☐ Strongly Disagree
   ☐ Not Applicable

4. The use of the Kelvin device helps me to be more effective in helping victims. *
   
   Mark only one oval.
   
   ☐ Strongly Agree
   ☐ Agree
   ☐ Disagree
   ☐ Strongly Disagree
   ☐ Not Applicable

5. The use of the Kelvin device creates extra work for me. *
   
   Mark only one oval.
   
   ☐ Strongly Agree
   ☐ Agree
   ☐ Disagree
   ☐ Strongly Disagree
   ☐ Not Applicable

6. The use of the Kelvin device makes my work interesting. *
   
   Mark only one oval.
   
   ☐ Strongly Agree
   ☐ Agree
   ☐ Disagree
   ☐ Strongly Disagree
   ☐ Not Applicable

7. It is important to the public that I am knowledgeable about the latest information technologies. *
   
   Mark only one oval.
   
   ☐ Strongly Agree
   ☐ Agree
   ☐ Disagree
   ☐ Strongly Disagree
   ☐ Not Applicable
8. Using my Kelvin device frustrates me.*  
*Mark only one oval.*
- [ ] Strongly Agree
- [ ] Agree
- [ ] Disagree
- [ ] Strongly Disagree
- [ ] Not Applicable

9. The demands of using my Kelvin device take time away from aspects of police work that I enjoy.*  
*Mark only one oval.*
- [ ] Strongly Agree
- [ ] Agree
- [ ] Disagree
- [ ] Strongly Disagree
- [ ] Not Applicable

10. Using my Kelvin device enhances my job satisfaction.*  
*Mark only one oval.*
- [ ] Strongly Agree
- [ ] Agree
- [ ] Disagree
- [ ] Strongly Disagree
- [ ] Not Applicable

11. Generally, the Kelvin mobile phone is easy to use.*  
*Mark only one oval.*
- [ ] Strongly Agree
- [ ] Agree
- [ ] Disagree
- [ ] Strongly Disagree
- [ ] Not Applicable

12. I am satisfied with the quality of information I can access from my Kelvin device.*  
*Mark only one oval.*
- [ ] Strongly Agree
- [ ] Agree
- [ ] Disagree
- [ ] Strongly Disagree
- [ ] Not Applicable
13. The Kelvin devices improve communication between me and my line-supervisor. *
   Mark only one oval.
   - Strongly Agree
   - Agree
   - Disagree
   - Strongly Disagree
   - Not Applicable

14. The Kelvin devices improve relationships between me and other officers/detectives. *
   Mark only one oval.
   - Strongly Agree
   - Agree
   - Disagree
   - Strongly Disagree
   - Not Applicable

15. My supervisor uses information technology to track and monitor my daily activities. *
    Mark only one oval.
    - Strongly Agree
    - Agree
    - Disagree
    - Strongly Disagree
    - Not Applicable

16. Supervisors use information technology to identify under-performing officers. *
    Mark only one oval.
    - Strongly Agree
    - Agree
    - Disagree
    - Strongly Disagree
    - Not Applicable

17. Information technology generates statistics that are valuable in assessing officer performance. *
    Mark only one oval.
    - Strongly Agree
    - Agree
    - Disagree
    - Strongly Disagree
    - Not Applicable
18. Information technology generates statistics that are valuable in assessing the Constabulary's performance. *
   Mark only one oval.
   - [ ] Strongly Agree
   - [ ] Agree
   - [ ] Disagree
   - [ ] Strongly Disagree
   - [ ] Not Applicable

19. My supervisor expects me to use the Kelvin device to identify and respond to crime problems. *
   Mark only one oval.
   - [ ] Strongly Agree
   - [ ] Agree
   - [ ] Disagree
   - [ ] Strongly Disagree
   - [ ] Not Applicable

20. Information technology improves supervision and management within the Constabulary. *
   Mark only one oval.
   - [ ] Strongly Agree
   - [ ] Agree
   - [ ] Disagree
   - [ ] Strongly Disagree
   - [ ] Not Applicable

General Views on Technology

21. In general, younger officers/detectives are more receptive to using technologies than older officers/detectives. *
   Mark only one oval.
   - [ ] Strongly Agree
   - [ ] Agree
   - [ ] Disagree
   - [ ] Strongly Disagree
   - [ ] Not Applicable

22. Up-to-date technology improves the image of the Constabulary in the eyes of the public. *
   Mark only one oval.
   - [ ] Strongly Agree
   - [ ] Agree
   - [ ] Disagree
   - [ ] Strongly Disagree
   - [ ] Not Applicable
23. In general, technology functions well in Constabulary. *
   Mark only one oval.
   ☐ Strongly Agree
   ☐ Agree
   ☐ Disagree
   ☐ Strongly Disagree
   ☐ Not Applicable

24. In comparison to my fellow officers, I consider myself “technology-savvy”. *
   Mark only one oval.
   ☐ Strongly Agree
   ☐ Agree
   ☐ Disagree
   ☐ Strongly Disagree
   ☐ Not Applicable

25. I like to experiment with new technologies. *
   Mark only one oval.
   ☐ Strongly Agree
   ☐ Agree
   ☐ Disagree
   ☐ Strongly Disagree
   ☐ Not Applicable

26. In the Constabulary, officers who use technology in creative or innovative ways are more likely to be rewarded than those who do not. *
   Mark only one oval.
   ☐ Strongly Agree
   ☐ Agree
   ☐ Disagree
   ☐ Strongly Disagree
   ☐ Not Applicable

27. The Constabulary puts more value on officers making decisions based on data and analysis than on officers using their personal experience. *
   Mark only one oval.
   ☐ Strongly Agree
   ☐ Agree
   ☐ Disagree
   ☐ Strongly Disagree
   ☐ Not Applicable

Implementation of Technology
28. The Constabulary adequately prepared me to use the Kelvin devices. ^
   Mark only one oval.
   ○ Strongly Agree
   ○ Agree
   ○ Disagree
   ○ Strongly Disagree
   ○ Not Applicable

29. Overall, supervisors and senior officers in the Constabulary work hard to generate the widespread acceptance of technology. ^
   Mark only one oval.
   ○ Strongly Agree
   ○ Agree
   ○ Disagree
   ○ Strongly Disagree
   ○ Not Applicable

30. I feel that the Constabulary adopts technologies that are designed to meet important needs. ^
   Mark only one oval.
   ○ Strongly Agree
   ○ Agree
   ○ Disagree
   ○ Strongly Disagree
   ○ Not Applicable

31. Before implementing a new technology, senior managers work hard to get input from employees. ^
   Mark only one oval.
   ○ Strongly Agree
   ○ Agree
   ○ Disagree
   ○ Strongly Disagree
   ○ Not Applicable

32. After implementing a new technology, the Constabulary seeks regular feedback from employees on how it is working. ^
   Mark only one oval.
   ○ Strongly Agree
   ○ Agree
   ○ Disagree
   ○ Strongly Disagree
   ○ Not Applicable
33. After implementing a new technology, the Constabulary provides sufficient help and support to employees who are experiencing problems with it.*
   *Mark only one oval.*
   - Strongly Agree
   - Agree
   - Disagree
   - Strongly Disagree
   - Not Applicable

34. In general, I am satisfied with how new technologies are implemented in the Constabulary.
   *Mark only one oval.*
   - Strongly Agree
   - Agree
   - Disagree
   - Strongly Disagree
   - Not Applicable

35. The successful implementation of a new technology in the Constabulary depends on supervisors and senior management requiring its use.*
   *Mark only one oval.*
   - Strongly Agree
   - Agree
   - Disagree
   - Strongly Disagree
   - Not Applicable

36. The Constabulary tends to adopt technologies that are often not useful.*
   *Mark only one oval.*
   - Strongly Agree
   - Agree
   - Disagree
   - Strongly Disagree
   - Not Applicable

**Kelvin Devices Applications and Features**

37. Name the application/s that you find useful (Please leave blank if you don't think there are any useful applications).

    __________________________
    __________________________
    __________________________
    __________________________
    __________________________
36. Name the application/s that should be removed from the device.

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

39. Name the application/s that need/s improvement.

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

40. Would adding an instant messaging application (like Whatsapp) be helpful in communicating with your team?*  
   Mark only one oval.
   - Yes
   - No
   - Maybe

41. Do you prefer using the desktop over using your Kelvin device? *  
   Mark only one oval.
   - Yes
   - No

42. How often do you use the desktop to input information other than the intelligence information into Sleuth?*  

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

43. Do you use the Kelvin's pocket notebook feature every day? *
   Mark only one oval.
   - Yes
   - No
44. Do you find typing using the Kelvin keyboard to record information in the Kelvin's pocket notebook an easy job? * 
   Mark only one oval.
   ☐ Yes
   ☐ No
   ☐ Maybe

45. Is charging your phone in the middle or towards the end of the shift a challenge? *
   Mark only one oval.
   ☐ Yes
   ☐ No

46. Is the predictive text feature frustrating? *
   Mark only one oval.
   ☐ Yes
   ☐ No

47. Is it important for you to have a policy of use for the Kelvin devices? *
   Mark only one oval.
   ☐ Yes
   ☐ No
   ☐ Maybe

Personal Use

48. Do you use your personal mobile phone to *
   Tick all that apply.
   ☐ Check your personal emails
   ☐ Access your Facebook account
   ☐ Access your Twitter account
   ☐ Check other phone applications

E-learning Packages

49. I am satisfied with the e-learning system *
   Mark only one oval.
   ☐ Strongly Agree
   ☐ Agree
   ☐ Disagree
   ☐ Strongly disagree
50. The e-learning system helps me improve my job performance *
   *Mark only one oval.
   □ Strongly Agree
   □ Agree
   □ Disagree
   □ Strongly disagree

51. The e-learning system helps the Constabulary to achieve its goal *
   *Mark only one oval.
   □ Strongly Agree
   □ Agree
   □ Disagree
   □ Strongly disagree

52. I prefer to use a handout to learn new material and then take the test on the computer *
   *Mark only one oval.
   □ Strongly Agree
   □ Agree
   □ Disagree
   □ Strongly disagree

53. Adding interactive info-graphics to the e-learning material will help me learn faster. *
   *Mark only one oval.
   □ Strongly Agree
   □ Agree
   □ Disagree
   □ Strongly disagree

54. It would be helpful if I can complete the e-learning course using my Kelvin device. *
   *Mark only one oval.
   □ Strongly Agree
   □ Agree
   □ Disagree
   □ Strongly disagree

For Patrol officers only
55. The use of the Kelvin mobile phone helps me:

Tick all that apply:
- Locate wanted persons, suspects and other persons of interest.
- Locate vehicles of interest.
- Collect and search for information.
- Determine how to respond to a crime problem.
- Check the history of a specific location or person(s) before responding to a call for service.
- Increases my capacity to prevent crime on patrol when not answering calls for service.
- Enhances my safety on the job.

Background Information
Finally, we would like to ask few questions about your background

56. What is your rank?  

57. How long have you been working in the police?  

58. What is your age?  

59. Which area are you based in?  

60. Which unit/department are you currently serving?  

61. Did you use your Kelvin to complete this survey?  

Mark only one oval.
- Yes
- No
Technology Training Session Design Survey

Collar Number * Required

University of Cumbria is conducting a research project on enhancing the technology training at [Redacted] Constabulary. The study will examine how technology training sessions should be designed to support officers in performing various aspects of police work. For further clarification on the overall aim of the study please contact Dr. Nicoletta Policek (nicoletta.policek@cumbria.ac.uk)

This is a confidential online survey. Individual responses will not be reported to the Constabulary or to any third parties.

Thank you for your participation – we greatly value your input.

If you have difficulty accessing or submitting the online survey, please contact Noorhan Abbas noorhan.abbas@uni.cumbria.ac.uk. Please submit the completed survey by Friday 16th of November 2018.
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?

1. Being able to practise technology features/functionality in the training session could help officers appreciate the ease of use of the feature. *Required
   - Strongly Agree
   - Agree
   - Disagree
   - Strongly Disagree

2. Being able to practise technology features in the training session could help officers appreciate the usefulness of the feature. *Required
   - Strongly Agree
   - Agree
   - Disagree
   - Strongly Disagree

3. My trust in technology features could be boosted because of practising using the features in the training session. *Required
   - Strongly Agree
   - Agree
   - Disagree
   - Strongly Disagree
4. When I use a reliable feature, I share my experience with my colleagues.  *Required

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

5. Using real-life scenarios in the training session consolidates my learning of the features presented  *Required

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

6. Technology training sessions that focus on useful and reliable features could promote using these features.  *Required

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

7. Discussing the different contexts that the technology feature could be applied in helped me extend my knowledge about the feature.  *Required

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree
8. Discussing different contexts that the technology feature could be applied in helped me appreciate the usefulness of the feature.  *Required

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

9. Did you find the features presented generally useful?  *Required

- Yes
- No


10. b. In what context did you find using the dictation feature most useful?  *Required


11. Do you find information about technology features in newsletters and emails useful?  *Required

- Yes
- No
12. Any suggestions on how to improve the technology training in the Constabulary? *Required

13. Any comments about the training session you attended? *Required
Final page

Thank you very much for your kind support...
Appendix 3 Pilot Study Participant Information Sheet and Consent Form

'The Benefits and Drawbacks of using Kelvin Devices'

Participant Information Sheet

About the study

Cumbria Constabulary has recently introduced new mobile devices for all police officers, PCSOs, the Special Constabulary and a small number of police staff roles. The anticipated benefits are improved visibility, bridging the productivity gap created by having fewer officers, removing duplication of processes therefore making efficiency savings and quicker information propagation. Nine focus groups will be conducted to study the positive/negative impact of technology on officers as well as discuss how to maximise the benefits of the new technology to both the officers and the Constabulary.

Why have you asked me to take part and what will I be required to do?

You have been invited to participate in this focus group because you are a user of the new mobile phones. All participants are kindly invited to share their positive/negative experiences in addition to any new ideas that would help in enhancing the use of the new technology.

What if I do not wish to take part or change my mind during the study?

Your participation in the study is entirely voluntary. You are free to withdraw from the study at any time without having to provide a reason for doing so.

What happens to the research data?

All the focus groups sessions will be audio recorded. The sessions will be recorded using a Dropbox audio recorder application. The Dropbox folder will be password protected. The files will be modified using the Audacity program to change the pitch of the audio files so voices are not recognizable. In addition to that, data will be anonymised, analysed and divided into main themes.
At the end of the pilot study, the audio files will be stored on a password protected USB and kept for a year in the University of Cumbria and then destroyed. Any screenshots of the devices or the applications will be anonymised. A PhD student (Noorhan Abbas) in the University of Cumbria will have access to the data.

How will the research be reported?

All the results will be presented to the Constabulary in a report and/or a presentation. The data will be used in publishing a paper and also in a doctoral dissertation. All data will be completely anonymised.

How can I find out more information?

Please contact the researcher directly (noorhan.abbas@uni.cumbria.ac.uk). University of Cumbria, Department of Business, Law, Policing and Social Science, Fusehill St, Carlisle CA1 2HH

What if I want to complain about the research

Initially you should contact the researcher directly. However, if you are not satisfied or wish to make a more formal complaint you should contact Diane Cox, Director of Research Office, University of Cumbria, Bowerham Road, Lancaster, LA1 3JD. diane.cox@cumbria.ac.uk
'The Benefits and Drawbacks of using Kelvin Devices'

Participant Consent Form

Please answer the following questions by circling your responses:

Have you read and understood the information sheet about this study?  YES  NO

Have you been able to ask questions and had enough information?  YES  NO

Do you understand that you are free to withdraw from this study at any time, and without having to give a reason for withdrawal?  YES  NO

Your responses will be anonymized. Do you give permission for members of the research team to analyze and quote your anonymous responses?  YES  NO

Please sign here if you wish to take part in the research and feel you have had enough information about what is involved:

Signature of participant:........................................... Date:....................

Name (block letters):....................................................................................
Appendix 4 Training Sessions’ Participant Information Sheet and Consent Form

Participant Information Sheet

About the study
This research project aims to enhance the usage of some applications on the Kelvin devices by using the Fit-appropriation Model. The study should also seek to understand the different factors influencing achieving efficient and effective usage of mobile technology such as social norms, culture, officers’ IT skills and the context of use. The fit-appropriation process of the mobile devices should consider the nature of interaction of police officers with their devices.

Why have you asked me to take part and what will I be required to do?
You have been invited to participate in this focus group because you are a user of the mobile phones. All participants are kindly invited to share their positive/negative experiences in addition to any new ideas that would help in enhancing the quality of police data through the use of the new technology.

What if I do not wish to take part or change my mind during the study?
Your participation in the study is entirely voluntary. You are free to withdraw from the study at any time without having to provide a reason for doing so. Details of information collected from the interviews/focus groups will not be passed to the Constabulary.

What happens to the research data?
All the sessions will be audio recorded using a Dropbox audio recorder application. The Dropbox folder will be password protected. The files will be modified using the Audacity program to change the pitch of the audio files so voices are not recognizable. In addition to that, data will be anonymised, analysed and divided into main themes.
At the end of the study, the audio files will be stored on a password protected USB and kept for a maximum of two years in the University of Cumbria and then destroyed. Any screenshots of the devices or the applications will be anonymised. A PhD student (Noorhan Abbas) and Dr. Nicoletta Policek (PhD Supervisor) at the University of Cumbria will have access to the data.

**How will the research be reported?**

All the results will be presented to the Constabulary in a report and/or a presentation. The data will be used in publishing a paper and also in a doctoral dissertation. All data will be completely anonymised.

**How can I find out more information?**

Please contact the researcher directly (noorhan.abbas@uni.cumbria.ac.uk). University of Cumbria, Department of Business, Law, Policing and Social Science, Fusehill St, Carlisle CA1 2HH

**What if I want to complain about the research?**

Initially you should contact the researcher or her PhD supervisor directly. However, if you are not satisfied or wish to make a more formal complaint you should contact Prof. Diane Cox, Director of Research Office, University of Cumbria, Bowerham Road, Lancaster, LA1 3JD. diane.cox@cumbria.ac.uk

**Who should I contact if I have any further questions?**

Please contact the researcher/s directly (details below) at any time even after completion of the study

- Noorhan Abbas
  - PhD Student
  - University of Cumbria
  - Fusehill Street
  - Carlisle
  - Cumbria
  - CA1 2HH
  - noorhan.abbas@uni.cumbria.ac.uk

- Dr. Nicoletta Policek
  - Associate Professor in Policing and Criminology (PhD Supervisor)
  - University of Cumbria
  - Fusehill Street
  - Carlisle
  - Cumbria
  - CA1 2HH
  - nicoletta.policek@cumbria.ac.uk